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is to sum up s career in 
local naticmal 
cause lOr Glasgow's CQmmerce.. It 
was the mest in SOQtland befQre 
Industrial RevQlutiQn as its LQrds" grew lOll 
American tobacco trade. The loss of this empire with the 
~U'~.L"~~aA'. Revolution to a conoentratiQn IOn the textile 
industry: it came naturally te a city built en ever seas 
te werk up an imported raw , raw cotton, 
fabrics fQr "''':',_'''''","'''1',,,-1". This was superoeded in the 
the of new iron industry based en the 
v .... """.., • ..,<-,.......... ironstone", discovered 
as 
until Neilson 
usable at , ... ",.""",,+ 
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In the lOne dramatic decade Qf the 18]Os tl:.ar of 
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steelwerks, peak 
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years before 1914 one-third of. all the world's steam-ships 
were launched on the Clyde: in 1913 370 ships were launched, 
their combined tonna~ being 156,976.1 great ~~ter-
depend.ence of ,.,.,u,,..., .. industries was potentially dan,gerous 
as more and more reliance was placed upon imported raw 
materials upon export suocess: in suoh a position it was 
particularly susceptible fluotuations in trade. But 
this lack of industrial d1 versificlii.tiofl did booome apparent 
1ater.2 
economic growth was accompanied by a tremendous 
increase in In 1707 Glasgow's was a.n 
estimated 12,000. rose to about 40,000 and 
industrialisation it increased even more rapidly - to 000 
1830, 500,000 by end over 750,000 1901.3 
increase, major incorporations of SUJ~ounliiIllg buil t-up areas 
in 1846 and 1891, the influx of labour hom the surrounding 
countryside a.oounted for the bulk of this 
migration from from Ireland was also 
important, if only because of the probleme it oaused. 
IJ.Cunnison and J.B.S. Gilfilla~, The City of Gl~sgoWt 
• V of The Third Statistioal Aooount of Sootland (Glasgow: 
Collins, 1958,) p.840, table 43{b). 
3CunniBon mid Gilfillan, The City of ~laa~owl p.58,table XI. 
3 
The Highland Clearances whioh began in the late 
eighteenth oentur,y continued thro~out the nineteenth, 
causing a steady flow of migrants to the Clydeside to 
the overseas dominions. late as l880s Highland 
orofters rose in near revolt against eviotions and clearances: 
in 1882 the Isle of Skye was and in 1881 over 1000 
cro.fters in the LeW's took to arms, 200 deer 
attempting to drive the rest into the sea. Btlt the 
clearances continued between 1883 and 1908 the acreage 
under deer increased from 1,110,000 ,to 2,960,000. 4 The 
"-&""' .. ..,,,,.1... of G1asgow'iiI iMabi'tan ts who had been born in the 
orofting counties increased .from 19,000 in 1881 to 25,000 
in 1911,5 but though these new proletarians carried bitter 
memories of eviction and were unused to their new industrial 
surroundings, it was not too difficult to assimilate them. 
The influx from Ireland caused more serious problems. 
1840 the Irish comprised 25 per cent of the population 
of west and south-west Scotland 
not subside until 1856.6 
the tide of migration 
a temporar,r 
4rhomas Johnston, Risto of tIle Workin Claflses in 
,§cotla...'1d, (Glas80vn Fo~d Publishing Co, 1922 , p.201. 
5Cwmison 
table XVIII. 
Gilfillan, ~he City of Glasgow, p.67. 
6w•H., Marwick, Economic Develo .ent in Victorian Scotland 
George Allen & Unwin, 1936 • p.132. 
4-
respite as another, "' ... eS5 .. ' .... ' wave came in. the 1810s and 18aos. 
invasion was not welcomed by the native poplll£~.tion. 
immigrlmt, being extremely undercut 
competition when for jobs. Religion,too, was a 
serious factor. Irish were Ilainly .U.V.IlIUlloLL Oatholics 
&n""IA.&!:u Roman O''ltholicism had tradi tiona! 
it vr<lS reiQ'Q,l'decl as an alien lnsti tution and the 
eyes of remain the of 
the Irish in that some of the 
were further the problem of 
it meant that the religiou.s was 
continued in Scotland. of 
Lanarkshire, Renfrewshire, intensified the problem, 
this concentration had its for the Irish 
at least as close family relationships 
enabled them to reduoe the n~j~Alr.l of flitting" 
to fine art. created 
of' holding 
all-night drinking bouts, worried health officere as these 
convivial gatherings rOUl'l.I:l the bodies of people whollave 
d.ied of or cholera increased the possibilit,y of the 
S. Pryde, Scotland ed.; 
19545, p.278. 
5 
further afield.8 
c1ties far-reaching 
UI611Gf:IS, especially and 
, who visited in the 172013, described it 
tI one ~f the clean.1est, most beautiful p best-built aities 
in Great in 1136, 
p1ctured 1t as 
surrounded s, , 
beau titul , abound,ins 
sorts, reason. of the open and li:trge streets 
forth a pleasant and oderiferous .10 
the early nineteenth century the city was longer 8. 
salubrious country tom. Despite rapid extensiO;:l of the 
buH t-up area, lived. neal: the centre of the 
Terrace the well-to-do now 
engulfed the 's aommeroial and industrial 
trere abandoned by their former owners arlii divided to p-ouse 
more families than 'bu'lt for. early 
four storey tenements builtin the city oentre in large 
blocks were ruined of "baok 
tenements i3hut off the 8,nd air from their rear 
was in a outbreak of 
Glasgow in 1903, but it was not connected 
plague in 
Irish. 
The Old. (noses and Streets of Glasgow 
& Sons, 1900), p.21. 
lOQuoted in ~., 9.21. 
6 
LUld these we:ce 
from start. the old black were demolished, 
their occupants overflowed 
into the housss squeezed in 
to the into n:r.:u:Ui[S,.un to the 
and into a new zone of 
ce.ntre. 
The Corporation did try to 
the tenement slums. Improvement 
a private Act of of 1866, land 
dem.olished it made little its power to 
new • further of' 1897 1902 
little headway was 1913 the 
built a total of 2,199 592 houses of one apartment, 
1,334 of two 9 257 three , fmd 16 of 
11 larger size. It is little of the 
IJ'.L.i:l,l5I"'IYW l~un1oipal Commission on the 
expressed the view that power to 
indeed, to have regarded by the Corporation as a 
its way into the [1866] Aot permission whioh had 
12 
1~.un101Ral Glassow: Its Evolution and EnterRrise 
( 1914)f p.69. 
7 
Private ba11ders erected in the 
nineteenth century. but after 1904 their efforts in this 
sphere petered out: the decade 1901-1911 of 
for 2, 
roughly 
these were 
to the 
naturally. overcrowding. 
a pathetio 
buildings; ~ house of three and 
with a cubic capacity of feet or leee Lave on 
a metal ticket 
in th,e house, den.oted 
or 1901 55, \'lere made and 
were Report 
of 
13Gle:.egow COl.":poration , ~UnlJtes of the llihmici!!al 
q9.,mmission. on the Rousing of ... the Poor, J) .. ~l. 
14n.eport cllld llecomlll€u(1£.'ttions of 'l,h8 uldSBOW l~unici:pal 
Cpmmission on the HOBsing of the Poori.:p.?" 
15Ib1d• , 
illspeotor in 
people """"'eA"',""' ...... "" in cupboaNs, under beds, 
housetops. He had, on ocoasion, found two tiers 
6 
: 3, such houses were visited 
offioers it was est;i:ln.2ted that of the cect 
as Ilrespectabl per cent as 
to 12 per cent L1S flvicious and 
of of 
per cent was not defined. as respectable in so far 
as kept theaeelves and their family their rents, 
16 but their conduot 1s not exemplary. n Incteed, the 
for those was lowest of 
1900, one in fou.r Glaswegians lived in one-room. , 
and one in seven of these had lodgers a,s. • 
ph;rsical toll exacted living condi tiona is "' .... ""',1; ... ' .... 
statistics. 
in , 25.2 in , 21.2 in 1901.18 infant 
rate in \vas 154, ~mcil, it was not until the 
one bed.. In the worst case of overcrowding in the 
took seven people from an adjoining roof eleven 
from. a contained only cubio feet. 
,.,"'''',. .... Corporation , Minutes of the Municipal 
Commission on the Housing of the Poor, p.122 . 
l~ellort and Reooll.nu?..ndations of the GlasFiow lvlunicipal. 
Commission on the Hous;!.n,g of the Poor, p.2 .• 
1903. 
18Cunnison Gilfillan, 
.. 
9 
1930s it fell 100.19 
from six per to 2.82 per thousand in 190020, 
still than for 
down distriot 
1912 the 
rate in residential was 43, while the v.rorking-
areas it wa.a in Cowoaddenv it was 126, 
"''''''''''-L~. 151, in Cal ton 163, and 
Also in 1912, death-rate 
in Ke1vinside was while in Dalmamook it was 16, in 
Tcnmhead 17, in 
19.3, in Calton ,in Blacktrit~s 22, in 
loan still see 
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gutter or up 
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201b1d, .895, table 
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23J .. H. Muir, Glasgow in 19Q1 (Glasgow and Edinburgh: 
~. Co., 1901), p.3S 
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the 
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the na tion t~le 
11 
in 
seats on 
I .. IuP .. 
25 
the 
was to win 10 of the 
12 
in 1898. 
the S.D.F. was mei81'lifiean1;, 
doctrinaire ma .• A .• ~m had seme its close 
Blatchford 
of publicity.. It 
the .::'.=;=';.~~ gave it an field. 
successfully the I.L.P. 
until, under the influence of and. 
Daniel de t!w :i.n to 
Vk~5~"~W the .L.P. 
..... 'Ou,"", ... u"" ..... a 
B'cme extent Dlade up 
and in l1.iarxism run 
1914-18 war 
dnd even here s. extremism 
were with the 
at :he local the S 
of was to 
to 
tUleter the 
literature, 
who 
berore the 
IJr .l.L1nl3{':OW I 8 
as ma."1Y as it 
who 
this seemed to 
1'~ was 
13 
unsuccessful at general elections and in 1895 I.L .. P. 
candidates were c:lefeated and even Hard.ie loat his seat at 
South Ham. Indeed, such was the I.L.P's fa·ilure in 
its members seek 
Hardie never represented a 
did :Bruce Glasier; and the onl;,- Scottish 
ever held 1!laS tbe Universities 
constituenc;,- following his 
1935 at the hands Shinwell. of 
Scottish leaders to the left a vaccuum at in 
was reflected of 
professionalism in party. 
This oan seen the ul.l~S&'OW I .. L.P 0, whose mSlUIJIIlIJ:S 
fitted in perfectly with ~}e 
Corporation or were young and inexp.rienoe~ 
enthusiasts unable to distinctive contri~ution 
later. A. Allen was millionaire 
socialist being owner the ,f" ....... "" .. 
was to a seat on the ~Ultil 1901. 
His brother, f had been a member the 
:Board since 1894& mod era te ectuoa tion 
was b;,- the 
director of t2:.r.e Ancho:c Line, was 
Dr. Erskine ,·ron election in 
14 
The Baillie, 
of 
since 1891, and 
but no more was 
unsuccesstul 
seat 1896. 
must Gome m.en like 
pioneered school m.eals, 
Scott who 
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more 
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\-m8 a robust, 
ot 
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on 
one9. 
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run 
wi tJ.1). o.t.f'101al 
the m.en: 
saw 
16 
little need for concern over their political 
secret agreement of 1903 was al ter 
Labour's position at the level, in 
Glasgow, .for time being was una.r.fected. 
~his was the in which .rOM was to do 
of early politioal work. was a oosmopolitan city, 
based on ,~"'''' ......... industry, a huge population living 
overcrowded 
were rifEI'.. I t was a 
,':mel lack of 
polioies of the 
was 
to 
and. where 
around 
s life and 
disease 
city, a where a 
would be expeoted but where it 
of its moderate .!...s;:''''f1,IiI<:::U 
and. 
Independents and Liberals. 
s birthplaoe in 
where he was to live most of 
his poli 'Iii.cal career .. 29 
the 
politics. 
leadership 
life 
to 
29 Shettleston was to be incorporated 
1912. 
1869 in the ~illage 
his 
as 
1 t seems clear that 'l'n()a8,S 
probal)lT l&"'e~.L:a 
a:cea to seek 'flOrlt 
to Ireland. from 
m;u, .. ", of' Southern 
more otten than not ·.l:nIJ!:mrl~1i:I 
in grinding poverty. 
he 
not all of 
two 
were born 
to the flood of 
rate of' that it 
Sea f'01: a 
one was on 
was 
, 
the 
the 
to 
to 
at times 
is obscure, 
1 
ml,.S the 
cross the Irish 
cost to 
to 
12 
, 
in the herded below deoks like 
oattle. From (j·reenook the made i t8 way to the 
work meant that the was 
off than before, it was still surrounded poverty and 
and 
5 
29 
was 
a row of back-to-baok houses of the most 
1924-
were and r~re devoid 
later 
were 'holes in 
the bed; WEtter 
from the one 
in 
feet 3 
the Sunda;'[ Pictoria,l, in Forward, 
41'1 '" 
'J asgow ;.;.astern Standard, 1926; Forward 
1926. 
19 
of the of th(3 Soottish LVU .. JlJ...,..l.:1::I 
baok-to-back house people \lifers "housed. like 
under "positively not su.rpris-
that these surroundings left bitter m&lr!\O]~:1i1!!!\ and 
coloured muoh of his pel1"tical activ1t7 in later • 
the 
most influential person 
one Father a who took over 
of Eaillieeton in He mission in oonverted 
stables leadership 
in the oommanity, 
b7 Ca tholio and 
led the sel.'mon 
he 8 
at age of 12 or 13 
Committee, =;:::,.;;., ............. == (L<;mdon, 
of St. Bridget's Sohool, Eaillieston, 
oan find no reference in the sohool though 
etat .. s oategorically was eduoated at that 
Bonelol. Sir Fa triok ~ ''Memoriee of 50 Years ,'" 
The Idercat Croes, Vol. 4, Ootober 1953, p.10S. 
/" 
• 10, • 2, October 1953, p.39. 
SIbido, Vol. 6, No. ,Ootober 1953, p.109. 
20 
at 
despi·te the faot that 
five work: another five to 
home. the 
1616 they been d.ri ven to 3/- per 10 
report 
to 4/- per dayp 
3/3; but as work: was u.nsteady weekly were unlikely 
to exoeed 12/-. 
to be nine hourse day for a 
week when the omers so for if he 
dimnissed, ~L,'"~~ it we.s more common for the largest possible 
force to be taken on :-:or three or and the 
olosed till the in order to cut 
were too weak to ·this .. 
described the miner's 
wrote that he a miner at 
twelve, GlasS!w Observer.3Au.~~et, 1901; 
case in 1921 he stated that he went dCH1ilU the 
age of thirteen, Glasgow Herald, 6 1927. 
A History: of the Scottish 7.1iners 
~~ ... "'.u lS~ Umdn, 1955}" pp. 58 ... 9. 
lL . 
~Ibid. , _ .. 
12 Shinwell, Conflict Vlithout Ma.lice, ppo 31-2. 
21 
he worlts in an state .. 
oovered only shirt, trousers, 
clumsy boots. 
shirt is disoarded. m.en work 
in to a seam. as 
younger men usually act 
as pi t [/1iJ/.i.LI.'ll'''' '!'·i;i!.J.:li;I;:!~ •• 'f 
oonsi1tQte service. 
of his 
[it] lies 
world.ngs are 
it to a pool. 
them. on his 
!here is no 
what he bring 
the U1:1<:l.v~'1l. 
mid-day ancl 
fatigue 
thirst, skim. soum 
of dr1nld.ng water eX(JeJ.;IV 
flask from. 
this is 
been men 
of desperation 
of in order to cool 
a stagnant filthy 
their lips.l) 
worked in the .-.....s .. J."'''' the 
His brother the mines an 
assistant in ~cer s shop, his other 
who at 
______ v _____ • ______ __ 
early 1893, at the 
was in of a house 
this was 
a. 
Streett 
him as an 0;1; a 35/_.15 this 
time 
Bail1ieston, the 
an entrance 
to cover expenses, the 
16 
opened in 
was a ful1-
on 
for 7/- per week.l7 of the 
12 
1927-
23 
century ran into trouble, and it was later 
olaimed that the oreditors 5/- in the £.18 
oause of trouble is unknown, but the 
finished, never 
In secured 
tha. a.s an advertisement oanvasser for the Glasgow 
Observer, the main 
this tha.t he first me-I:; 
McGettigan, 19 
McGettigan to secure 
advertisements, but 
old .LL:"L"'H"U of the 
order t;o an 
provision merchant of , Shettlel£rtcn, 
he rejeoted the 5/- in the £ offer ~~d 
£, whioh he , on a total bill of 
19];IcGettigan was a 
some of his exploits see 
~ 1952), 1'-36. 
compulsive 
Johnston, 
in 
Glasggw Ext~er publication in 1895 in the 
irj.terests of the Irish~;atholios in Sootland. Amch 1903 
the Government Branoh of the United Irish took it 
over and published it for five years as the Glas6Qw Star and 
~am1ner. In 1908 the it to the proprietor of the 
Glal!!W;ow Observer who published it as a mid-week edition of his 
r-l"-'~ under ti tIe of the Gla,sgow Star. oeased 
1931. 
. 1 21 a yOWlg gJ.r .. 
earned 
24 
22 
'luth t1:"l.e 
he Find McGettigan 
hie 
own printing the name 23 
at first 
to whioh in 
to a 1.Jl!lLr:U""H.l..ct.I.. news was filled with the advertise-
ments of in 
it nomins:l share 
and McGettigan a,s 
6 1927 .. 
name of the fiDn is of their nature as 
jokers.. There W8,S no an.d it was 
said that the name meant the town and We10h on them. <I 
Fi tzpatriok lt interviewed 15 1968. 
of 
the 
the of printing all 
Council, Ji.finutes, 19 
25 
of the showed a over 
McGettigan wanted 
to and retire. 25 In Y:cGettigan 
to court to up the VVJ,aI"4~-.1 onths 
of 
own 
in 1919 its , in 1921 it 
for ten 
i 
one Bhare 
interest. 
Britain Ireland, 
its first weekly newspaper, U1S G1assow 
, the 
for 
25G1asf:\OW Heral(l, 6 1927, on whioh the rest of this, 
and ·the first half of the nex.t t is 
whioh was 
tlie 
to the 
f ~3 SC11Q 
of 
in him 
l:':.ve in to deve te::d ·time 
to his fitness, 
of the classes .. one oocasion 
he he had been sont pa,wn 
his how in his 
entries of 2/- whioh 11.is wife 
so the.t -their son to 
Seeker 
and 
16 f 1930. 
ill 1915. 
of his 
an.d 
worlcL~~-c1&ss.29 
2Brbid., 10 July, 1928. 
17 1930. 
he nevel: 
The general eleotion of opening of 
a new chapter in ..... "","u<.<.x tor politioal influenoe as 
candidates were 
in tllere was no c~uP!lr(~b].e upsurge in 
the vote and in Dundee and in the 
Dlaokfriars Division of were victorious. Yet these two 
victories were Firntly, the 
victories in J:ilUjt;;, ... ""uY. injeoted more into the 
movement and. that se0.ts oould won, even in Sootlal'ld. 
to this, suocess come level in 
Scotlond, and in had won some 
by-elections in t'le 1901-5 been 
Smillie, 
lost in in miners had 
voted I.L.P. 
finished the 
the 1906 to the fore the of the h:ish 
vote. was elected. ;lilliam O'Brian branch 
ot the United 
and 
29 
1 
voters to support him~ 
that 
move 
to 
• Irl~ 
vote and 
he was of: a 
The tI.I .. L. was 
immigra.n ts and 
century j;1:; had Between and 
the number ot rose trom 52 to , the 
annual subscriptions from to and 
registered 000.3 
a the Divorce 
the to grow. Its was, 
of course, this ideal 
was in and in tlle years 
of twentieth were wide-
See 
1947), 
2G1as8ow Herllll.d, 6 
3 
Handley, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~t 
" 
2 
radioal 
denied, sooial 
not 
he 
Yol.6, 
the 
as long as 
for most 
eo on 
the 
the rest ot: the 
the 1798 
Pf;l,trick. 
led 
M.J-...... ...,'U were enthusiastically 
s toured the 
old branches and forming new ones. Beventeen 
the 
U.I.I .. to vote for 
O'Connell 
WheaUey.' 
had 
be was 
1906 
Sullivan, 
," The l~ie:r~oat Cross, 
The Irish in 110dem Scotland, p. 
6.rhe :Sa..iUie, • J 10 1922 • 
31 
acted as 
,!lV£l~au. Catholic 
Church's oppcsi tion VJas 
of 
he 
e but he was well aware 
on Pope XIII's 
tum, based upon the 
Franee the exr1ici t anti ... clericalism. of 
ooncem 
the condition of the oeme out 
Pope 
~. 9 
failure to between 
the more moderate 
and the belief thl:;1.t be 
20 .. 
o v~., 3 .. 
32 
were to 
were to cause much 
Glasgow Observer, 
the the 
"but argued legal 
[SiC] not 
opposition .. !! He 
11 
the 
received some 
opposed of the oorrespondents. 
, speaking "n,.", .. , 
i;iooiety in 
Sooial Reform, 
proposals t and 
of muoh of the Socialist teaching. 
Observer, February t 1906. 
ll:rbid., 24 
-
33 
off'ioial 
in the 
•• [have] 
poverty, 
should 
Church 
necessity the 
'Pe;CIlE~a,li:e 1 t a 
!"I<"''I:''-''''' tiro(;:,eE~de(t with no interference 
when ','Q""'~,,,,,,, in a speech at 
ridiculing Hardie's "vision parties 
followed: 
13Ibid• , July, 1906. 
14r'bid.
,1 June, 1906. 
15Ibide, 22 , 1906. 
Sooialism. such 
expressed 
been 
tIle idea of a 
18 forward, 
34 
beoause 
that 
lIeP.S.l1 
mind and was 
a those 
reaul t was that "four men, to each 
the time over a black coffee in 
and 
resolved a 
16Ibid • , 39 1906. 
17Ibid• , 6 • 
1aIbio.• , 7 , 1906. 
19Ibio.., 13 
• 
were 
met for 
35 
In letter 
interested in the movement, or 
attend & 
October. 
meeting, would 
have Socialiam prll&CUlEl!<l in an atmosphere free from any 
irreligious taint. ,,22 
constitu.tion rules were adopted, its offioe 
as President, 
vice-Presidents, 
wi th "William. as oorresponding secretary, 
Richard as treasurer. 23 a 
winter lectures, as well a8 Su.:ppc)r1~eJ~s 
of sooialism, summer rambles to dis trio ts 
the set 
21 . ~ Glasgow Observer, 21 Ootober, 1906. I oan find 
ne evidenoe to support lb? L11dIUemas,'s account of C.:).S.: 
the summer of [Whea:l;ley] pla.oed an advertisement 
the Glasgow papers as a reaul t four men !let to the 
Catholic Socialist Sooiety -
Stephen 
a small nucleus of some fifteen members 
who regularly the house in • " 
, The Cl;y:de-:siders: .A Left v¥J-ng Struge;le 
for Parliamentag; FOlver (I.ondon: Hutchinson, 1965), pp. 36-1-
22 G 1 as ,';0" Observer, 3 • 
23J;.b,id., 10 , 1906. 
36 
of less 
the 
permes. tion as of the 
the C.S.S. 
be described as the 
middle 
or t1li th the extreme 
and more modera.te 
of the I • 
to t::1.e C.S.S. came from 
reasoned, 
on the the late nineteenth 
stressed that a.t this time the 
terms were virtually in 
10 November, 1906. Sixteen 
""'L' ....... 'C meeting joined 
the 
1906. 
Catholio in 
28 
not support?U 
Ii 29 Opposition 
plodded on UVi~~~~ 
still 
bulk of the 
itself as 
exemplified 
musioal 
, 15 .ueoeI!1DE~:r 
, 12 
1907. 
37 
not al'18Wer 
asI 
it to 
it, I 
actions of 
saw 
• 
38 
work. 
Its 
attracted 
included as people 
like ""'u" ........ " ... who were not closely 
associated with c.s.s. 30 
enquiries had been received from Catho1ios 
, who were on the of 
32 an to • 
a a,1; in 
it had 
of 
the was 34 
30 ~., 9 1907. 
3lIbid• , 
-
32Ibid • , 4 • 
-
3~bid. , 28 , 1908. 
34Ibitl• , of '~7 is tl a. '.,7 
-denied thtit.t members, 
cll!;d.ming that no 
was ever the the 
• ~., September, 1908 • 
39 
S opport1.mi ty to rea,ch a much wider audience 
seemed to come in the autumn of 1907 when he and 8 retired Jesuit, 
Puisaant J joined in what promised. to be a publio debate 
on Sooialism in columns of Glase;ow Ob,server. 
followed a particularly virulent personal attack on Wheatley 
Puissant. 35 the deb~te ran from August until 
the end of lifoyeaber, it never really got off the '.t.r,."u.IU 
It made the Glas82w Observer one of the moat widely read 
papers in the West of' Scotland, and Forward and the Dundee 
Catholic Herald reprinted extracts of the debate; but there 
was no real Puissant 1:'0lied on Pope 
the rejeotion of Catholic 
held forth Qn the sanctity of private property, but he 
was unable to reply to any of the points ~heatley raised 
beeeRse he had written first fo·ur oontributions before 
n~'~4_ . off for a month t s holiday in BelgiUUl., oonsequently 
were lectures rather than centributions to debate. 36 
when Puissant returned there was little 
reel debate, and as late as 23 November ~eat1ey could 
oomplain tha,t Puissant had 
the case 
35Ibid• , 13 July, 1907. 
3~bl4..·' 
37n.a. , 2'; 
• 
• 
refrained •• 0 
37 for our sooiety. 
twa publio debate on a of dialeotioU38 
is therefore an Despite s attempts 
to narrew field of disQUssion to practioal, looal 
matters, he oould.JlO.t draw his opponent who could not, 
would not, taokle him on these grounds. 
considerabl~ publioity from 'the debate, but his of 
inoreasing his followers demolishiDg arguments 
Socialism were not realised. 
The problem of term1nolog remained cruoial. 
oalled himself, his sooiety, 
than "Soeialist't of the oontroversy would never 
arisen .. failure to diBtiftguish between 
and European models of Soeia1ism oaused problems. 
Indeed although the Catholio press took every opportun1 ty 
to attack Sooialism as it saw it, the O.S.S. was in faot 
em.ly beoause of its name. Behind. 
Qlasgpw Observer, desoribed by Puissant as 
Catholio organ of authoritative Catholio 0l.'lgaI1J.S 
faoade 
of 
politics,,,39 aotually Q,lZ:]l:'tlitll:n lnth most of the O.S.S. 's, 
and oonsequently the I,Ja.P's, polioies. It has been sc;,id 
3~iddlemas, The C1zdesiders, p.38. 
3901as80w Observer, 13 JulYB 1907. 
41 
th:::lt in July 1907J1E~a,tley challenged his opponents "in 
tte most blatant waypossible", a letter to 
ti~te G.l.asgow ObseJ:ver requesting all CB,tholios to support 
the candidature of the I.L.P.er Stewart a'l; the 
forthcoming Blackfriars munioipal election. In the 
Glasg;ow Ol)server's view of the election was spelled out 
in an editorial on the day thc:t Wheatley's letter 
appeared: 
~Ve think the Irish vQte:::hould go to • Stewart •••• 
The Irish electors of the [J31ackfriars J 'Jard are, 
for much the greater , wage-earning people. 
We have held the view that in Jil1unioipal 
elections, 1"lhere their to the 
cause Or the cause of Ire10nd them a free 
hcmd - a,s in the case .. -the Irish elector:::; ••• 
to vote Labour. 
Again in October 1908, the paper Catholics to 
vote labour in the local eleotions, that, a 
general we ave advised our people to vote 
42 I was there 'ore Ireland rather th!5trl I.I"P. 
policies which formed the block,:,t 
elections. ~~d despite its 
40Middlemas, The Clydesiders, p.38. 
41Glasgow Observer, 6 
42Ib1d.t 31 October, 1908. 
Glaygw Observer u.rged that it be tolerated. was 
an attitude as oontroversy raged 
1906 till 1909. It in • evident as early as 
-n ..... ,...... sed! torb.l read. 
Catholios .an well 
Sooiety or to extend 
tor, 
exoellent 
si thaI.' to join this 
1 t a tolerant indulgence, 
of co~u:se, that the Catholic .:;;·ocialists wer.e 
"Socialists": "there is no real 
the sense '44U""'''',I.A reprehends. ,,44 of 
and prejudice the C. S. 
as most 
to a head in Deoember 
he spelled ou.t aims of the C.S.S. ~~d asked which 
of could a Catholic oppose on religiou.s • 
of 
in the production 
of p with compensation paid when private n~'~Y'~.~T..V 
cou.ld. not be reached tb. public 
set up oompete with the firm. 
preliminary, the workers have to, 
• 
43 
of The 
announced that this proved 
st21tement that the 
are 
Socialists or Social Of the C.S.S.'s aims it 
Socialism, then to our , it 
morally innocuous. And whatever may be 
the economic , 
seem to us to in i t·Ge1f immoral 
or 
one in the ot dispute. 
it 1i\'C!.£l -the between 
debate marked the 
c1:!Jila.."t s to make C.S.S. respeotable 
of Catholio d.ebate 
Catholics Support Socialism?" was held in IS Pavllion 
on 1909· however, 
it to be a debacle ra-ther thar:. a debate as Ba110c 
of socialism 
to social rather than 
_0, 12 1906. 
religious 
of 
fil thy in body", 
our 0_1 ~" ........ QV 
the 
ola.ss was once an innooen t 
of the 
sooial 
Society must, he argued, either justify or abolish pOTerty. 
He denounced landlordism, that the million 
the landlords reoeiTed each year would be suffioient to 
provide old age pensions of £3. per week. ~elloc could 
hardly disagree illeatley's denunciation of existins 
social conditions, indeed he agreed change was 
required, but he was unable to draw or his 
supporters aw~ from social problems back 
to question. of Catholioism Socialism. Forward 
for one regarded the episode as a triumph for 
and to haT. taken on such an experienoed opponent and to 
haTe Tirtually dicta ted the prooeedings was indeed something 
a triumph. 
This debate the earlier publication, in 
of Wheatley's pamphlet ~11e Catholio Workingman ended 
respectabilit,y. In this pamphlet he could quote 
45 
the of.' 
this 
it was an 
t;o 
Rule, 
l"leither 
mmoraJ. or 
made a 
poli tical and. economic 
, p.3 • 
• 
, 22 .. 
effeotively over prejudioes were 
there 
election. 54 
55 
implacable 
Shettleston,and st • .lVJ.<:lI.!:_ Carntyne , 
article no merely 
showed he was a sincere sooialist who no profit 
• 
1936) 
Fear lior lavoy, p.40; Middlemas, ~e Clzgesiders, 
implies that it occured in 1906 or early 1907 ~ 
b8.sed. on Forward, 6 July, 1912. 
47 
from his pamphlets and lectures.. This sparked. off a weekend, 
of violence in Shettlestono O'Brien openly para.ded as the 
injured 1Ifhile a l1U,lfiber or girls physioally 
one Fleming, socialist member of the local ';:oho01 :Board, 
down ===. posters. At '3t. is on 
l[ornsey, one of the curates, praised the 
at IW. afternoon it was decided 
deputation of twelve men and twelve women speak out 
Wheatley a~ &1 I .. P. meeting at Shettlestcn 
evenine;. I .. I •• P" meeting aotually 
been cancelleo., p83Jaded Shdtlaston' s :&~"in 
Street, broke up a 
unfortunate Flaming who 
I.TaP. B'rouP, atte,cked the 
his nose, /3,nd then aa..LV""''''",, on 
and his returned 
to be 
shouse. 
a country to 
find a howling mob in of the house" 
the two Jheatley ohildren 
and 
some friends, the XoAleers, 
of the mob's 
faced the crowd 
doorstep for over an hour" Clearly bulk the crowd 
had been attracted ow=iosi ty t but there was a of 
thirty or forty girls who provided the exoitement. They 
burned an effigy of 
insul ts with the , "Faith 
his 
our , holy faith, 
we will be trlAe to thee till death. il following Sunday 
Wheatley was in his usual place in St. Paull s. 
How effective was the 0.5.5. in. its avowed task of 
promoting socialism among the Catholics'? ',ere The 
Catholic Wor~ and the short-lived quarterly whioh 
followed it, the Catholic Socialist, real foroe in the 
steady swing of the Irish vote from Liberal to "156 
Indeed$! was there such a ~lleatley certainly 
claimed success. He wrote that from the or hie debe.te 
with :Belloc, nthe clergy oeased to dispute our positivn 
publicly" • •• and the influence of our Sooiety has 
steadily spread. 1I51 He also clairned that: 
In several distriots, partio"larly in centres, 
the majority of the numbers of the I.LoP. are 
Ca,tholics who have joined the movement reoently. 
Competent observers declare that in the \fest of 
Scotland at least Socialist views are more 
ad.l1e:r.entfll Cat~3lics than among 
any other section of the oommunity. J 
Unfortunately it is impossible to find conclusive evid.ence 
ei ther for or these claims. I.L.P. membership 
51John 
Exi tain, It 
====.;;;....;;;.=..:.=.:;;;, 
p .. l43" 
58:rbid.., p.l44. 
.. 
that the 
the 
."'''' .... '''9 Mr. and 
-6<l~""''' proolaimed 
receive the 
actually 
their leaders 
candidates, 
branch of 
resolution 
ConstituencY 
voters 
(to nea;r;:est hundred 
2,000 
61 
in Forward 
ut_ost to wreck the 
this 
vote as 
peroenta,fie of total. 
9. 
4·71 
4.45 
.§.cotsman 18 January, 1910, the nuaber of Irish votere in 
Bach oonstituenoy; 
3 Deoeabex, 1909. 
62 ~., 29 1910. 
1910. 
51 
A real II I .. abour-Irish was 
in .following the 8,ssiotance to 8-'1. Irish 
f ii'lho was 
in th.e :~ovember 1911, 
'~he relations 65 
from the Trades 
members to 
of the U.I 
however not 
the Offioia1 13::ish P when. he "IreS to 
in j'~ ovember 1912. 
tIHu:efore, no oonolusive case can l)s made 
for or the claim that the vote '.'fDA3 steadily 
6~orl!~' 4 , 1911. 
651bid., 11 and. 1911. 
I • .u •. L ' preven ted 
who not 
I.L.P. to 
6 'lb. ~ .-'7 ~., ;c; 
3 Fe1~ruary, 1912. 
19 
s 1911. 
lC 
, 1912. 
52 
S':Jug!ng to the can see -with hindsight 
thE'; .. t the repressive reaction of the to 
the of 1916 '\7,,18 it effec 
the VO te from, the 
impossible to aIJsess ho,l far 
I {1,;r:::,,sp, but it is 
t::1E~ roac1 to ~;odalism 
the Irish flil,ct ZO{lC before that time. 
lOCl;;!.l ele,dJions ;,&(1 :i~uch more fr~edom of 
was 
reached in some Vias taking 
at ~, local but one cannot 
th::: .. t it very much. The role CaIlnot be 
group. for 
to converted, 
it mus;; have some effect. 
The c. ........ .I.L<\'<l'Vl. ",Ii .. th its 
wo:tk, and its le!3l.der untL 
of the pressuxe of other 
1911 when, 
1119 handed 
remarkable over tl.1G 
re3u.lt of \'Ii th the ':::~lUXC~: ',;;-as that he 
to remain Do II an , for one, 
argued himself out of the Church and only returned to it 
53 
in the 3S 8 
~dvocate of s C~t1se ~ He had faced up to the 
of his caiJ.se and to it. 
* 
joined the Shettlestol'l branch of the I.L.P. 
69 in 1907,at the a~ of 38. that date he steadily 
an active and influential in the of 
specialising local 
especial1;r al'ld public health, his 
first electoral contest, in Division of 
in 1901, '.le vr",tS defeated the 
Ind.ependen t J. 
His l)rief association \\'"'1 th the Ar:Lateur 
C1Ub,10 a Catholic him to use 
the idea of drama for propaganda: he a travelling 
theatre of which toured the of 
the summer months and ",*"",<>""~.,,, 11 
nd ~rhe Cl;y;d.esiders. p.46. 
incorrect: it \\'"'ae in ~Tune 1905 by one Thomas 
Glasgow Eastern Standard, 12 June, 1926. 
Glassow Observer, 25 August, :1 September, 6 aJ.'ld. 20 
October, 24 Novem1)er, 1906, 9 1907. 
71Lord\~heat1ey, interviewed 12 February, 1969. 
54 
He tried , . ~1l.S 
basod on the 
courtroom scenes 
on the cross-examination of t'i. on trial 
for the ,O' ..... LUIJ.L.v miner "Diok ""''''''-'''''.'''.1''''''(-:,U " 72 
however, wa.s l~is wO:l:k in other 
j\, t :'Ii s mown as 
IIVmsatley's used to assemble 
potenti!ll agita.tors and ooach them collec;ivist policy 
13 and ll'l this way he turned 
a score of f.:nd let them loose in the 
out for 
treatment was to join 
was not a 
How tt;e Miners We--e Robbed, 
1903;: 
of 50 Years 
:J:~;oembGr 1953, p6169 .. 
24 .. 
111 the 
,"Memories of YeaxB , The l'Ilerca t CroBs, 
• 6, J:~b. 6, December 1953, pp. 169-10. 
55 
lIe vias seriou.,S, [t!~ld 
mOU!lted on the ora;'J.ge box. 
e. thin voice and wecl.: thro~2.t. 
to u.p, end 
:'Ou!~e:::' i:rigade 
Ii ttle VIa::: sold, it was 
the coat. 
were 
houses •••• It \lI'a.'" 
I.dore t~!arl O'~Ge ~:e had 
amem1:)(.-1r of t1]e 
o,f 1:1. tera ture ~ 
away with 
aftexnoons 
to ~;o the 
he xo t1n I), him a';Toup of elose 
I S infiue:;oe 
s most joined 
tLe I.L.P, i;] 
were ::<t tte d.efection of K::J.rkwood. 79 
_.-_._ •. _._------
r 1930" 
., 2· 
, 1935,) 
1941), pp. 98-9. 
Vlishart, 
56 
"\\'beatley, ard if 
combinatio::. 
1vi th bottle-bottom 
featurestnd that famous black he looked every 
inch a rev:)lutiona.ry_ likeC1 1[axton even his 
bi ttereot political oppone::-t 
suspicious of' ,dth the of those close 
to he was rc!-tr~er than loved 
respected hig foes .. 
the 
the oratorical powers that were to one 
of the most in the old 
Cransto:a.! s tea-rooms in we:r:e '.Pom ,johrlc;ton, 
'}illiam and SirrlTlello J ohnst:JTl ~s 
the widely respected e0i tor of For\vard. He to 
eomhine a somswl~H:.\ t 
mind, ana was mil(1er a.nd wittier i:1 '~i::; oui:look 
the.n the res'~" 
but :,:.eV2r his 
domination: he went his OYill way OJ:: every issue. S:·:inwell, 
51 
who had particularly sharp politioal mind, worked with 
disl.iked him.. He f'el t thv,t VIGUS! too 
. 80 
conservat1ve, and he jibbed at hegemony, 
to do it. A union lea,der, 
an agg:ressive propagandist i::lld debater, Shinwe11 added 
1,11.\011 to the co1eur of' the group but little to its cohesion. 
Labour Party made no area 
at the 1910 General f;;leotions, in the looal elections 
of' that had a net of' fif'ty-three seats 
in Sootlami, ?.nd one of these was in where 
captured 
of 160 votes to 158. 
corruption on the part of 
esthelic 
from by the narrow margin 
explo1 ted 2: suggestion of' 
some of the 
82 the soenes for Grtk~t, 
liLi.)!.Ui;;'I,gttlU to 1..1'1. For the next two bef'ore the 
in devoted, 
time to the humdrum WOJ:k of Lanarkshire COtUlty Ccnmcil. 
IIe stood alcm..: 
~Later, in the 192Qs, he was to critioise Wheatley 
for being too extreme. 
8~cGovern, ~either Fear NOf Favou~, PPb 32-3; 
j£q,rw,,:!.rd, 17 !lecember, 1910. 
58 
During my first months on the 
I found my oolleagues suspioious, 
ho~~ile to I 
and 
believed 
Counoil 
cri tical, ::md 
~Iis concentr.3.tion on public health. won the of some o:f 
illltm. on his suggestion the domestic water tanks in the 
Shettleston and Tolloross areas were it was 
disoovered that many were oovers, that some had not 
been cleaned for ten years, some not for years, 
in number of birds, mice 
and rats were found. :for annual 
inspections met \1,r1 th no oppoai tion. was one of 
twa County Counoil representatives at a London con:ference 
called the for ~le Prevention o:f 
in July 1911, took the to 
condemn single baok-to-back houses. 
this Conference his such houses, 85 
he was unable to persuade his County Council to declare 
them uninhabi tal.,le. He received considerable s;ympathy 
1I~;y ~~ork on tIle Countz Counqid. (A 
whic~l t,lTe~s dL,tributed duri'13: t::e Iv;unicipal 
p.l. 
II pp .. 1-2. 
22 1911; 1911. 
59 
from. Council his 
interest ill he was 
them as Socialist. 
four years before the war were for the 
1'2bour movement in of 
polioy, instead of a connec ted sTOUP 
of sation,s. t': e new central 
did no t appear I 'cook alm:' at 
two ;years of the variou.s 
before it was 2;'10 it took an,ot:,ler fifteen months 
befo::'e its programme was 
moves came in 1910 ~'!'hen on the initiative 
of the Workers 1 ELotion 
'I)'I,as",e1d !fto consider [the] 
[ regarding] 
a series of con,fereness 
of joint ae'~ion 
all :i?ub1ie 
87 and E'"t tl:ce conference of 20 1910 a 
committee was formed to up a constitution and 
the Florkers' Oommittee gone 
1910. 
86Ibid., 25'~::;:,~', 1910. Conferences were 
18 and ~-apri1, 20 May, and 3 September, 1910. 
on 11 
too f&st: it 
"[[ou1d be on i t,3elf, and in this it reckoned without 
the obsessj.on of other 
vo.u,,"' ... .J., for one, was 
t~onvinoed definite had resll1ted,,89 from. 
-ahen the joint comm.i ttee called on 
orl!J&1lisa tiona s;]'m.pathetic to Labour &dmini:sr!;:ra tion 
to affiliate to the -Jorkers' Election Conmttee, 
the Trades instructed its re,resentati ves to vote 
such a 91 Nothing came of these -prIOPC)SIlU.S 
\'Yhen they broke the I.L.P. took the in reviving 
a move to co-ordinate .ua.IUULU': I s policies on 
representation in the area. conference of 250 
delegates taken on 3 1910, but 11.0 decinion 
had been ::md it was not un til 1911 that 
any further move took ~~hen the I.L.P. asked 
the Trades Council to three to confer wi tIl 
t-
'
ree from the I. .F. to "draft a provisional 
, 24 1910. 
90Ibi,j ----.. , 31 , 1910. 
91Ibid. , 31 1910. 
92Ibid • f 4 l~.ll. 
fer a b control the of 
::ocm. the ° thar 
were invol-ved - the','cnnen 18 L 
l1efence 
the Com:11i ttes, the Govan, 
Hutchssontown, C9ntral, 2.nd Camlachie 
Comr:i ·f:;tees. 
' .. ?.bour and 
t 't t· 94 cons :1. U ·:1.on. 
fina;rtce. 95 
acee t the ;~ro.des 
1),8,si8 of the new 
21 
1911. 
r:)h 
'·"Ibid. 
-- , 
Minutes, ),0 
it rras deoided to f'O~~111 ,-.:ntral 
COI1l.!2i ttes waf: f'OJ::med to draw up a 
accepted 
of 
sumJl1er and ~1ad bec!ome 
~J.ect any more 
cteciC'ed to 
that t.e 
96 
Central 
1911. 
1911 .. 
1,~illute8, 21 Jccember, 
1912; Trade::.: Council, 
62 
in Street. 
facee. the 
1912 electio-1S, -I;-.e first after t_~e 1912 
wreich ;:J.dded ,335 to s 98 
'::ut these elections 'trere the first to be 0:1 
~tad been and 
outspoken in t1:.emont;}s before t'?e elctio::s, 
was ~t on policies, 
man to ski:r:t round this problem 
of 
t~:e 
on tLe new 
twelve. 
The t over policies was soon 
'.Lhe Central Lab_~ur li;.et 0.,1 12 Deoember tA> formulate 
snd to start 
Cen tral L.:.bou.r ~V;:i:nu.tes, 21 :F!brch, 1912. 
-.-,.-'.".-... ,",1-
.J::.'~~"-- ~~,,-...., '"'~-
15 Octo~ I 1912. 
, 1912. 
63 
with Stewaxt and 
the .... ""'.,.,T:-rl· oppose the up 
tenements 
made for tbose dispossessed 8uch Hardie 
argued that the be committed to up 
properties, and thIS narr01m.ess the ma, ... o4.U in favour of 
the , seven votes to four t 
the sp1it.101 wrote iIl ';;;""";,;==;;" 
is quite an open secret that all is not 
the 
Labo:.u: f 
the to settle the other main 
programme early in 1913. L orr 
municipal income li=luor, 
works were agreed." in 
and 
~:-ere settled,103 d they finall~ settled 
t:'.le vexed~uestion of 104 
12 
1912. 
D2cember, 1912 • 
. , 1913. 
on which setUed was 
that of te conBtructio~ 
of instead. of teneme': ts. I 
the to buUd, at Riddrie 
ndT3 per year, had 
adal)ted_ this 
,ecured its Party, 
it at ... is 
He was 
and 
death rates, went an: 
'rhe 
, p.9. 
exceeds 
of these live 
on aoeiet;:)' 
a,dslli tted ths,t the ideas he 
te of 
root cause of the was poverty: 
the 
them on 
-!';here 
is associatsd bad 
tinkering with the contributory 
main one, is idle 
"'k.~'W!'kLLEJ, river which is 
continue to carry 
course even thQugh here and 
,z:'" rivulet.109 
proposals ''lere fully worked out in terms 
size of rooms, of VG.r..-!..I.lLi!'5,;::>, dimensions of ",_"",,,,,,"'''.,c 
space, more 
of its success the 
110 in terms of costo 
191.: have completely paid off its : and, 
even allowin,g for service extensions or redl...1ction of 
fa,res, would. be in a position to contribute 
the Corporation's Common Good Fund sum 
estimated at betwee."l two and three hundred 
111 
'('his sum should, he argued, be used to 
houses. the in 
, but without interest, to the Cawoon Good 
~7und.ll2 He estim:.'ted that 1000" of tllese 
houses could be built in the first Jear of 
l09Ibide, p·5· 
110Ibid., pp. ~!-9. 
lllIpi.q., p.6. 
112 . Ibl.d., p.7. 
to 
and 1.2 Borne 
cases per house. A,:t 
one vote 
to l:>u ',1d seven 
teneme:::;ts 
instead, it 111113 clear -that the 
V'VUL.1 .. LL meet a 
strenuous was set in motion to secure 
support for thelll. Labour the 
and the "to on 
Re~t . aY.l.d. 117 
, I.abour councillors erea ted 
scenes: on 23 ? polioemen 
113rbid., p.9· 
ll~bid., p.9 
11 
and 
ll~iinutes of the Corporation of Glas&!}!, 1912-13, 
o. 27, pp. 2764-7. 
117 GlaBgow Oouncil, I\[mu tee, 3 1913· 
67 
to be oalled i11. before Joll:. 
would leave the after 
21 1914, the 
was secu:red .. 119 
of sixty from 
I.L.P. Hall at to 
th e scheme ,h.ioh 
the most and 
forward since he joined the 
it as an 
Gradually ~le movement ~u~ •. ~~ 
for speakers to the 
that 
1914 
described as 
the Council!!, 122 he demolished the 
;}. Taylor 
118 6n 
a conference 
ations met the 
ways a:.'ld means 
of Socialism. ,,120 
auc!. the 
for more ~olunteers 
t lc ' • t 121 .Lle CJ. y. In 
in vlhat :;,;llan 
in 
11i\:i.YlUtes of the Corporation of Glasgow, 1913-14, l'Io. 6, 
pp. 463-74; Glasgow Herald, 24 December, 1913. 
119 Glasgow 
120 Forward, 10 
12lIbid• , 
12;~id .• , 23 
, ~'Iinutes, 21 1914· 
1914. 
to tenem.ent,s in 
to the 
seemed to be 
were -cte 
their 
011 a tide of then emue a 
" 
In L;,te 
O!IDlli ttee 
. -election ill ',;oodside 124 :snd 
Smith was 
"hen the $I 
be~ 
test for all 
this 
from. its 125 the 
123The Progressives' 
the 'lFlhen it on 
2 July, 1914. 
125 Forward, 27 , 1914. 
to to S~uith as 
C0:.11d 
in the do 
ei t'ler for o:c 
the 
ca:rne up 
six 
view '~o counted out in tte 
the action of J3 <2.:r ri e , 
of -the :hen, 
was "mtil 
127 :i)ut in t::i.e whole mat·ter was 
Loxd 
126 Glasgow 
12 June, 1914. 
128Ibid., 15 
-to the war at the request of t;11e 
Minutes, 
13 Jun.e, 1914. 
sudden threat of W9X in 1914 took the 
movement 
before J,al'Jour I s 
anti-war 
surprise and it was several weeks 
to\mrds the war were 
'V'I'as IH?:ld. in 
lmt weeks the p"r..P. and the trades 
had, like their 
in a we.ve of 
the 
believed tila t 
shatterecl. 
war aJ.1.C his 
was the I.L .. P. 
, been 
their to 
0:: those on the L aft -.~~lO 
1.~.ave some effect 
condemned the 
the I.L.P. 
, after much 
• O!l the 
, decided 
to the wa1:. 
In "dl the joined 
forces as over 5000 people sathered on Green 
on 9 to demand the of hos·tili ties, 
but they were no means m.d te~ in their opposition. 
71 
over wl:ether or no"t to 
in this it d.ecideci, to do 
so votes to 53 
and a seoond one 
vote>ad. been 
votes to 35.1 
I was some befo~('e 
Tom the other won 
over the .S.F .. at'1d the .::J. 
to to -1J'~le Via:!.'.. Of' the i~abour 
J0h11 S. the s~art~ it 
was not unt > 1 the ll'ltrodu.otion of in 
1916 that courlcil1ors 
2 the war. I. ., how€yer, refu.sed to 
the war on 
The U,D.C~, founded in 
Q focus for to -the war, bu t in 
it \Vas never the same foroe ?:.S it was 1..1'1 
in 1." {-OJ off the 
tJ:10se wxl0 atten d.ed. a s 
VVWU"_V~ __ P 1tinute~, 5 August, 
~~:11e --t;io::t V'i~as, 
led 
:;:,1oS1:a .. ne, i;:~ '!;erviewed in 
December, 1968. 
12 
form a 3 its 
aotivities. In fact the " ... ·-'VGi..L: m.ovement 
a tl;at 1I.s 
~3cott:lah I. .P ers 
£~~d this was not aocident 11.:h the 
some .vere 
and Bell were "'-""'LV'.'U"', ..... ,:.; Capi taliam, and 
was food 
supply as the that the poor would 
not suffer too m.uoh. 5 in October, MIL"'i:ton 
far as possible, the Sooialist 
refuse to be up in a war or 
peace but oon-I;inue to oonduot the 
of Socialist as usual. 
,. 
& ... Lifa of Havol t, • 
Fenner llrockway t Inside the Left 
amI Unwin 1 1942), p.53. 
6Ibid., 24 
73 
Fox the Labour GroLlp on the City Council it ViaS p 
at first anyway, a. case as usual, as 
'7 
on by the Trades Council, i their 
scheme. time, on 11 December aft8~ a 
six-hour 8i tting, the Council decided to remit t:1e 
motion to a Committee on Cottag.es for the 
for consideration <iI.nd report, a 
that 
8 def"eated. 
be added to this was 
Cla.sses 
waged and in January 1915 a massive conference 
was held: 450 delegates representing 207 org~lizations 
considered and supported the £8 cottages scheme. 9 
"Vheatley, assisted by his able .S.S. lieutenant, 
7fi1Uaa Regan, embark.ed on 8. series of lectures at the 
Panoptican Theatre, and the third of these, City 
under Socia1ism.", t especially interesting. It vres 
not only a exeroise to win support for the 
housing scheme, it was also an expression of" fw'heat .ey' s 
hopes f"or the future, and it further demonstrated. that 
7 
IIbid .. g 22 , 1914. ~r.rades felt 
that a housing programme would relieve u:nemp10yment. 
aIbid., 26 December, 1914. 
1915· 
14 
at this stage in his life s political aims 
were centred in rather than 
The basis 'Of would be 
homes for the pecple!!. The Oorporation 
have an committee villose aim would be "the 
beautification of city, and ••• this committee 
slum green spa.ces 
combine in producing beauty." The building of better 
and cheaper houses on the outskirts of the 
a.ttract people from the slums \111ich would then be 
demolished and replaced and • 
of the rebuilding of the city would be done the 
Corporaticn, and one industry after another ""could 
ccme under the municipality_ would, effect, 
be city state, 
niSl tions - "preference 
other tovms, cities, and 
given to other docialist 
cities H - and having its own ships "sailing the seas 
with the city flag proudly" • I t; would. be a 
society "free of poverty, i,gnorance, or humal'l parasi-I;;es" .10 
This utopia of _"'"',"' .... v Socialism w;:o,s clearly for the 
distant future, but the first step, the basis of the 
new Glasgow, could be begun - the £(3 cottage 
10 Ibid., 6 February, 1915. 
75 
was due to from the Comm.ittee 
a,s it was known that the Comrd ttee 
I: ad ac~eptance of the scheme. then came 
the as the Clerk, Lindsey, ruled that 
the to borrow free of interest from. the 
Good Fund was, in this insta(cce, illegal. the 8ununer 
of 191 , in an to clarify this very pOLnt, 
Eattersby had asked the Tovm Clerk, it to 
lend money- from the Com:::ion Good to any- the 
Corporation w'ithout interest? 'I and had received an 
affirmative reI;ly with the qualification, So as the 
COl1Lllluni ty are 12 the benei'icial use of the illoney.tI 
\Va,s 
1915 judged that 
it obviously cannot be held to be for the benefit 
of tl,e community, as a whole t tha.t a limited 
number of individuals ;'hould :nave t'::e use of 
rents far below the ma.rket rates, and deliberately 
fixed at such amounts as wilL •• ;)rield no retu,rn.l3 
Provost Dunlop hc~d, no alternative but to J'".c~le the 
out of order. scenes followed, but t 1 ere 
the Labour illen could do. vlere fu:rioue 
impotent. 
l~Unutes of the Corporation of G1ase;ow, 19L:-15, 1:'10 .. 10, 
.810. 
12Ib ' d ~., 
13~-b' 'I ., 
1914-15. 30. 10, p.Sll. 
• 10, p.812. 
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in shreds the 
IT,'S in no position to react 
into the 
of ·the 
had decided to 
, and 
was made in December. 
at at 
James Messer at Weir's, 
two or 
to 
1915, but faoed with ·the threat of a strike on 
20 January, on 19 to offer an ir:.orease 
of another 
three months At on 
an increase of' t':ree 
tl-;,e w811ted to a 
the offer was to be by 9 
at point a new event intervened and 
everything: Weir~s of 
rates, a number of 
Scott and J. 
Clyde Vallez during the War 
1924)t p.140. 
at 
offered 
1'rhio11 
on 
14 
work 
77 
stopped at Weir's. a.nd Parkbead Forge 
quickly followed suit, som.e 5000 men, 
the cream of Clydes:i.de ski1l0d labour, were on 
unofficial strike,15 led not their trades UL~ions 
but by a specially formed body of shop stewards, 
the Central of COmIni ttee, th"" ::tirect 
precursor of the Clyde f Committee. 
Gallacher, -the 
.s.P. Masser, t-~.e Secretary, an I .• L.P er, 
but the core of the leadership was provided 
S.IJoP era like .16 Neither 
press .S.E. 
1 Executive " the strikers, aJ:ld the ballot on 
the employers offer aho.med a ten to one preference 
-for continuing the strike.19 In the face of local 
l5Ibid., Gallacher, Rev-olton the .Clyd!l, 
pp. 38-9; Kirkwood~ MY..Life of Revolt, pp. 88-9 • 
... cr.'"""","'"" Revel t on the Clyd.e, p.58. 
17 . 
The Times, 10 l},!arch, 1915, quoted the German 
Vorwarts that "the 
dissatisfied, there is 
18mh m' 2 u 1 191'" 
.II: e J. uea , llJ.ar(n, J. 
The Industries of t~le 01 yde 
... "",. Ii_ 
Va.l1ey during the\~'ar, p .141. 
78 
unpop1.l1arity.the shop stewards kept the strike 
for seventeen After returnin8 to work in 
the workero, on a ballot vote, accepted 
the Govermnent offer of arbitration and were finally, 
awarded an itl.crease of one .".,,,,,,,,,,.r per hour 
with ten per cent. on rates. ~rhe 
" ... , ... ".,."".... of then \vent out of existenoe, 
of the to SUPI~rt the strikers 
impetus to the tow~~ds independent 
on the floor, aad when industrial disputes 
arose 
to the 
the future the men looked :for leadership not 
but to the stewards. 
incurred 
the strikers, an UlLpopularity that affeoted all tb.s 
was, however, 
dissipated in the summer and autlmm. of 1915 ·the 
Glasgow rent strikes. The influx of 
of new workers in-to factories 
as 
the pressure on and this gave the 
an opportunity 
1914 the Trades 
rents. As 
had. protested 
to tlforoe" soldiers' 
tried. to 
to take 
rents 
21 
smal1el' houses ~ 8Xld 
the 
agree to 
enquiry and take proteoti va mea,su.res in the 
Parliament 
class 
not go 
to make 
of tenants if un.,mrr'a11 22 rent increases .vere discovered • 
. 'I.n drew , a friend of 
of the \iomen s Assooi::l.tion in 
1915, and it was decided to call a rent strike. 
23 d ~~ -n • d an .01CJ)r::t e, 
another of. 
Green on , where 
and dem~'1ded C-overl1.ment 
intervention and threater:.ed t~lat if it were not 
forthcoming Hseli'-protective UJ.""'"""','" .... 5.ave to 
be 24 initially it ~~S mainly a women!s 
Trades Council, Minutes, 16 ep1;eml:>er, 1914. 
2~inutes of t,:e Corporation of Glas,ooWlil 191:::1·-15, 
no. 11, p.940. 
Council, Minutes, 12 1915. 
24Glasgow Herald, 7 

81 
afternoon about lOCO 
Uilion 
had been l.12.iled ove:c t.:'"e tenement 
to the fac':;Qr's house in 
ill th.e 
was not so well-mannered, 9A3 the the 
'13 
to herd the 
wh.ich had 
of soldiers I 
of the 
not to 
house and smashed 
he had in the 
28 declared illegal. 
h.e told an 
, ~-ma to preven t 
even sent 
for 
your 
12 June. 1915. 
2f\1inutee of the Co;:eor2,tion of Glasgow, 191L;~-15, 
• 18, p.111. 
29"1 . iT Id 1" U" ::;J,S€@W £Aera " "- 1915; Forward. 19 , 1915. 
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case was one the 
ci ty, and as the SUllJli1er wore 011 the ~;ainst 
and increased rents 
of to the 
and on 11 the rent 
of State , 
and 
set up a to look increases 
the industrial areas of Scotland, but the 
factors, increases, matters 
worse. Glasgow Herald on 22 October that 
over tenants in the .' .... uu ...... 6 Park area were on rent-
strike, the of rent-strikers in 
in had a pledge 
no't to pay increases or ll19ve and four 
'.llors, Denny, Kerr, Smith, had also gone 
on rent-strike. ~le end of October, Dolian estimated 
that 15,000 UO.l./;;!,!:!i,d,UW tenants were on strike ,31 by 
was 
recalled that 
th<::.t 
at pre-War level, the most important 
work!! (i.e. the 
Kirkwood, ~~Y Life of Revolt, p.123. 
<::1"', .... Q.,,~ \vl'len he 
·telegram to Lloyd 
to keep rents 
department in Parkhead 
made howitzers). 
3OLabour Leader, L;. October, 1915. 
3~orw§*d, 30 October, 1915. 
mid-November~is estimate hali Ll1creased. to 
whioh time the rent-strike movement had 
,000, 
not 
Dunc1ee. 32 to Aberdeen 
on 17 , eighteen munitions 
workers wee sum."I1oned for of rent. 
Immediately, work at Fairfield's and ;!.J .. u, ...... ""~J.u 
and Wolff's shipyards as some 10,000 workers .U~'_~HV'" 
in 
the threat 
dropped,33 
Act was 
the 
aohieved 
to the Debt Faoed "7ith 
,vide spread strikes the cases were 
within weeks, the llent Restriction 
rents at pre-War l(';veL". T 
strikers it 
direot 
that this h&d been 
and no real move ~as 
made to dispel this impression. 
the strike '!liaS important in 
as it 
real leaders of '''Red 
ao·tually at work on floor, 
in to th e fraJ'. 
were t 11e men 
like Kirkll'lood, 
s, , and :Muir, backed 
revolutionaries lik::; 1,[aolean and James £I'-'.'.'-'''-''V''I,I';''',..I- ... 
'.'1'ith the rent striIce men like 
11 
33rbid., 25 November, 1915. 
Maxton, the 
1915-
(Iralal 
and 
the 
courts vlIere 
over 
the 
'2he 
1 
:3J::d even t!:e 
were never 
as t>e others were, 
s, raore 
OQners' 1::1 the 
t;o (lefe.nd 
in 
out as a a6 is seen irl. the 
the in 
it vrCle not be 
In 1'1:aroh 1915 the w:lions the need 
. to advise the 
the in 
at the of 
to tlll:ee 
G1ark a,s 
lt21.S SOOll 
who acted as a of 
tIle 
as of but 
avowed te aim was llnionism 
one 
1915; 
of rights 
fel t to be involved in t~le fa measures. 37 
'~et when seventeen Ylorkers at F'airfield Shipyard 
were first fined each feJl.' ""- .. .A"'-"5 and then jailed 
for to tbe . . . no call for 
action. the personal 
and Kirl{WOod on one 
Uaclean on the oth:'r 38 as it vms 
who tried to C:lydeside on this oocasion; 
wtlatever the reason, this was a surprising failure 
to react on the part of the 0 .0. 39 
been throughout 1915, 
unrest, and these were intensified 
as the need for some form of con.scription becalne obvious 
1916. 
reserved ,some harsh for 
close colleague , Wl.d their Russian friend, 
Peter Petroff. ~."f.i:t:e of Re~ol t,o pp. 114, 125. 
Horried about the threat 
a general of officials 
at the of 15 
1915, sought some way out of the considered 
releasing the three men on so that they 
should not return to prison, but eventually decided to try 
to the mEU'l' S wlion to polY the fines. .l.Iinistry of 
Idunitions, M1J':N 5/79/341/14 Papers on Strikes in Clyde 
Industries. 
and the anti-Conscription m~1rO'M~,~ arose. One by 
one Glasgow's indoor were closed to the 
Socialists. the Hall to be 
addressed Jol1n 
1'11e I .P. were 
re.fused the Afetropole, the S.L.P. the Lyric, and the 
.s.P. the Panoptican. rl. mass demonstration of 4000 
the l.L.P., the 
this policy evas led 
Pe~ty and the Trades Council. 40 
And on 22 December the Group on the Counoil staged 
a of their OV11l. disregarded the ruling 
they could not a minute or '~he Sub-Committee 
on Halls refusing to let St. s Hall .for an anti-
consoription meeting to be addressed by Ramsay MacDonald 
d.nd ,41 and "One after another the 
members rose and. endeavoured to criticise the minute, 
as each re.fused to desist when asked by the chairman, 
his suspension was moved. il42 , eleven Labour 
40Glasgow Herald, 13 December, 1915. 
41.,ff· f tl" t· .(.' fn 191'- 16 l'4t~nutes 0 le Co;£Pora 3..on O.i lr.lasggw, )-, 
rro. 5, .402. 
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't Gls.agow Herald, December, 1915. According to 
FQ'l"W'ard., 1 January, 1916, this scene was Tlot planned 
beforehand, but this seams unlikely. 
members were suspended in a one and a half hour's scene 
beoame violent w.hen Izett 
Scott his oOP7 of the minutes refused for some time 
to leave the Chamber.43 
It was this of demonstrations, strikes, 
and threats of strikes that George himself oame to 
Clydeside in Deoember 1915 to convince the workers of the need 
for dilution.44 His tour the was of little value 
as Gallacher and Muir, in an to force direct 
iatione between George and the C .. w •• , had .... ...:<'-'-01..1. 
workers not to meet him. Weir I s the shop stewarcls refused 
to wi th him and he did not bother visiting the Al1Jion 
where Gallaoher was he did go to 
where a was held. It in 
an atmosphere of tension ill-feeling as Kirkwood and 
his colleagues had been kept for three of 
an hour, and Kirkwood, in the introduoed Gec:rge 
43Forward, 1 Ja.nuary, 1916. 
George :lad been warn.ed that relations between 
shop stewards and employers were so bad that II chances of 
any movement be likened to an effort to advanoe, and 
&1 advanoe, against a solid wall of • 
Ministry of li'£uni tions,JlmIif 5/73/324/15/2 It4~lterial Supplied 
to George before his visit to the Clyde ancl Tyne. 
89 
wi t11 words which beGa!ne 
I can assure you that every word you say vlill be 
ca.refully weighed. ',~e regard you "lid th suspicion, 
because the 1v'Iuni tion9 Act which your 
associated has the taint of slavery about it. 
despite the turbulence of the meeting Kirkwood did 
explain his, and the C •• Ct ,,!, attitude towards dilution: 
they were not opposed to dilution but it "must be ca.rried out 
under the control of the workers". 46 l!Iuir did not go 
~fLlite as far when outlining the official C •• C. attitude 
in the Worker: he deaanded direct sha,re in the 
down through all the depa.rtments!!.47 Dilution was therefore 
acceptable only on the C. W.O' s terms, a point I'/hich was 
.rei terated on 24 Deoember when Lloyd George relucta,ntly 
met the C •• C. in Glasgow's Central Hotel to arrange an 
for the big meeting planned for Christmas 
45Kirkwood, My Life of Revolt, p.lOa. 
46Li.lbour PetXty, Report)f the Labour Party Special 
Committee to Investigate the ClXde Deportations, p.17. 
47171 k 0 J 1')16 "or er, d anuary, :; .. 
Trades Council had been offended by iBllored. 
Some members wanted to i8110re the visit; others, led 
ShinYfell, urged that it be ridiculedo Glasgow Trades Council, 
iHnutes, 22 December, 1915. 
warned of theix detemination to foroe the mattex to 
an is suet? ,49 but no response from. Lloyd George, and all 
attempts to agree for the meeting failed. 
The in St. Andxews' Hall on 
was a shambles. Over 3000 workers packed the hall 
and hundreds gathered outside. Girl workers dressed in 
khaki sat on the platfom7 which was barricaded and 
protected by police, and a choir sang "See the Conquering 
Hero Comes" as Lloyd George • 
incensed and greeted him with "loud and contillued 
and hissing ••• t'i',O verseS of the Red were sung before 
50 the hlfinister could utter a word". He could ,' .• v" .. ...".~J make 
him.self '"eard above the constant shoutsnd interruptions, 
the C • • C. later disowned responsibility for the 
disturbanoe claiming that "during the meeting our member. 
were ac 1;i vely in 
appeals that Lloyd George be a hearing had but a 
temporary effect as "He evaded the hard practical points 
49Worker, 15 January, 1916. 
1916. 
51Worker, 8 January, 1916. 
dilution, 52 
and in 
on hi~ to 
Ac- """ 53 • vGl.",,,,, , was formed 
marc:.ed to 
, Tom 
had 55 
and it was 
1915 
in tlln C1ydeside 
unrest had tha't had arisen 
on 
of principle" as were lfindicati va of 
surrounding of o.nd 
56 
, f?n.flict ~Jithout Malice, p.55. 
1916. 
56-7-
as 
in the national press. 
56Ministry of 
1915, 3136, para. 2. 
92 
"had they been promptly deal t with in their embryo 51 • 
December 1915 '~s offering a different 
explanation for C1ydeside 18 troubles. wrwo or local 
trade union officials deliberately and for their om 
purposes, circu1a.ted, only too effective1Yt untrue statements 
as to the origin of the [lIIIuni tiona] Act, and 
misleading versions of its effect. More men heed 
then come forward as of trade unionism the 
belief that trade union officials nefarious inducements" 
had accepted a Act which furnished the employers 
wi th "a machine that would shatter to its foundations "i;he 
,ITh01e fabric of trade union liberties and customs'! His 
solution was to appoint If two or three local trade union 
officia1s f1 "'~o some official far from Clydeside, and 
he warned !lIt would be impossible to obtain sufficient 
evidence to dispose of them under' the Defence of the Realm 
Act" even if i t c~ere their prosecution "would 
produce an industrial revolution on the C1ydP'. 58 
The first taste of Governmental repression car~e on 
1 January, 1916, when Forward was suppressed for 
51Ibido, para. 11. 
5E),1inistry ef Munitions, JJlUN 5/13/324/15/1. L. MaCassey 
:fvlemorandwa on Certain Causes of Unrest Mcmi tion Workers 
on Clyde and Tyne-side which are Peculiar to those Districts, 
paras. 5, 6 and '7. 
93 
s aooount of Lloyd t S. at 
St • Andrew' sHall. 59 The ===; of'f'ioea were oocupied by 
police and the m:ilitary authorities, and an attempt was 
even trace and oonf'iscate was no 
petty reaotion on the part of Lloyd tH:~()]:~,"~e to highly 
critioal aooount of' the meeting: despite what 
. . 
Goorge 
,. 
said in Parliament about ==-:;:.=. been··'under 
surveillance for some time and ho\'1 aotion would' '.::.ave 
60 taken against it anyway, it is olear that G-overnment 
decided te suppress the paper then justifioe,tion 
for its aotion. view of the offioials at ~le Ministry 
of Muni tiona 'lIas that as far as Fo.£Ward' s previous 
behaviour was ooncerned, there was "praotioally 
that can be desoribed as deliberately sed! tious't. 61 
on Clyd.eside there was Ita relativel,. small but vigo:cous 
revolt both the of' Wax Aot 
and off'ioial trade union leaders, and~." this has 
59Curiously, Forward hao. not-received the Press 
, Serial 
version of 
th.at the authorised 
be published and 
disturba.noect which 
u"" ... ji>;u .......... uvvu. of the meeting". 
C. Deb., 5s, 1402-3. 
6~inigtry of ,5/70/324/18 ~'J-otes on the 
Suppression of the 'Forward', p.4. 
been gathering It was the existence 
which. the har.m£ulness Hin fact 
if not in intention" of the ===;;;:;. # 63 '1::1e fact that 
there was a small strlke at Department 
on the 23th, 29th and gave them the opportunity 
to associate the paper with this and 
with tbe and attitude 
the area.64 The the C.:J. C. to fill t~.le gap 
left this suppression out the VVorker, 
edited by and the .L.P. 
fourth i:3sue carried an artiole 
Shculd ~tte on 8 
the and Bell, 
of -the s.rup. • MaCassey welcomed these 
On, 9 
, p .. 6. 
the >.lV.I..&."'. 
tForward t • 
he ~ote: 
1916. 
•• 
The means of 
[The 
~ •• of _ .• 
],I[emorandum 
of the 
95 
:Bell, Gallacher aXld. Muir •••• 
If these arrests are no\'l followed up by definite 
and consistently firm action, I am satisfied the 
[ Clyde Workers' ] Committee oan be deprived of 
i -bs influenoe ('~nd i ts effectively 
ao . 
COUll teracted •. 
As a further step, ;,vas also arrested. 
It was at this point the apparently united front 
of tmofficial opposition collapsed. On 22 January the 
Government had. appointed the Clyd.e Dilution COmr:1ission, 
its aim' eing to get each major establishment in 
district to accept dilution scheme separately_ But the 
C •• C. had responded insisting on a general dilution 
a.greement for the whole area and instructing all its 
supporters to refu.se to meet the Commissioners and. to refer 
to the Committee. It repeated its """"'''=.L\). that 
Government "give the workers ••• a direct and equal share 
of 8.11 industries.67 The Commission: s 
first success came at Parkllead Forge where Kirkwood met them. 
When they offered to discuss terms for dilution if he could 
produoe some, he went straig>t to Wheatley: 
~e collected shop stewards from other works. 
Together ws thrashed out t~le problem, and 
66MinistrJ 
by :r;faCassey, 
(Incc1mplete) • 
to write.... It was a 
, 1,roN 5/73/324/15/7. J!emorandum 
Industrial Situation on the Clyde 
, 1916. 
96 
perfect piece of work .. 68 
From the G. c: r S viewpoint it W;c'1S of the sox't, 
as it tbat ComJJli ttee the skilled 
workers be by the Employers, 
is loyally carrie(J, 
power to see that 
,,69 this J:f'!n counter 
to the C .',V.C. policy of together of 
• The amendments to the Parkhead 
Forge the most that in each shop 
a committee "representative of all should be set up 
amI Itconsul ted on all questi()ns of the transfer of labour II , 
and that tleveryone enters the as a result dilution 
must be organised. in some unionll , but the Clyde Dilution 
Commission to meet them to discuss the 
One one the industrial on Clyd.eside 
the Kirkwood-~Vheatley aoheme as a for 
own, and the C. C. 
was quietly dropped. Kirlavood stated in his 
that he and the Parkhead shop stewards acted 
68Kirkwood, ![,1ife of Revolt, pp. 117-3. 
12 1916. 
70Gallacher wrote his disappointnlent at this 
agreement. Gallacher, Rewlt on the Clyde, p.104. 
7lHerald, 12 February, 1916. 
7? '~~., 12 February, 1916. 
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under the impa.ct of bad neVii3 frcm the front mid 
oampaign against the sho:c·ta,ge of munitions,73 but it is 
more likely that recognised the Govermrient's new 
line the C.'t~'.C. ood aocepted that the 
majori ty of workers not support ·them in a direct 
clash with the Government. 
In 1Iaroh the Government was able to drive home its 
At Parkhead Kirkwood wanted to move 
freely throughout the works, to check on the conditions 
under whioh the dilutees wel:e employed, 'at all times 
and under all cixcumstances". On 14 March Sir Viilliam 
Beardmore wi thdre1iv this right. He made cO'.mte:r:-proposals 
and even offered to have the matter decided 
but a vrorkers' deputation not acce:i:t this at"1.d on 
17 .w.C;.JL·~'H Parkhead went on strike, supported workers 
at Beardmore's of Dalmuir, 's of Cathcart, and the 
British Diesel t w' • t' h· 75 It a IUU. eJ.nc. ws.a, or 
so an official ""ad"''''U~.J. 
spontaneous outbreak fl ,76 but the 
concluded, "a 
was quick to 
provided by Clause 2 of the dilution agreem.en:t 
made at Parkhead. 
75I1(inistry of , :llimN 5/79/341/14 on 
Strikes in Clyde Industries, SurnmaLry of the Position on the 
Clyde. 
76Quoted in Cole., Workshop Organisation, 
• 
74 
98 
conclude its offensive on the Clyde by arresting the 
industrial trouble-makers. KirkvlOod was arrested at ·three 
o'clook in morning of 25 March, and he .vas joined in 
the cells by}{esser, 
Thomas Clark, Robert 13r1dges, Jame.s Kennedy, Harry , 
and James 
The following day IV!"'·",."!"", .... MacDougall were arrested 
arrests. 78 
joined Gallacher, Muir, Bell and Maclean, in 
to await their trial, while Kirkwood the others were 
deported to Edinburgh. 79 Maclean was sentenced to three 
years' imprisonment, Gallaoher, lauir, 
to one year·s imprisonment, and Bell to three 
imprisonment. 1916 the Clydeside IIrevoltl! was 
over, and industrial peace returned. 
Only Kirkwood was to remain a thorn in the side of 
officialdom, and in he was aided Wheatley who had 
80 become Treasurer of the Clyae rlorkers' Defence Fund. 
77Ministry of Munitions, l!ON 5/54/300/105. Notes on the 
Shop Stewards Movement. 
78John , James lilaxton: The :Beloved Rebel 
Allen & Unwin, 1955), pp. 60.1. 
had a oho:.oe of 
1 April, 1916. 
80Labour Leader, 20 
or Hawick. Forward, 
, 1916. 
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The were not 
"",,,rrI<0>7''''', as long as it was not 
nearer o ·thers left to in 
in Liverpool, Kirkwood remained 
Wi th the fund 
relS a1;le to up Kirkwood as 
as the honest had been hard 
•• to 
saw to it that be or she 
visited A1rKWOO~ so, he kept up a 
continuous series of visits at the weekends. It 
not that those on the far left oaw 
as an arch-conspirator. he 
wings industrial 
troubles and was now as a 
figure at the other deportees and those 
in Cal ton J ocl.il. 
It was not the Conference at 
1917 that Kirklvood could 11:1.s 
case. he made all angry, 
81Gallaoher, Revolt on the Clyde, p.127 
82Ibid.: p.128. 
83 
~., pp. 127-8; Bell, Pioneering Days, p.118. 
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speech, 
I have had no &"1d no t,rial..".. I am. no 
c,riminal •• " • Today for the first time I have 
the to place my case before the 
representatives of British Labou.r. I pla.cs it 
fl.ll its 
He received a standing ovation, but after only feur days 
he was arrested imprisoned in Edinburgh Castle, 
to be released after a fo:rtni~ltf still a deportee. 
Gradually, however, surveillance of his activities was 
,relaxed and on 30 1911, the deportation conditions 
were annulled. Soon he was back in Beardmore l s Parkhead 
Forge. 
* * * 
With some form of industrial peace on 
and wi. th the llrevolutiona.riesH out of the way, 
and. colleagues on City Council were 
able to get back to thelr main tasks of organising Labour 
to win elections and to ma}::e some headw~ wi. th iille 
housing problems. The ferooi ty and militancy of the 
indust,rial had temporarily given the to 
mili tants and t>.e "revolutionaries" and had veiled the 
84.Kirk\90od, MY Life of Rev0lt, p.143; Labour Leader, 
25 January, 1917. 
1D1 
that as in the rest of Scotland, the r.I..F. 
was the main ~30cialist 85 a.nd in the links 
between other groups and the I.L.P. were if 
haphazard. 
IS w-ith is 
understandable, espeoially in view of the report of 
thession on Scottish which 
in 1911. It spelled out what had been 
working-olass in Sootland ~~ deplorable 
intolerable, st~ndards were lower than in 
a special building pr'og:rammle 
It did not mince its words: 
are the 
unsatisfaotory 
insufficient 
was required. 
provision for drainaget gTossly inadequate 
provision for the of refuse t 
absence of decent conveniences, the 
persistence 
a.lld 
in many of constructed, 
incurably labt>u.rers! on tams, 
whele tovm.ships unf:L t for hum~n occupation in 
the crofting counties and , pr:iJZlitiv5 
and casual p:rovis1on for many of -the seasonal 
overcrowdinc and huddling of the 
sexes in the oongested industrial 
villages and to'I';US, occupation of one-room houses 
85Using l1i3 Forwa;rd 
Do1lan wrote 1.'1 Ja.'1uary 1911 
is the 'life force t of the 
Leader, 11 J~nuary, 1911. 
"l[;yner Collier ff , 
I.L.P. in 
movement. Ii 
102 
by large families, groups and 
unventilated houses in the older 
clotted masses of slums in the 
126,000 11ew ho.u:Jes were required half' to. 
totally unfit for oooupatio.n and 
to abolish to any 
reasonable level ano.ther 110 were needed to 
replaoe at half the one-roomed and .f"lfteen 
per cent of' the two-roomed houses. 
not do the job - of troubles we have 
been are due to the 
enterprise to provide and the neoessary houses 
suffioient in and 
plaoe the responsibility on the 
This followed. on the heels of the report of the 
Commission into Industrial Unrest which 
tha t Scottish oause of unrest, as 
to public healthtl, and that the 
Government must take steps Hto with a "fhioh 
appears to have grown too for private enterprise now 
86Report of the Royal Commission on the Rousing of the 
Industrial Population of Scotland, Urban and Rural, .. 1917, 
Cd. 8131, p.346. 
103 
to meet. 
Even Glasgow was preoccupied with dilution, 
while papers were suppresaed~ and 
t'!fere deported and imprisoned, was 
housing and how the problem could be solved. 
held in the S.G<;~'l.S .. Hall and in st. IS 
Hall on 3 4 January, 1916, under the auspioes of 
the Committee and attended 
362 bodies, led to the 
of a, SootUsh Association, 
vrhoae aim was !Pto provide houses from grants made by 
the these houses to be let free from all interest 
89 
• These &~ants, argued, should be 
.5 millions per for 61 years~ If it was worth 
millions a day to proteot the people from enemiea 
abroad, then, he said, it was wort.ll £2.5 millions a 
proteot them from the enemies at home. 90 idea of 
"'~"-l"'-.-~ was not forgotten; in 
a8Commission of Enquiry into Industrial Unrest, 
No. ,3 DiviSion, ReRort of the Commissioners for Scotland, 1917. 
Cd. 8669, para. 8. 
89GlaSB!w Herald, 4 and 5 1916. 
90 illSJ.., 4 January, 1916. 
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th.is would supplement the 
which should be a special taxation for 
housing purposes on incomes exceeding £5000 per year. 92 
his colleagues could not even get 
Party support for their At the 
Conference in April 19l6~ Regan's motion for soheme of 
housing based on Government or loans, free of 
interestn was defeated)3 In January 1917 Wheatley, 
James Stewart, and Andrew' met Labour 
-the Coni'erenoe and it was agreed to send a 
deputation to to meet the other M.Ps. with a 
view to a national Labour. conferenoe on the housing 
problem~ But it was not u.ntH June that the meeting 
took plaoe and even then it was highly unsatisi'actory tor 
the Glasgow men. mleatley and James Stewart, together 
li.~'lllour Shaw of 'the Trades Council met the 
Emergenoy Committee of the Labour Party, but that Committee 
"did not approve of non-interest bearing Capital 
91Ibido, 3 July, 1916. 
94,Uasgow Herald, 31 JanuarYj 1917; Labour Leader,.2 
8 February, 1917. 
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to Looal Authorities"; indeed, I1they treated the 
problem. of as if it ,,rere a war problem and not 
one that existed to the '\varll • 95 
Indeed, more satisfaction was got from the Liberal -
Progressive - Independent group on 
T ey at least realised the need for aome e~tion and in 
1917 
Board for a of at 
Cowoaddens Garngad,96 a move w11ioh met but little 
OiJposi tion l'rom the natu~ally preferred 
to tenements.91 aamblan.oe of good-will 
between. the their vanished 
and wLen seenes ocourred whioh were to embitter 
relations be·t;~veen the two sides prevent 
years. 
15 March the Counoil refused to meet a 
01' women to hear their views on the potato and 
distribution, and ~vhen the Provost he 
the women t s duty was to go home and oare for their children, 
95Glasgow Trades Council w ~utes, 27 June, 1917. 
9~~inutes of the Corporation of Glasgow, 1916-17, • 7, 
pp. 528-9· ~ 
97Ibid ., 1916-17, • 3, pp. 536-7. 
chaos as 
Of the 
fJJ.1d for a 
report on the extent of food 
LUL~" incompetent the 
described the subsequent scene in 
'I'fothing!-
to meet [this 
feding of 
,'chat 
And we proceeded, with the strictest 
for the rules, to the y;assa{~e 
minutes. . re:':m,l t was a complete rout of our 
opponents. 
• suggei:'ted tht Shinwel1's 
on the Council, a,e co-opted member for the of 
caused a of forces 
as Shinwell, s Hcutting tongue and vigorous jockeyinc;" 
antagonised fa·ctions led by Wheatley 
to an extent that the two dre\'1 
~nleatley' s leadership_ , The Cl;zdesiders, • 70-1. 
Wly anta80nism between ~,lh.ea.tley and 
Stewart. had been together to 
Council to accept the ,Z8 
rent increases, and 
"'''''''"''5 Association, of vrhich Stewart wa,s the fir:Jt chairman. 
a picture of between tT.1e leaders oi' 
factors III the Group. 
99Forvmrd, 7 April, 1917; ~,~inutes of the CorRoration 
of Glas€:!,!, 1916-17. • lIt pp. 772-3. 
100 Forward, , 1917. 
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Bailie the 'bluntly 
as Itwillul ,'IDd deliberate obstruction of 
'\Ibeat1ey admitted that tactics axe 
b:. t in ·the Council at tne moment they are our 
pl.'Otectionll • 102 The next on 12 , sa.w 
even more obstruction as the 
I,,~bour Group exhausted three chairmen. seized 
every opportunity to ask and objeot to 
in the minutes and took up full time 8~lowed for 
on eaoh subject, while at the SaIlle time disclaiming an::! 
desire to waste time.I03 The maximum number of votes any 
amendment reoeived was nine and on one ocoasion an cunend-
ment :.¥heatley actually received no voteG.104 
meeting finally adjourned at 7 p.m. the Council had 
only managed to dispose of the Committee 
should have been dealt with on 29 Karoh. The Committee 
Minutes arising during the 29 March to 
10L_. t f th C t· f G1 191~ 11 JM1nU es 0 . e orpora ~on 0 asgew, b-, 
No. 12, p.854.· 
102 Forward, 7 April, 1917. 
1°\anutes of the Corporation of G1aSg!w, 1916 ... 11, 
No. 13, pp. 911-9. 
10L 
'Ibid., 1916-119 
-
108 
12 were untouched 
on t~:e at the next be 
another set of 
:But the Grou.p "'S.s outmanoeuvred at the 
meeting on 26 Ap:dl. The 
had previously to reoeive, 
'1uickly down to the the backlog 
of minutes. Only later did rea.lise "hat Wt-ts 
happening: 
4 o'clock I realised that ~1ere was a 
strong desire tQ have the minute conferring 
the Freedom of the Oi ty on the Premier 
The Lord Provost had arranged to go to London 
a.t , desired to the 
personally, he realised that withou.t a 
surrender on the deputation question, the passage 
of the minute that day was impossible.105 
Three hours of obstruction followed but the 
minute eventually surfaced for cliscussion, Cl,nd despi-te a 
spiri ted oPPQai tion Shinwell it vvas passed 
the Council.106 But the Sl.'1imosity a..'1d distrust caused 
the scenes of and April 1911 were such that it 
was to be over two ~rears before the Labo ~,r 
105 Forward, 5 
l06~., 5 May, 1917; Glasgow Herald, 27 
Minutes of the Corporation of Glasgow, 1916-17, 
pp. 981-94 .. 
and their 
, 1917; 
• 14, 
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opponents showed any signs of co-opera.tion in the Council's 
work; and other events intruded to make co-operation less 
likely. 
When Maxton, Gallaoher, 
released from prison in February 1911, they found 
in an atmosPhere of hostility to the war and the 
saorifioes it demanded. The Russian Revolution of Maroh 
1917 brought hope to many on the British Left that the 
war. \~uld soon end without a clear-out military deoision, 
and to many the fall of Tsarism was a blessing on its own. 
~-Day demonstrations in Glasgow were bigger than ever 
before as some 70,000 people took part.107 Russian sailors 
marohed with the Clydeside workers and attended a Labour 
. lO[~ demonstration later 1n the month. Swept along by a 
national upsurge of unrest, the I.1.P. and the B.S.P. 
combined in June to organise a oonventiGn in the Leeds 
Coliseum. Twelve hundred delegates filled the hall to 
rejoioe in the Russian Revolution, and even oonvinced 
l07Labour Leader, 10 May, 1917. 
108 Glasgow Herald, 281{ay, 1917. 
/ 
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and Philip Snowden 
seemed to be car::ded away in the excitement of what -the 
t.I..P. desoJ:'ibed as "a surprising of 
revolutionaryfervour11.109 similar convention was 
called in for 11 .ll.ugufr!;, me, at the last 
minute, the of St. '13 Hall was cancelled, 
outside the 
Shinwell made a violent speech denouncing \varmongers, 
while Fairchild the B.S.P., Wheatley 
others all welcomed the dem.ocracy" of HFree Russia fl • 110 
seems to have been ttle only aimed at the 
of a Soldiers' ~lorkerst Council on 
Russian lines. On 5 October the Executive Council of the 
Jj'ederation to vote for Kirkwood a~d 
as representatives to a National Provisional 
COmmittee,lll but thereafter nothing is heard of the 
movement which seemed to simply peter out. Professor 
Iviarwick's comment on the of Clydeside seems 
to be as valid \'{hen applied to the tIhole movement: 
"in the final analysis [i twas ] touched by a near and real 
,. 158-63. 
lllr •• P., Glasgow Federation, Executive Council Minutes, 
5 October, 1911. 
III 
issu.e rather than eny hypothesis 2.bout the collapse 
of oapi -tal ism. The euphoria of June was but a temporary 
phenomenon .. 
Soon afte::: release from p:d:2on, Gallaeij.er tried 
to revive the C •• C., 
t f ..J. th . . bl 113 ne 'ounu €I ~pOSS1 e. 
respects our ablest and 
the depo.rted shop stewards 
The man he regarded as 
114 
valuable comradeH , 
had been almost broken by the rigours of Carl ton 
Jail, and drew into the LL.P. 
The of Clydeside to any part in t.ne great 
strike which swept in 1911 highlig:.".ts t;1.e 
decay "lhioh permeated industrial on the 
Clyde. Widespread indu.strial discontent and a. national 
Stewards' movement forced the Government to 
Commissions of Industrial Unrest ~n the autumn of 1917, 
on ClyC'leside the C" '. C. was even wally re-established 
in ::5ep tember $ I'u -I:; the c. • was weak and no art 
in the succe,ssful Scottish m.oulders· strike of that month 
1 1 21\rthur :Marwick, ~I:he Deluge~ :Sri ti§!h Sociejix 
and the :V'irl:l't 'W'orlp. Vlar (Ilarmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1961), 
p.15. 
113G-allacher, 1i~.Y01 t on the Cl;:rd,e, lp. 139-40 .. 
112 
twelve a half per 
s only industrial threat tb.e winter of 
1911-18 came over the proposed It'f.ruap()WElIX Bill, which uould 
conscript eighteen yea.r olds, but resJ1utions 
happened. 115 Instead strike action, 
the Clyde munitions workers continued to produce munitions, 
and that at .J:5ei9..:r.(lmClre i s !Ule-End shell 
factory: 
we crg&~ised a bonus in everyone 
benefited by production.... The factory 
built for a 12 produced 
In six weeks we held the record for output 
in Great Britain an~ we never our 
premier position.lle 
man who stood. out other agitators was 
lIiaclean. He had been released from prison in Ju.."le 
1917 with only ha~f of his three years' sentence served, 
and without a break he had plunged into agitation 
the war and against capitalism. On 1 Fe-:rul?ry, 
1918, he was appointed Soviet Consul for Scotland, 
'cut more important was the re-opening of his economics 
classes in the au:tu.m:n of 1911. By October 1911 over 
2000 students attended the various lectures in the 
--------------------
115I"b' ~ ~. pp. 119-84· 
116,_" k d U L"r f R It 168 K~r woo ,& ~ eo. evo ,p • • 
113 
area each week. 117 He as a dedicated 
educ: tional lNork have been a dczen 
:men, of this he was on a. 
terrific nl18 
arrest on 13 , followed by '-~.is sentence of five 
years' eli:mi~12, ted the :mo st 
i~l Clydeside. he have been capable of turn ·ng 
discontent into open insurrection. 
It is hardly th2.t he and never 
saw eye to eye. '.i'hile Maclea."l ViaS immersed in the 
on the fringes 
avoiding the of industrial while 
contact with whatever group was involved in 
each and saw him as an 
arch-conspirator, iniriguino; whenever possible to suit 
, . '" 119 
.t1J.s own enllS. :But favouring direot 
industrial action on many occasions, was a 
convinoed Parliamentarian. He to the 
of government, despi te his connections with t;he 
revolutionaries he accepted that the change would have 
111 Glasgow Herald, 9 Octobert 1917. 
118 Gallacher, R,~ vol t on the Clyde, p .111-
119G811acheJ2 "I.t'O te, "\inea tley could see progress 
only through a series of compromises and intrigues. Ieid.,p.23. 
to come trom within and that the new Jerusalem not 
oome overnight. He was essentially practical, prepared 
to accept instalments of Socialism while on the long 
trek to the promised land. this his eyes shifted 
from George to Westminster. 
sudden death of James Alston on 15 November, 
1915, enabled to beoome prospective 
cand.id.ate for Camlachie in June 1916,120 when it 
became known that Shettleston was to become a constituency 
he transferred his in 1918. 
Unfortunately the process of trmlsfer caused a minor 
uproar in the I.L.P. as irregularities in procedure 
were discovered: Wheat1ey1 IS candidature was approved by 
Shett1eston before he had been released by Camlachie, 
the nomination date had been fixed in deference to his 
wishes, and he had personally communicated with the 
selection COlrLinit'!;ee regarding his candidature.121 
The reason for the transfer is obvious. 'theat1ey knew 
tha t he ha.d a personal following 1."1 Shett1eston and 
would. stand a better chance of there. And the 
120G1asgow Central Labour Party, 1linutes, 
15 June, 1916. 
12lI •L•P., Glasgow Federation, Executive Council 
;',Iinutes, 8 February, 1918. 
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be oO.ntested 
at the next General came first 
· ... h l'''''t 122 \4 e l.,~.. 
been Bade siy,ce to lim!:: 
ID.ore closely the political industrial of the 
of the 
on the on 
activities to the Trades Coul1cil .. 
were m.ads of a Trades and 
20 
tbree month,s before the of new 
of 
It 
which 
., 
the politic8~ power 
1':)5 formed. <:. 
-,""',,,,,,,,, ~~ive Societies, 
\7ith 2hinwell as Chairman.126 
1221 ~rHP., Federation, J4inutes q.f :Bi-Monthly 
aa.d SpeCial l:.g€#ega:te ~I€etin,'1;s, November, 1911. 
Tr::::.d.es Council, Minutes, 28 Febru.ary, 
1917. 
, 2 cl..::ld 22 ' 1917. 
1 25Ibid .. , 22 1918. 
126 Glasgow Trades and Labou.r Cou.nail, Minutes, 
19 June, 1918. 
more important, in vie,,. of the impending eleotion, 
was to have aYJ. programr.:te to place before the 
electors; and to this end nine meetings were held with 
I .P. candidates and te I.L.P. Oommittee 
On 8 September it was to include in their 
eleotion programme the Party's housing 
proposals,127 pledges not to tax "Co-op Dividendls", or 
inoomes of £300 per OOlnum or less, pledges to abolish 
I! all indirect Taxation on Food Essentials", proposals 
for separation allowances to soldiers' and sailors' 
dependents, old-age pensions of £1 per week at the age 
of sixty, levy on wealth n to meet the N a tiona! 'tYp..r 
Deb-til, and. universal suffrage. On 15 September 
agreement was reaohed that peaoe negotiation be 
advooated and that the drink trade be nationalised ,!i.th 
a view to prohibition. On 22 September it was agreed 
that land and mines be ne.tionalised. On 12 October 
proposals were acoepted for 
lfSuf:fioient for l\ifaintenaC:lOe the period of 
Unemployment the conclusion of the War." 
127'rhe 1918 I.J ... P. Conference had unanimously 
acoepted the interest-free housing soheme, and agreed to 
put H "in the forefront of the Party's proL;ramme of 
propagatlda". I.L.P., Report, 1918, p.83. 
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And on 29 October it was agreed to advocate 
disarmament and the abolition of conscription 
international agreements, to nationalise food production, 
and to give Rule to Ireland.128 The task of 
the final election add.ress was 
George Hardie, and H.B. Guthrie.129 
toWhea tley , 
i;~~:len the election came in Deoember, was 
to have a good chance of winning. Forward 
deolared, !tHe is a ~ winner", and that his Conservative 
opponent, Rear-Acbniral Adair, His not taken seriously 
the electors tt .130 But lost by 14 votes. It WetS, 
wrote Dollan, "our one 131 
Scottish reaul ts we::e no better for and the I.I .. P. 
Central nearly 
votes and in Govan 
anti-Labour vote: these were the only two victories. 
In Maxton polled 1860 votes in Bridgeton, 
128I.L.P. , Federation, Eliction Comilli ttee 
Minut~s, 8, 15 and 22 September, 12 end 29 October, 1918. 
l29Ibid., 10 November, 1918. 
131 Labour Leader, 2 1919. 
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Guthrie 7192 in Camlachie, stewart 6141 in 
St. Rollox, Uuir 5531 in , George Hardie 1996 
in Springbum, and in the bizarre contest in Gorbals, 
John l;[aclean polled 7436 votes the ex-Labour 
Cabinet Minister, Barnes.132 ElsewhELe, Kirkwood lost 
Dumbarton Burghs by over 1000 votes, Tom Jol~ston 
came second in Stirl1ngshiI:e Nest as did\~lc.H. Martin 
in Dunbartonshire, James "Jelsh lost heavily in Lanark 
as did Regan in Rutherglen, the H.ev.Campbell Stephen 
and Shinwell in Linlithgowehire. 
1,1eanwhile in England., b'nowden came a poor third in 
Blackburn .'llhile MacDonald was :::outed in Leicester Jest. 
~heatley took his own defeat philosophically.133 
Of course ae was disappointed, but he been elected 
he would have joined an extremely v~ak, trade-union 
dominated, P.L.P. led first the uninspiring Cl;ynea 
a;'~d then by the insipid Adamson. The vision of a 
"politioal!! group led by the much more attraotive and 
dynamic f!iacDonald was not to be. Certainly 
distrustful of MacDonald, but he considered him to be 
134rhis was bizarre in that 
Ga.llacher canvassed on his bella,lf. 
13~ord ~~eatley, interviewed 19 
was in prison3 
1969. 
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far the leader available.134 There was, h01rVElver, no 
time to think of what have been, for the of 
peace immediately led to an ind.ustrial slump and an 
astonishing outb1.:trst of w-orldng-class feeling in "' .... '''.'''F,V 
The most powerful force behind the resistance to 
war-time changes in trade union conditions had been the 
fear of unemployment, and by January 1919, 
despite the fact that neither heavy demobilisation nor 
vast cessation of existing 1'iar equipment orders 
taken place, unemployment had already begun to increase.135 
In 1918 the Scottish T.U.C. had declared for a. thirty-
hour week136 and in 1918 the Scottish Advisory 
Commi ttee of the Labour Party and the Parliamentary 
Committee of the T.U.C. had come out in favour of a 
fort,y-hour week, a demand endorsed the Glasgow district 
cormnittee of the A.S.E.13? trade union leaders 
134r.ord '~heatley, interviewed 19 February, 1969. 
Kirkwood is certa.inly inaccurate YliTi ting of the 
fo~~tion of the branch of the U.D.C. in 1914, he 
asserted, "that John and I became IS 
men. 11 Kirkwoodt Mil Life of Revolt, p. • 
l35Shinwe1l has written of an estimated 100,000 
dismissals Scotland. , C.onflict Without 1l1a.lice, 
p.60. 
136Glasgow Trades Council, 100 Years of Progress 
(Glasgow: Glasgow Council, 1958,) 1'.31. 
137 lStrike Bullet~ 3 1919; Soott m~d Cunnison, 
The Industries of the Clyde Valley during the War, p.159. 
had only fort,y-seven hour week, and even 
over 
of 
for further reduction grew. Scottish 
LL.]? Conferenoe at oalled for a thirty-hour 
week,1 39 t 11e 800 dele6'dtes at a shop stewards' 
conference on 18 1919, were split over 
for the thirty and "reek. outcome 1;,8013 a 
vote to strike VIi thin seven to remit the 
of to a speoial1y elected strike cowlittee, 
ohaired by The coromi ttee deoided on -the 
forty-hour week and for a general strike on 
27 140 
response to the strike call was _U'~u~~5 141 
138Soott andCunnison, The Industries of the C1~de 
Valley during the "i"+'ar, p.160. 
1919. 
Morton j ~rhe Portz-Hour Strike 
Sooialist Labour Party, 1919} gives the most 
aooount of the strike. 
detailed 
141 On the "'-"""''''1'';'' .. considered the 
question of affiliation to a of 
Soviet, decided to delay any decision for a month to 
allow a committee to consult ~dth Soviet promoters. 
138 
• 
Probably beoause of the events of the next few weeks nothing 
more was heard of this oommittee, whioh inoluded 
and Dollan, oro! the Soviet. I.LP., 
Federa tion, lVlinutes of Bi-Ilionthly and Speoial ~e.j:ate 
I,1eetings, 17 January, 1919-
of the of from 142 
\ria 143 to 144 On the tIle , 
mee-ting in St. Hall 0.eo1a-:-ec1 t~st 
no of would take place u.ntil the 
been conceded anQ no rent or inoome 
tax would be paid until a had been 
reached. then marohed to George where 8. red 
w·as run up to the top the post the 
145 forces of piokets • 
the and by the of 
they had induoed. all the men in the eleotrioity 
stations to join ~le strikeo146 day a mass demonstration 
assembled in of eleven, 
inoluding and. Heil met the 
Provost.. Aooording to the Strike Bulletin, the 
was courteously received and 
on his initiative, offered to make representations to the 
142 Glasgow Herald, 28 
143Glasgow Evening News, 29 January, 1919. 
144strike Bulletin, 30 JcUluary, 1919. 
145 Glasgow Herald, 28 Jal1uary, 1919. 
14611. ·d ~., 31 January, 1919. 
t1l1.d fox -the pu.rpose of 
their views on the hours! demand"" 
Chambers 0::1 
31 a:1; 12. p.m. to hear 
George 147 
" 
'1'11i8 aooount iS t contradioted by the oontents 
of the telegram sent to the 
• He outlined the depu'ta tion' s request foT. 
Government intervention to secure their demand. Then, 
:l.e went on: 
was further stated thEi.t had hithe:rto 
adopted constitutional methods in urging their 
consideration 
given to their request by the Government, they 
~ty other methods which 
oonsider to advance their oause. They ha.ve, 
however, to d~lay any such aotion 
until Frio.soY i,n order that I may be able to 
communicate your reply.148 
Friday 31 the Glase;,ow Herald 
a Press Assooiation tho. t "\'Thile the Government 
desires to refra.in from any provocative aotion, the 
safeguard public interests". Nevertheless, a orowd, 
estimated to be 20,000 strong, assembled in 
l48Glasgow Herald, 31 January, 1919. 
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overflolnn.g in. to 149 
..;;-;:... 
to xe0eive 
the Lord IS reply, for 
the grew restless 
in COI:ner 
the excuse for a police 
A ~ ~ 
south-east comer of the square and, advancing 
, . in front of 
... ·<:k .... u ...... 1:S a hurricane of blows which fell 
••• The soon 
appearance a miniat~re battlefield. 
Figures prone and si ttinf5ftrewed the g-round ••• 
scenes we:l:'e piteous. -
Hearing the battle, Kirkwood a"1d Shinwell rushed ou.tside: 
Kirkwood was batoned from behind while Shinwell managed 
to escape. Gallacher, who attacked the Chief Constable, 
a swarm of policemen, The injured -were 
carried into the Cit,y Chambers while the battle outside. 
150Strike Bulletin, 1 February, 1919. 
1 
of the 
. 152 
:tn. 
and Kirkwood fig 011 the 153 
to the crowd to 
were 
w"i th t,(j.e then moved 
e;roup of 
of 1erJ.onade 
were 
to make 
ness the si tua,tion~ 
155 
The strikers to 1ee.ve the 
and 
1919-
153GaJ.1acher, R!Yo1 t on the Cli{E...!" p.233 
155Ib 'd 
.......3:.!.:... f 
14 
125 
on a ,,;uJ.d them to so. 156 
with 
oables out. 
until 
were the e1eotrioit,y supplies 
were 8nd sev9ral streets were in 
, 
to smash 
the trainloads of fully-armed soldiers 
in the city. l\.. of troops were qu.artered 
the Cit,. "'us surrounde(l. barbed ,7ire. 
1919; Gallacher, Revolt on the 
158strike Bulletin, 2 1919-
126 
Sentries w-ith fixed bayonets the bui 
were sent to possible trouble-spots 'l,hile men with fixed 
were posted gt the electricity 
sta':;ions and bridges, depots and gas 159 • 
A of six tames in the mea-t market. 
On the the city awoke to find itself 
aEmed occupation. 1820 the city 
was .fortified. its rebelliou.)3 inhabitants. ,,160 
The reasons for the occupation, ,"111ich could not h:.ve 
been so s\¥1ftly 1v.ithout prior seem 
clear. The Revolution had begun strikes i~l 
main ci tieo, end in 1919 the had 
-taken place in Berlin. to believe 
that followed any European lead - it was 
for that - but the seemed to thinl-c 
it , .:;nd the wartime troubles 
to this assumption. It is clear they believed 
the trouble be really serious: the received 
orders that "'ire ll should be and that it 'wa.s 
that firing should take place over the heads 
lr.·;9 ~ G1as~ow Herald, 3 1919· 
160 Middlemas, The C1ydesiders, p.94. 
12" 
::::~.:'l., If 
eve,~ts of ?ri 
The 
+:0 0:'1. 3 
~.era.~--:nd irt tc:r::-.;re:a ti r'J1:1 ·t in vc.l.in. 
On 5 
cut off 
powe.1:S to 
and 
the 
fm: pea.ce, he Vie.S 
en.d 
1'113:::13 fOUild Shim-mIl was sentenced '1;;0 five 
.. 
128 
It 
on of John 
few others, leade1:s rere nuch more (wl1ce:rned 
matters. 
been 
and l)C();;Ul~Je of ·this it n for 
for TIle mil i tar2t 
l)roken. Its leaders' (1 not h;~,ve another chanoe. 
tb.emsel ve:; barred f:;:om 
T oame 1919 .... I was 
164 in 
the pO~Cfcr of the steward. moveme':lt which ,l:lad for 
its on 
into t;.~,e of CI.octrinaire 
in th::: 
the opportunity of 
17ho were to be 
hacl esohewed 
the 
! S w,'fe in the oourt, ::.lld 
Gallaoher turned towards them 
do it on my ;lead. .9:f'J_laohe,F.~ Revol t on the Clyde, 
.242 .. 
164rbido, pp. 248-9 
129 
and Labour Councilor in the LL.P., and wi tIl the basis o:f 
their power gone they were impotent. 
Le~'.dership in Glasgo'l"l returned to the poli ·ticians. 
S:._inwell 's future C8.reer was considerably affected: he 
turned finally from industrial to political activity. 
I:~'heatley' s future ca,reer received a considerable boost. 
The industrial unrest a..'1.d the upsurge of revolutionary 
extremism had pushed into the background the activities 
of the Corporation Group_ But wi:th the revolutionaxy 
bubble burst, with the industrial leaders temporarily out 
o:f the way and v,ri th the slump becomin{; a depression, 
ha,d the opportuhi ty to press for concrete ecomamic 
measures. the last time, the initiative returned to 
the Group on the City Council. 
~'ea:;;:s were the 
for 
were 
at t~;.e 1:;G3,1 level, vrlth the 
lead.aI's. 
ratui-n of pf:ace 
were 
on 
stoc::s, to 
the 
a, 
the 
in "{lhile ta.xa·~ion :eose to 
rose, ttle 
l\.::e H : 
over ;El,OOO ;.lilliol'l 
.As 
1921 Iione of the ':mrs-I:; 
131 
years of since t:~e 
the 
industry. per cent. 
(1 foreseen thi8 and in ]'Ia:cch 1919 
started. t:.) tr;T to d.eal 1'i t1::. it. 0:1. 1919 
to "be 
po 
no';J be 
as convener, and. it 
was from the 
539, 
the 
of the 
the list 0 .• "orks in. were ~C:"lm. for a 
Street, 
1:~uoted in . ~T .P. , En;;B.sh l!i stOr;t: 1914-1245. 
(Oxford: the Clarendon Press, 1965), p.l45 
? 
'1¥1inutes of '~he Corporation of G1asp;o.:!., 1918-19, 
• 11, pp. 843-4. 
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for 000 for 
an eighty-foot 1.dde road. from Road to the city 
000 fer for 
GlenfinL:l.s ":'rater ';Yorks, an(l. ,000 for &'10 ther 
over t,::e Gl~r(le at C'.f- t 3 
"J "ree ". 
were fJe'l t to the of the 
pa.id in 
of vrhich "could be better used in 
Authorities to with 
tha t m3J1Y of those who are idle mi be 
in 
raised. wee'e 
" •• that :pressure bo 
5 
When the 1"f!.'ote -I:;ion's 
on assistanoe it ,V-dS 
a (~onfere~1ce of 100al 
, 1918-19, No. 13, pp. 1051-60 • 
• 13, p.1054. 
133 
authori ties in Scotl~md. to consid~e~ joir..t action in approaohing 
the 6 The conference, held Ln City Chambers 
on 16 VIi tIl in the chair, a~pointeda fifteen-
executive committee which, on the same decided 
that a deputation see the Secretary of State for Scotland 
and invobed.7 
:Before tho at the Office in 
, tLe met to f:ixl.al:i.se its • 
should not f:le conditional upon 
any of 9Xlc'l. approval of 
tb.1:::t local atlthorities would feel assured that 
if work of the classes specified, 
then the be forth-
be made in of' work in the 
classes: , 
es, , gas works, 
, libraries, 
be set fo~ the of each scheme 
and if t' e con tract was two months of tha,t 
date then the Dhou~ld be::;f fifty pel: 
,Ii thin three months, 
6 . rl ~., 1918-19, 
7I ·" -, ~.  1910-19, 
per 
p.1599 .. 
• 18, pp. 1601-2. 
if 
134 
five per cent for a contract months. 
It was a beautifully simple set of • Those local 
who heel most to do und ~iho t'.e urgency 
of the would receive most tance. 
put these to the Secretary o:f State :fOJ: ,Scotland 
be considered and 
before th.e But in the Conmdttee was 
in:formed tlv t no 
could be 9 
I'~: was a bitter blow, esp::::oially 28 it '\'va,s clear that 
~~employment was instead offalling. 
to press on as far as possibl(:, the work reCOI;LI;1Emcte 
s Committee,lO which remained in existence but 
itself thwarted at every 'tum lack cf fiilance. 
All the Committee could do was thD,t the various 
of the do as as possible, while it acted as 
a channel :for information and proposals. For 
, it received the of 
of the unemployed,. A proposal that arrangements be made for 
8 'd IlE:..... , 1918-19, No. 18, pp. 1602-5. 
9Ibido, 1918-19, No. 25, p.2232. 
10IbJ.'do, lCll9-20. 1\'1'0. 7 62r, 9 _ , ,l~ , pp. '.::,-' • 
135 
feeding the unemployed their dependents was redirected to 
the and the Committee on 
which had some powers in this direction. A proposal the 
fa.rm colonies on naste land 
within a radius of fifteen miles from 
be there for the \'YOrkers, ~:'!as 
Distress But the 
passages to 
who Cat'll':!,ot, 
and 
11 
1101.18e8 
on tIle 
for those 
In secu:red the Commi teee IS 
a new set of ~~~nn powers 
secured to levy a rate on -l:il'1"~ -value of land while the 
Government pay to those employed in special 
schemes the sums receive if unemployed. Nith 
the 
smaller, more domestic, progr&~e 
1919- Health Co~~ttee 
children five ye<,.trs of 
farm at 
schel1le of domestic service. 
embark on a 
at'ld milk £'or 
estal)liah 
The Distress 
Committee should promote market The 
Commi ttee ma;:e their own bricks and concrete 
136 
and "1'.1. th road ami street lliaJ,,-.u:'16 in all the 
consider ti:e advisability of 
to cover costs and the the 
advisabili ty of quarries to for 
equip Loch for Ana. t:-;.e Stat;ute 
on the i~~ediately with 
t 11e constrL1Ction of the , and 
12 
the search for schemes become 
more amI more 
abo:~t one tenth of 
for Government 
w'ere made was 
convener of a cOITilllittee to the the 
, but, , no 
1920-21, No.3, p.202. 
14Glasl~ow Herald, 29 December, 1920. 
1 
£:ncl of 
scllerles fOtElder because 0:::' lack of resouroes that 
to tl1e 's decision to 
over 1:vhich 
of the on 3 
1921, to a further ;:::10 the 
15 It W2 ... S an 
the 
t1-~e Labour been ."~+ .V its mo,:; constJ7ucti ve 
domine, ted 
the 1}1s-me for the l~.l.ck of pro:-:ress 
I B feat:ure of 
arrived. more t 1lan 
belo one million. Outside the 
Clo but 
to send"ng the 
Labour , l\linu te s , 
1 
immediate 
Ilork on ~a.equc,te 
was the each local 
s lk,bili ty \'raa limi ted to the produce of a 
rate of four-fifths of a penny in the pound, and the 
Excheauer met all the annual deficits on the 
houses built. scheme effectively removed, the financial 
responsibility the 2.uthori ties while 
them a(~mL."1i stra ti ve responsi bili ty. It ,\'as an 
arrangement: on a scale lvaS anew, 
untried most local authorities and they 
assurances of the limit of tl1eir liability before 
(70t11d embark on it. But the soheme not wOlek very 
well j of tht; failure to contrll .. the u.se 
rea:)urces in a way which the type of 
subsidy made particularly necessary. Some 214,000 houses 
'flere built before the Geddes Axe fell p l:ut prioes been 
at an rate: hau -es r;hich would have cost 
£300 each in 1914 were, 1921, £1000. Faced 
wi th nidespread sh;;:J::tages of IlI.ttlll:;:;t:'J.1::tJ.1:S and trained labour 
the building industry was oalled upon to undertake a quite 
16 
Glasgow Herald, 9 , 1921. 
139 
~J.1d the 
to obtaiu 
went up. 
of t:.e limited to years, 
so t11 .. ~t 10ea.l rushed to the~r 
schemes s.nd their f so the 
11 
tile mark 171th its • 
for 
at 
to :.;.Ulothe:c 19 
the Dean 20 and faced nth 
~~~vk.U~U as better than 
, 21 t~le took up the idcea of 
of the Committee of the Cost 
1921, 
1918-19 
scheme was started 
• 10, 
the 
s measures were and conse!}uent1y did not 
for aid, the Corporation continued with it. Ibid., 
1918-19t • 6, p.139B. 
19Ibid., 191B-19, No. 16, p.1398. 
20Glasgow Herald, 3 October, 
21]:he Times, 8 September, 1919. 
• 
d.ecision to build 
was tl::1ken on 23 October 1919 
22 t:.::ese av"""' .... u.P'. progress was 
severely namvere~ the of • 
1920 the Director of ITas reporting that 
because the of bricks t'lere was no work for 
the the 
Ridd:de An 
l1ate:dal in wa futile~ it seemed that 
absorb the whole available 
of Scottish brickyards at that time. The situation was 
1921 tl.l.e !; of 
were: 108 out of a 
scheme 126 at cu.t of 143 £tt 
Gilshochilh 334 :!'l' 0 t a single 
a:1:; Riddrie or It t'las 
not were w:b.en 
2~tlnutes of the Corporation .of G1::'SFO,,!, 1919-20, 
No. 21, pp. 2077-8. 
24CHasf';OW Herald, 7 October, 1921. 
• 27, 
Y;i ;·;".5.:",.-: .. L at 
U'1rch 
for tl'.s chair Y~rkwood 
OIl. the anti-I .. abour 
was even more 
is the 
out. 
and. you can us 
up 8"rma 
be up 
of my 
~erm.any are today 
will soon 
too, and then woe betide :lOU 1 you 
, who !i:k'1d blood 
But more serious problems arose the 
Committee's :cecommendation that rents be increased 
in ti:,8 A special Scottish 
in by 
of votes to the 
recommendation and decided to iXlstigate rent if 
the The ll.ssociation IS 
Executive. Kirkwood, and Joseph 
would decide ,.;hen the rent strike would start, in 
preparaUon, Solemn was to be 
distributed 3cot1anft for • In 
June t:18 Executive iSS1:l8d an for and in 
3 
D!ay, 1920. 
27I '"d 5 _E1:....., June, 1920. 
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t::.8 re~1 t strike GU 
"","V"",,,,,,,,,,", up the courts 
28 
case. Ll.;(t the source the ::::t ~.,·estminster 
ac:i011 was ;J.Jt sufficient. the 
movement died dOV,lll. 
no progress w-aa field 
iZl t:18 immed.ia:l:;e 
raised down to 
the 
stark houses ',Jere 
".;hen ::nate~:ials were 
list contained ,000 names: 8, were 
::~i10. over 10, men. 13,000 
houses were as 
tion. 29 
ha.d. impeecable 
problems as he himself 
the summer of 1919. Because of the 
.:'orcect to live in furnished lodgings 
he t the house overlooking 
i;.1'tervie\red 12 1969. 
3 1922. 
for 
for for 
had been evicted in 
he was 
;~ord 
in the Council of 
did ~lot det:r~ct from. lo.bour s 
~'ltervened 
In t €I 
be 
~·.or::er8 to use 
clirect 
33Ib ' d ....2L., 
of 
11 
3 November, 1920 • 
t~:e 
C'CUl1C ·.1 
reaources to :E;:,ssist t116 
'fo:::: -i;1:1e 
,;eEl 
vanish2d quickly the of t~le 1920 Municipal 
elections in were announced. 
Interest in the election was heii3'htened by the 
reorganisation of wards :;,nd the consequent retiral of 
all III Council me~bers. Only of the 37 wards were 
uncontested and only 12 candida.tes were returned unopposed. 34 
Labour ran 87 candidates, polled. over 321,000 votes and 
ilion 44 seats. In Shettleston l.meatley easily T"'''y\''''" the 
poll 3nd all three seats were rmn by Labour. ;!\.cco:crling 
to the Glasp:ow Herald the percentage tu:mout throughout 
the city reached "the phenomenal figure of 78.5T'. 35 
In 1912 held twelve seats, in 1916 eighteen seuts, in 
1919 twenty-four seats, now, in 1920, forty-four seccts., 
It seemed they were well on the way to securing a majority 
:m -the Council. 36 
's first after the eLections 
\vbeatley was appointed Chairman; 37 he l,.ad. been unof::'icial 
1 aader fo::.:' several years only now was his position 
34rhree Labour candidates and nine lrj;Eoclera:cesl! were 
unopposed. 
35Glas~ow Herald, 3 1920. 
36It was not until the 19308 that a majority 
11'ron. 
37 
'GlaSGOW Trades and Council, 11!I1nutes, 
3 November, 1920. 
he 
with tIle Co 
es a to 
el, 
to be pursued at 
prove when the crisis up on 
1 1921 the miners' 
de!llancl for a I!ngtiona1 
the 
4 
39 on 
strike ";:;gf3 J~evived.o 
the 
of the 
10 
Co;mnittee ;)f of 
tive Societies, the teB, the 
COl..lrl:::il, 
a.nd 10 , 
10 March, 1921. 
were returned to their fo~er owners on 
the Cl'IIfners: I to the 
to cut wages and. return t.o the old 
rates. 
when this Committee met, 
referred to 
day at the City Chrunbers 
Representcttives of the ".uuu .. J\.u' .... 
we:::e 
&.ncl the 
tIla"':; ':vould be urged the,t 
;,dl the resources Labour be orGanised 
to cope ,i th the 8i tu tion that vroulloarise i.u the 
event of a general stoppage of work. 
Clearly the mnory of the events of 31 1919 loomed 
la,rge. This time Whe tley was determined that there would 
be no battle in George Square, and the Temporary COlllmittee 
sanc-tioned a manifesto which that de,y in the 
papers over the nrunes of and Shaw. 
The manifesto urged. the class to !l raIl;, to 
the support of OU1~ comrades", insisted that 
cn-nTIn .... ~ n1ust be "intelligent!!, because HEfforts may be 
made ••• to goad the ,-,orkers into conflicts.ith the 
authorities in order to d.iscredit the movement and. defeat 
the wOl:kers by demomltration of force". It 
was pointed out that the Education Authority and the 
Corporp,tion Health Committee had pOt"rers -1:;0 feed and. 
clothe children so tht a general strike could be 
supported without the children the 
ma,nifesto also had a con:::;ructive side. ',heatley and 
Shaw ,).J.,c'-!Ut:lU the economie depression on !!t};.e unsettled 
8.J.1cl Council, ldnu tes, 
15 
147 
st,,,,,te of 
th.a.t a 
if 
lirtandard of living, 
standard oi' tl1.e 1.Jo:dcers be not; 
resources :Co:rm oi' lJ.'loomes 
41 
rejected the of::.'",:;: of a w£1ge freeze 
took 
t:l.nions b£.c:ced do'wn. 
before the strike was due -(;0 - on H:i31ack 
• The miners held out 1 
lmt ended up worse terms thWl 
t the set 
fell in many 
11 , 1921. 
1 
8nfl 
f'o~th seen 2:8 the of the 
little 
Tl~.e upBurge of 
'Tiera rIlo:~e concerned "'Hi th the weaknesses of the P .I!.P. 
T!12t the 
for e I 
mEtJ:1Y of the new 
of 
~7as now open to 
to create 
::w immedb+.e 
effectR 
I'1o:nths after 
time of 
13et~;reen 
rose from ,000 to 
from tbo rSIl.ks of 
1918, p.26; Ibid", 1920, p.18. 
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inconsisteil t, immoral, and undignified felt 
their 
grolJ.p because of their in l:Jocial:i.sm. 
In there was more of 11 versus 
attitude there was litHe 
infi1trationg but the to grow: in Maroh 
1920 it had branches, 2641 , and an 
income of 
leadership during t,:ese ;years 
of won group of y)ung 
the intellectual, middle-
of ke 
aimed to the a clear 
basis, distinct from communism on the one 
hand the :W:bour on other. 
-----,-----------"-" 
2~ il.Gcline in 
m€lrube. 
decline in -t;~le 
it ,lith the 
of • .il. 
revenu.e 
averaL';e all other 
si:mila.:c 
s 
-[;0 
resources it \l::kS not for 
could woo bird afi' a 
at this tir:le, 
to Allen in 
• • 
, Left l3:urn t p. 54. 
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'l11e national star-Ill over tria of the 
caused 
at ·l:;::~e war s end of tete need to resLi.rrect the 
but the Eussiat1 made this diff'icult. 
all overtures from the 
in reviving t',le old or what remain.ed 
of i·e, but te I.L.P. Vias less 
In 
the ;3cotUsh I.L .... 
affiliate to tr:e Third Internatior.u::;~l, in 
1921 reversed this decicion 93 votes to 47. 53 
':ion, the 
as a 1923 the 
effort wa:::; abandoned as , the Union an.d. 
were 
however briefly, as DAllman members in t~e :',ew-
Socialist International. 
tho Scottish been 
L:.: the tion of the Internat::.onals, 110 
if.', t':e ~:.1 the m'tional I Llaxton was on 
5 
10 
13 1921. 
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the Counoil till 1920 
when his W".S taken by but as far as 
programmes ~rere concerned tried, in 1921 and 
III 1922, to Get the whole business 54 
while Shinwell remarked at the 1922 I.L.P. Conference 
that the 
Scots we::~e concerned. 'I'd th Ylas the 
ance of the trade union dominated P.L.P. ReaolutiollS 
tllat the I .L.P. disaffiliate the Party were 
defeated, but not overwhelming in 
1919 the Federation rejected such a resolution 
by only 70 votes to 51,56 ruld in 1920 fol10'l'l'ing 
a plea for from the Scottish Divisional 
Coune;.l rejected 147 vote:c; to 53. 
In. cri ticicing inef'feet-
iveness of t',e of 58 
men l:cad the of MacDonald. and 
;')ho led the 
5A-
-ILL.F .. R_~ort, , p.13S; 
55I1)id., 1922, p.64. 
57F:Jrward, lOth 
Feder.tion, ~,i[inutes of Bi~j(onthly and 
29 August, 1919. 
1920 • 
• L.?, Federation, J'.linutes of Bi-:Monthly :md 
SJ?ecialAggregate lieetings, 1;':16ust, 1919. 
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s leadership WBl .. S described as IIsimply third rate te , 59 
while in ~orwar! _ .. Cit,v.V,,",H''''-'- classed as "the Hobbes 
of representative •• more servile to 
than the It • Everything thf:1"G lien t wrong was 
on the failure of the .I..P. to .as an effective 
tion. "-"''''''O'&kV. Ylas no t so much for 
a of of leadership. If trade 
union leadership not the then it seeJued 
th'-.t only LL.P. leadership would ensure success. The 
person with sufficient and 
he had the additional of untainted the 
war. 
It is easy to be cynical MacDonald's attitude 
towards the I .L.P.: of course he saw it as a stepping stone 
to the House of Commons and to the leadership of the P.I..P. 
attachm.ent to the party 
61 
and was firmly convinced of the need for the I.L.P. 
As far as &1d his friends were concerned, Mac]Qnald 
was the best man for the job, and. he res .. onded 
591,.abour Leader, 26 F'ebrl.lary, 1920. 
60 Forward., 5 
letter in !~argaret J3ondfield, A Life I s ~\fork 
London: 1949), p.247. 
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well to their He spoke freely, and often, 
the war dnd was regarded some as 
strong man 
Socialist held in bonds by reactionary ~:rade Union 
leaders like Cl;ynes, 
does not reflect reali ty ~ but in me;ny cases it is the 
men were confident of doing well 
election. Dollan confidently 
remar~<::ed in March 1922 ·that IIIt lIiTaS wi thin the power of 
the [I.L.P. ] to win of the seats 
63 
whenever an election came". The candidates, too, were 
confident and well prepared. Kirk1vood'described their 
For months [befo:?::e tlle eleot;on] eleven 
met very Saturday to discuss a 
• • • • Ea.ch evening we 
subject, always from the~oint of view we were 
to be the ne}:t Government • 
. And t.le resul t was that one of us could go to the 
of any other and 
conflicting views. n64 
the risk of· 
of the Labour 
63Glasiow Herald, 1 , 1922. 
lTy Life of Revol t, • 138-9. 
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Coalition Government up when 
the Carlton 
of 19 October to t:2e electi'on as an 
parti" The collapse W'd8 not 
unexpected 
hacl come fire criticism 
was more accurate· than that fr()m Keynes, who \l{rote~ 
affairs :l::.ve bea'1 conducted:ince the .A.rmistice 
with insincerity and incompetence. For years 
no has been settled on merits. In 
spite of his gifts, maste:: of conciliation and 
he to that is 
in view, backwards in memory and 
in r:recision, has proved himself the 
least capable of and constructive statesmrul-
of ru1Y man who has held long pO'''f9r in 
Perhaps ke lose our time in devising paper schemes ••• 
and to concentrate energy on the political 
strife which alone can free us from the methods and 
·the persons 171'10 have led us where i79 are. 65 
As far ,:;tS the I.L.P. was concerned, the 
much of a local affair:; the L L.P. .ll..C. 
mentioned approvingly ':the ma.mer in which the branches of 
and local rallied to the 
their candidates. H66 In 
West of Scotland. the man behind 
~"~~~k_L Reconstruction 
in ~Tew Leader, 13 October, 1922. 
the 
IS 
8, 
saaaess to 
L1 
on a. 
series of leaflets ar:cd 
the of Sat 28 Od;ober 
a of twenty-one 
the 
As his 
of Sea tlancl 
the rlOrtl1 it 
i:1 some 
the -to its krlees 9 crea.ted a million and a ho.lf 
to the 
people ware beaten to their knees. of 
their votes stood II 
Yet in the midst of these conditions the nation 
was invited to i t8 trou.bles 8tl.d concen tre .. te on the 
'iV.S later desoribed ~l.S tile :'organi, ,er of 
, :IoUair, p.96, and as lithe field 
of the , 
The Port:t,i t of a Rebel 
, James Maxton: 
John :~urray, 1935), 
.97. 
wvC&U .... V'H' Deoline and Fall of the Labour Party, 
p .29· 
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and mean 
The break-~p of the Coalition raised of a seriJUs 
between of oppo 
There was no diffe:ce:::ce. 
we2::G not enemies. 
It a contest 
pugilists, where the blows fell 
f:'01,08: ~,:nd the prooeeds are!lft 
and Conserirative 
dval 
to 
prob1eI:1S '1'1,,],3 ·,,"rong. 7e1'11 th existed ir.: 
abundance it was noJij tl:l9 but t~lc distribution 
of w:ich was wrong. 69 
their ~"1ea: .. 'ch for a market for stoJ?es 
screamed about t. e ;lecessi ty of 
on i-I;s feet, Austria on its feet, Russia on 
its fee"1:;, and talked about credits which would 
enable those COtln tries to purche,se from us, so 
our markets and setting our industries 
not set on its feet, on its feet~ 
Lanarkshire on its feet'! Couldn I t the people in these 
places use more goods if the po,ver to 
them? 
would this and tackle the 
It to t::~e people, 
na tionalis9 the establish national factories 
for the of 
was one of 's first 
See also his 
w:1H~:ce he wro te: !II ,\Tan t 
idea the t t~le eoun try is poor, 
of t:le is clue to 
-the (I 
of 
was 
for 
r'l; 
1 
to the i'ernale 
that ·tenants were to rece~~ve 
year' 3 reJ:J.t 
that owners nere 
the facto;r.'s to reta~.n 
movemen t lVElJ:e 
tll& 
in each of the 
to seC'Lc:e 
act 
at the 
',~'on ten seats. 
hODe in 
votes{'f In, 
Oct,ober, 1922. 
71Illi., 2;) Hovember, 1922. 
or , ,,-1 th 
a me'-1.gre 
in 
~::i_ tIl a election of 
pence. ~iiJE:t·S victo~cious iri 
in Camlachie, Heil 
HenderS:::ll in 1 and, 
won 
to we:e almost as 
won 
, Robe:ct 
, the ex-miner 
Eol'Jert :;10hol 
I:.o bert son ,,-:on 
the chief :l.n the 
for a 
a~2d anti-reaction. 
lef-t li·ttle to chance. 1,002.1 were 
domin8~n t as he of the Far East 
sem.le;J:tion in 
';:11e decision 
at the last minute: and 
EonaI.' 
the le.te 
c .• Fall of Lloyd 
73Porward, 25 November, 1922. 
v 
Deave:c'brook, ;1:;.e 
Collins, 1963~pp. 
than those cf 
He of 
tion as we E;.re eVE.::r: " - to ave ito" 
Iii::) 
f the booths 
leave 
of the c-:.ew 
-t~:e other two in the 
11eVl 
is 
25 
of the 
1922. 
rema.indor of 
ovelaber, 
p.lOl. 
st2;)~tiori[3 : 
less than 
som.e 
their 
t:Lon: 
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for the 
zeal welfare 
the prosperity of :peoples, 
mld strengthened the trust reposed in 
their fellow-citizens, have to 
themselves to the reconoilj.ation 
nations of the world and the 
the people of this 
record their infinite gratitude to the 
pioneer minds of who, 
services and sacrifices, have opened up 
their 
the 
for the freedom of people. 
to all peoples message of 
reconciliation and friendship. 
To the sister nations of t;e TIritish Commonwealth 
send frE"' ternal offer all 
in task of self-
realisation and 
To the men dio bore 
their thanks, 
h.a .. va suffered shall be 
the offer 
and promise that those who 
widows 
cherished by the nation. 
tha t they vrlll urge 
the need for providing houses for 
to euhrine the spirit 
men and women mlJ~y live in heal thy 
people, 
Home, that 
tha.t 
be 
and tha.t little children may bloom and. flourish. 
\i1.l1 bear in their hearts th(0 sorrows of the 
'~he mother and the poor, that their 
lives shall not be comfort. 
eradicate 
for the 
maintenance. 
of the 
re;1tore wa.::;es 
and to 
and 
will l)reSS 
or rea.sonable 
will .. ave to the i:7eak and those 
·tricken disease, that :science and 
skill shall not be ting to restore them to 
"mel to eradicate disease from 
our land. 
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For those ':;]:,0 have 
life, [~d are in prison~ 
their lot ma.y be lightened, 
to face the 
relea,se. 
will enderJ,vour 
their nation that the 
of 
may be relieved ti,le reaponsibili ty 
for the maintenance of nc.tional tion be 
. borne t the poc;session of the 
of' the c:eeated by the 
of the nation, are best to bear. 
In all 
self-aggrandisement, 
servl:in t8 of the 
righteous i:::: to promote the 
their f,110w-citizens and the well-
being of • 
It was a religious r;:,ther than a political declaration, 
~md the of 
the of the twenty-thimd and 
• 
Thc;,t new of 
the r.I..P. at s Kenilworth Hotel, half a 
mile from St. Enoch Station. aware of the crowds 
the centre of the mus'c I-::ave been 
overvlhelmed the scer.es that ted. them at 1::1e Station. 
M ec:tima.ted or sixty thousand crammed into 
St. Enoch and the 
to see them off. All traffic in 
-
shorten,ed ver<:lion is in 
Kirkwood, I,ly Life Revol t, pp. 
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street Catu8 to a halt as processions surged towards the 
station. The crowd had to gather in the late 
afternoon, \~'hen darkness fell the street 
streamed. dJ)wn on a mass Jf men and. women d:cawn 
from eveT'J of the city. th.e 
t::J.e station was the Viilliam Morris 
......... O .... L"5' fc.nd above them two red 
the 
blazed in the 
of the arc The new M.:?s. forced theiJ: wa~/ 
ivi th difficul ty, as the massed. votce of 
to 
roared in welcome, and an.d ::'!Ia.v,:ton climbed on 
the parapet of the st<::'.tion carriage 
T:~.e 10. train Oll.t of t~e 
to add .. ess them. 
to the strains 
Station 
another choir waited to sing them on their way. 
"We were to do things, tl wrote 
nWe were the stuff of which reform is macle, And 
Shinwell 1)vxote, "We had been elected because it was 
believed we could perform. mira.cles. f! did not 
alld tense 
ant' the journey their • In the 
arrived into a different rlorld. But their 
78Ibid., vp. 191-2. 
79Shinwell, Conflict','ithout t,~alicet p.77. 
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,",as rlO t (lJ.lIDf,ed". 
of 
station. 
pp. 29-30. 
ch8~rabar.tc , 
I Scots vra hae' 2.S 
"iild men from "1";1118 
on the 
their arrivaJ. 
ru.'Ove from the 
hr:d ar:cived. 
:B1!.01v'[ OPPOSITI.']i TO OFJ!'ICE 
In London, s set him a 
1i ttle from • lIe could 
afford to live in , his ususl residence being either 
the Bedford in or, more the Cosmo 
in How. ::naxton and initially lodged 
in joined by Buchanan, they moved to a 
small floor flat in remained 
.J 
for several years. a few \'leeks in Kirkwood 
moved into with Johnston in 11aida Va:,e. Shim vel I , 
however, ,'las oon joined his wife and and 
moved to I The rest of -1;11e I\f.Ps. faced 
a lonE:!ly existence in the and soulless heart of 
had no financial pro bIens, but many of the 
others had. Shinwell has recalled that on ar:dval in 
IJondon he had Ii tUe more than £5, and l1e had a wife and 
to He.rote: 
Dnd, l~; 
p.l42. 
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a pro b1em 'iiii th whioh we were 
so those fell 
months in London was diffioul-t indeed. 1,1eal6 
the House \~e1:e of 
.the Sco~tish 
L1, ter w-ro te of ::;,nd weariness of the 
week-ends we Scots ~lf.Ps. from the to spend 
in Gallacher, the events of 
took to the life in nor to the 
sham and hypocrisy of official =eoeytions and 
of that sort. I how one when he had 
aooompa~ied me to an open-air meeting in Finsbury 
back to the Angel aml 1i!Eln t in to 
tea and buns. John was 
it had been like a brea·th of fresh 
had to go rd th those abortive 
• know, ,11 he said flit 
made me feel tha·t I was baok home in Glasgow. 1I4 
on arrival in J..Jondon there was little time to feel 
homesiok. and his colleagues were immediately 
into the debate tlle of the P.L.P .. 
loL.P. liI.P~3. met I.I ... P. on 
20 to decide whether to put forward a 
nomll'lation for 1;11e P.L.P. at a meeting the 
, Conflict Wi'thout 11'1alice, 
167 
followIng' day. I'I; was obviol"i.s the.t the Clydeside ~,~.Ps. 
would most I.L .. P €Irs \;Quld also 
be stand had, 
his position in the 1.L.P., and Clynos, who h;;'ld served the 
wartime GOvernments, had virtually no hope of I.L.P. 
'rhere was no question of the Clyde group 
as a revolutionary: despite much of what they 
r; 
d '{('.cote, none of them was a revolutionary either.'" 
never really he 
never dreaJn of 
as leader, , at this time, an :Ldea was 
has stBted that Maxton Shimllell's 
nomination of TJIacDonald all the vehemence at his 
command!! '17 while Kirkwood has tile impression that 
all the 
at this 
8 
there was some opposition to 
won 
was not a case 
fervour" • 
1948) p.102. 
was pu t to the 
thG Clyde group was 
paoifisn wi~h 
Attlee (London: 
, Conflict,~ithout Malice, p.83. 
M;x: Life of Revolt, 11p.195-7. 
6 
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surprised e "cloud of nd distrust" in 
seemed move, and ;.;'1..rl{:wood vv:rote: 
that even 
as to what was 
I he asked. 'Is it jealousy? 
••• 0 The JJ.an seems to have no friends. I 'j 
the 
Committee Room at on 21 November was 
much more evenly divided. The prominent .uC'.f.,V ...... 
espeoiall;y~ and Snowden, spoke in favour of 
01 10~, ynes, ';7!10 had the support of a but 
by no means all, of the trade union H .• " • 7 some of "mom 
we:ee 's support oame from t1:1e 
ne·,:.'ly elected . , this was just suffioient. The 
Daily Herald tha t l!iaoDonald won by vo1:;es to 57; 
The Times gave it 61 to 56.11 lfucDonald! 8 eleotion was 
-chen as a substantive motion ene. oarried 
d · t 12 l.ssen • On of IvlacDone.ld, C1ynes was 
J 
J..Ieader. 
M;y; 3to!fl Hutchinson, 1937), 
p. Visoount Gnowtien, ;:,~, :.u:t:.,Qbiograp~v (London, 
Ivor :r~icholfJon dnd.,'atson, 1934) f pp. 573-4. 
22nd 
=~:.l...';;:;';::::;:':;:;:;;'::;:;.&. 22 lifovember, 1922; 'J:he Times, 
12- .- .- '1 L. ihUOHel. 
(London: Seeker 
, The ~:raged;r of Ramsay MacDonald 
1938), p.lOG. 
1 
stated that that he was not disturbed 
by the I dislike the reportea. 
in the pl'ess decid.ed 
for a the before tho meeting 
was held. lS/evera1 of groUI.l believed that 
they had been responsible for selection. 
For example, wrote, t was the Clyde of 
l!Iembers who mad,e leader of the 
l!l Party.!! '-t Snowden beli eved that ld.CI.'-'.u'VLd."" ... .u. 
election F to the true 
only in the na.rrow sense tha t not 
not h;",e been elected leader. 
II! fact, had considera.ble llLJ...L"'''.L.L. support 
the trade union M.Ps. BU'I; at time it was the 
and it that the .de 
and 
election. The i?ub1ic 'Ivere soon to forget this 
a few ot11ex8 did not. 
.iI. t tl:is same Johns'ton and Shinwe11 
vrere voted onto the .L.P. ? while ~;r eil 
22 1922. 
, Jill,:r Life of Revolt, p.195. See also pp. 197 
15snowden, 11 .. '0, Autobiograph.l, p. 
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became one of the 16 ,-hen the Comcli ttee • 
of the I. .f. 
Committee, - a member. 1923, 
was elected ono tLe foul: national of 
the and his colleague::: made 
these into the LL.P. organisatiou, made 
Ii ttle llimediate impact in the House of ;Olllllicms. 
ilfter a tour of the Palace of ':lestminster 
by Neil ~,[.P;::30 sque~zed into the side 
of Lords -1;0 hear tb.e f s 
prepared to leave the Cll3illber 
'~o the G·lasp:ow Herald de 
will soon ,:E~lasl1 all this. No vrill 
that states he to and 
pp. 46-9· 
8 1923; 
Report, 1923, p.132. 
21 , 1922. 
20 The Times, 24 November, 1922. 
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said aloud,'John, we'll soon ,",u,o.u,,,,,,,, all this. 
whatever 1:119 said,!t had no effect on the li.Ps. su.rrounding 
them. The wilet could revolution if, 
they ~treet-oorner tirades make little 
impression on the House. 
was also when several of the new 
M.Ps. delivered their maiden speeches in the Debate on 
the While lJlacDonald: s speeoh was a reasoned 
attack on ;;;le GoverrL'Uent, the maiden were more 
intemperllte. has described tho occasion: 
In pre-elect;ion they have aroused 
cheers from the electors. In the they 
fell fhd;. 1'1" 0 one •• ~ could -I:;he sincerity 
,which impelled my friends to demand immediate 
sooial improvemellts, to bring about; inst::mt 
end of oapitalism, and to eradioate the evils 
of unemployment then and there - Yet they failed 
of2 their appeal to emo-I:;ions instead of 
the mind. 
speeches to attract 
! s. 23 He macle sca 
It was he cl"i1l12d the rather than 
the that ca1lsed all the those 
[ Government] were occupied fr;)m Heaven 
2~rk.--wood, My Life of H.evolt, p.201. 
pp. 576-8. 
and of so you 
cond.i..l::iouse"24 
10U the 
the 
It fl'£U:; to "be some tl:.e 
of the ITow:,e of Commons hacl ezly real effect on the hard 
core of tlle it 
effect in 
Parliaoent. 
existence. 
, the 
"they 
, "I he.d to shake 
as I ancl-
names were 
attacked over 
no as a 
.c. Deb., 
had little 
few in 
of its 
C:reat 
felt that 
my 
and (leath. H25 
l.ith me:n v:1:10Se 
fincl 
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was 
26 
reproachful; und Conservative 
• 9 
heard Kirkwood make a "flaming speeeh lf -the 
of Hebridean crofters, told not 
vote for you, but I should like to help those men if I 
may, Ii and ,3:ave him. a fi ve-poUl1cl note Q 27 
Some of the new Jl.I.Ps. were soon up 
in London's life. we::e now personalities, 
loved journal:-sts and after as curiousity-
pieces by hostesses. and 
took alarm declaration 
fr .ternising" \"i th political opponents. 
to force on to the 1923 LL.? Conference 
a resolution IIThat -I:;his that 
.Ps. not a.ccept [the] hospitality of political 
opponents at pulJlic dinners society functions. 
an to Pa.rliament may be 
va thin the framework of , but 
it is of t:~e difficul ties the 
faced in to 'I;he new conditions in which. 
now operated. 
28_ p I .J.Jo~. Report, 1923, p.143. 
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\i'hat they wanted was action, not ','ords, and, as 
admi tted, thoughts were "governed" by the 
"conditions of the people at homeu • 29 This parochialism 
was not al togetheJ: u-'1desirable, its effect was to 
a feeling of im.patience~ they felt that the 
was "being trea.ted to intellectual fencing while social 
conditions were to be solved".30 
frustration W"B.S their u...!..it;jm"~3 
at the ~~IUUU'L movement's preoccupation ~~th foreign 
affairs. Snowden and ~U.~~V~'~4~ were convinced that 
reparations and the fall in trade were 
the basio causes of the unemployment, this view 
was suppo::::ted -the ex-Liberals e.nd most of the • 
roup - the group led Allen, now controlled 
wi-th the I.L.P. In .~"pril 1921 ''Iheatley had 
the;':lis; 31 the autumn of 1922 he had "U".1.U.(.,,,,u. his mind. 32 
J eA. Hobson had pu.'\:; forward his 
explanation of unemployment as early as , and when 
he this as the basis of his Economics of Unemploment, 
which appeared in 1922, accepted it uncritically. 
29Glasgow Herald, 16 1922. 
30I~id. , December, 1922. 
31See above, pp. 146-7. 
32See above, p.157. 
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In 1923 s short pamphlet ,Starving in 
the Midst of Plenty, applied I s ideas to the 
B ~rhe C01.Ultry, he was not 
poor. There \7ere plentiful th.e 
had been and had led to 
reduoed ecnd a deoline in wages. The remedy was 
to power. 
I do not who 
key is to in greater 
~Qd other lies 
trade with our OVal popula,tion, •• • 
is gre3~er 
not more production. 
we 
cf 
the 
wen-t so :C"ar as -to attack free trade, 
a tenet of faith for many I.L.P era: impediments to 
trade did not matter, 
did. this theory, 
35 and 
his colleagues owung into action. 
33John 
I 
Starving in the Iil:idst of Plenty 
.P., 1923), p.4. 
3!L" T 
'." ew .... eader, 30 1923. 
35Kirkwood s 
of their 
of the 
to the 
outbur:::t in Maroh 1923 is t;Y"Pioal 
sinoerely that many 
,_,.~"" .... " be etel'nally 
prime olass. 
I know th.a;t all this interest in foreign affai:r-s is a 
from New Leader, 30 l:Iaroh, 1923. 
1'16 
of the 1923 
was denounoed in an resolution at the Scottish 
l.L.? 
on a defenoeless people, and a 
at peace the 
of The sent a letter to 
the and France 
and Armistice the 
policy of the powers had the 
workers a poverty whioh 
civilisation itself!! and that ruin of 
the from 1."Je [i..Tl B ri tain ] 
suffer!,.31 One the new ex-Liberal ~;I.Ps. ,Roden 
a close friend of .Allen's, was sent to the on 
behalf of the .A.C., to 
33 
ane: II convey 
to the German viorke:es ' • IIis to 
Leader, wt:!. full of 
seen and. 
so insolently flouted as 
in the Ruhr. Never llave I been so vividly 
ri th tl~,e d.igni ty of the plain oivilian in his cTirly 
coat-::no threadbare trousers, the 
22 
31 LL.1? Report, 1923, p.46. 
officer in 
tanka and 
full H .A. C. Manifesto, 
177 
a month ::'fter the 
of the crisis, showed the effect 
belief in ·th.e need .~or a constructive in 
ad,o'ition to character-
the French action as Ha breach of international la17n~ 
i t adva~.'1ced plan" for a reduction 
to a Sl.;'n sufficient fOJ:: 1;'Le reconstructi0l1 
of the areas an loan to 
complete of 
of comme:~ce to and act~on 
a of Nations. 
, 8.1:1(1 
decided upon visit to the their 01.'1.11 
account. their visit discussed the 
ith the Socialist leader de Brouchere, the staff 
of the Cons~(l-
Von of , and the 
of the lYliners Union. their two main 
1923-
• L.P. Report, pp. 44",,5 • 
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was that the workers, rather ludiorously deBcribed 
by the jJ .)',.C. as serfs of a f'oreign taskmaster", 41 
still enjoyed condi tions 
we did not f'ind 
tho eaxs o_f the 
district in the West 
of unemployed men at 
the 
, nor raggedness and, outward 
obtrude to our 
notice. 
other W2'S that thE. Loraine and 
in the 
coal-bearing f'ormed one economic unit, so that 
only way ou'l; of the difficulty for 
:md, Italy to intel"llationalise 
coalfield should be admini-
.:,tered an international board of directors who 
1lould. sell the coal on the open marks-I; and 
earned, would be distributed proportionately as repar:.':;:;'-)l1s. 1142 
It was not a far-fetched 
at more than the 
atti tud,e ~;,hich :nU::1Y in the I.L • 
fall tex.t of their report is in Forward, 
3 1923. On 5 11brch ou'~lined the group's 
views in the of ; see 161 H.C. Deb. 
340-1· 
to\'\;'tl):cls tl')e 
came in to t'Hli open at tl:le I. IJo P • C onf erenoe in 
in. Norwich to the .il.C. lin.a 
to SeCtlXe the imr.lediate of 
a:SI an 
er:rotional reaction rather than of interna.tional 
Hera differed va t11 and the •. ,'\.. C • 
He read into their attitude a to put pressure 
on the French to the extent of 
whether or capitalists should control the 
Ruhr. ~1;ll1en they had lectured FraJ:1ce and. denounced 
the of her polioy and if still 
to the , were they prepared to ab&.ndon 
neutrality and use fo:rce,?lI B:ritish be 
as feared the 
compErti tion of a united sace :smd Huhr eeO:llomie l)loe, 
were interested only in the 
from the Ruhr. should a socialist be 
prepared to go to war on '~he issue? He further disagreed 
wi th the '."[hole .A.C. line that ruin of was 
for the unemployment and misery in Grea.t 
was the evic'enoe for such a 
of a article for whioh 
in Europe cSmd of '.'l11ich the:~e 
I,'as it no t the case that all 
-were goods'?'Jas it 
180 
no't the case th.2~t the Il,ri tish workers ,yere 
these goods and the reason was 
of power in the 
of the 
lillen rebuked him for oversimplifying 'the issue and objected 
to selfish, view Socialism 1:lh1c11 ,,'hea tley 
SeE!!IIle:(1 to be for certain great 
mor,,)'l ideas. did, not believe Ul geographical boundaries. 
were 
were therefore three 
'.·i thin the LL.P. The mass the party was 
overwhelmin61y pacifist and wanted to dOv;;ith 
a.'ld the .A.C. lEd a more sophisticated 
milita~~ resources should be 
in terna tional action. And and 
his friends wanted to turA'heir backs on and 
concentrate on domestic affairs. 
',1/'heatley to the LL.P. 
fl:om its intem9.tionalist outlook, his constant advocacy 
of the of did 
bear fruits. en the .fI.. C. lifcinifesto :)n 
in October it included, as as a brief 
43:r.L.P. Report, 1923, p. • 
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on trade '\"0. th and revision o~r the 
Versailles sta-r.amen.t that the countr:r 
with wealth" and 
be har:m.o11.J.sed so th t Hno man shall lack rork or 
iL.nd the J3-ew Leader t11is 
anel necessary 
llnprovtng the wages 
is menaced 
45 
46 
It be '.7rong to picture economic thiJ.'lker. 
He a publicist :nd -Pl:~o1J,ag:an.(ti ideas on und.er-
came from in. 1:l.&Yj,Y respects 
the Keynsianviews in the 1930::::. 
not of the ·~he rest of hi8 
life it. 
-II-
in 1922 t:H.~ 
a ttac~~8 Oil the weala.'lesaes 0::: the EUl 
n:)t cease: came f)::'om anot~18r dixsc·!;ion - frora 
and his little attacked the leadership on the 
, 1924, pp. 61-3. 
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· t1.: tit lacked feroei t;y- and "hi te ar:d to 
the they determined to the .L.P. into 
a les8 Hresponsible" opposition. dramatio 
to do this came on 21 June 1923 when the 
was in the Health 
which had been considerably from the previous 
yea:ri level. 
haet clearly lost his temper ;·.hen he called 
a murderer for flUp. the 
1 s financia,l stringency. Ilia that 
the "'.L.um.vu :. i S policy lead to the deat::$! of 
of childrenH and. that this was "a c.cld 
deliberate crime in order ~o save 
Heleotrified the atmosphere" in the House. 
And by the time ~·Jheatley repeated tt;.e '"'U';.'-'-f""" the near 
begun to fill wi th exoited i::Jembers, 
while journalists aband.oned the debate an.d raced 
to the Commons. Joynson-Hicks the l!'inancial 
secretary to the Treasury f on t~le 3ce:e va th 
a full bench of junior ministers. '£he 
for an hour ~~d a quarter 
once liilaxton, 
.c. Deb. 58, 3219 .;:;..;.....;:;~.;.. 
48Cl'''''''''oW He~'ald 2··~ JU'le 1923 
-' ",,·Jft ' .... , ._. ,., • 
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had end h8,''- sat 
on t~:e bench behind the Yront Bench, and, 
to The Times correspondent, 
, tu.rned and ::mgry vlOrds to his 
but were oevona his Indeed, according 
to leid s noble head on rds 
on his bench &nd audi t::Jly lamented 
wi th a gr08J:l of 'This is end of the Labour 
! 11 50 The I.abour Front 
at t~le scene when the votes of 
were taken, ref ... sed to go into the l:ivi8ion Lobbies. 
It YiaS later that had been prepared 
to the offensive e~i thet, but that his attitude 
had been stiffened ·.?heatley • 
-lihis, .L.Ci..J.llI . ..l..~$,e. . the t M.ax:tw.u was emotionally and physically 
~xhiE'.usted and as he sat down he said to 
take my I refuse to vlithdraw. I cannot 
/I ::.1 
r.lThe TimeB., 28 June, 1923. 
p.163. MacDonald I s dislike 
of :';a on~ 11'he Life of Ranea;! 
, 1939), p.150., where he 
considers ~I[tcDonald' s reactions to the scenes engineered 
Victor in 1908-9. 
P:r:ofessor 
on 28 letter to the 
total support 
1 
~lis colleagtles 
had lost their 
f:;r 
to create a scene and an upon w>ioh 
This is 
written in the 
in 
those ~'rho a:r:e out of toueh wi. 
I is 
life, End 1':110 
that the scene grew 
scenes in 
T~:o 'i7orkerc owe 
-I;, a,:;":d ',"ish to 
of a 
Liberal::: 
are 
that is 
attack: from 1\ilaxton, but it is certain 
-
T11is seems to S110'tlT t1:~~~.t =fIa:~tOrl not 
had. the soft centre" no~ attributed. to 
:iIar,-,-idc, .l1Iaxton:: his place in 
~he Scottish Historical Revie.w, 
, for , 1923. 
1923. 
to -t~ .eir 
L1;:id.ex~ 
if 
p.220. 
in 
Revolution 
185 
. '::;110 
t 
eroes. 
54 
.0 tt~e:Lr c,ction.s 
of 
Shettleston 
as 
that 
workers, 
was 
, 1923· 
• t 
:Sri tish Labour &11d. the Russian 
Oxford University Press, 1956), 
as -.~ seen.lSs ~:eal\:ened. 
soenes 
:~.acess{].,ry this to 
aotion 
it; decided lea.ve in 'the 
SJ;l,mmoned 'before 
:ce:fused c1o. l~xecutive oensured them 
any 5 
re1'used to • 
headlines and were now free 
to IS social 
tile • .iJ.P. 
:i .. ~ s in91'1'eoti veness. 
~lowever , it seems 
their'er;8 orthiness >''1as 'toliards t:::e en,d 01' 
to 
6 
,July, 1923. 
room Ll Hotel the 
of SoOttiSLl 
;3Got~~ish ~ -Gold Gk:.llache:c 
be 
I!1ade 
dec·.ded to 
letter that 
four on 
at 4 .un to s SChell1e hacl 
if i -I; was decidecl to with 
the 
his if the motton 
is hand 
1 
in 2,ppea~:ance • in t:a 
(lenied 
was 
fo:( tea i::1 'i'othi.13treet Caf'e. 
of 
poor a,nc1 received 
sexve(l 
31 
incid.en1: as as 
in the I • 
have 
aim was 
to the 
anger. suoceed8d - but 1;0 extent 
de:::dred. 
the the 
as 
cmc1 011 this 
when 
in thE) £axkhead area 
tile local re,::idents 
to take " "Uc::, as were to see t11a their 
out of their houses 
h.e led some i:1 .. a demon-
str t].on but it W3.S 
his mBrk when on 
he Lloved of 
He 
1909 
CaIue 
I 
not 
of 
fa:: 'dhoa he 5.s 
Act the 
the slum problem 
the of 
Deb .. .. 
323-4· 
a a • 
no 
tJ 
... 
ElC00f.1111oc18.tion. 70 
IS 
before these 
:lever 
e 
short 
of 
of 
this 
criticis3d 
proposed <:could 
~l() :.zse S It the 
cost 
outwi th ths 
• 
~he 
110ll.SeS I)' 
9 feot 3 inches 
::':110 
success. 
him becauiSo he 
)76 
, his llill 
some of 
, 333· 
( 
In' 1:,,13 
1)3 
the real 
inclinat~ons of the I,abour leaders we::::e revived by the 
resul ts of t!19 1923 General E.'lection. Baldwin IS 
decision to call an elec·tion in took ,most 
politicians surprise. The main consideration was 
:",i8 desire to secure release from _vu'"", .... 
pIe t~,at no be made ~1 the fiscal 2ystem 
aft(?::: t::e nation had been consul ted.. In Ba.ld,tin IS 
view t'e problem could only be solved 
·t;:u-:iff and -for t at an electoral 
was unprepared. 
prograillille for 
a on 
to Por the time the I.L.P .. .c. 
elc:;ti,::m call to U0TfJ.'bers. Its main 
were that this was :Jot a contest between protection arid free 
\:.ool,::,.liw, G the 
were 
been an .l.' .p. 
reviv21 
of 
• , pp • 
j\}cnTembex~ 
4- :iJecembel.'? 
were to 
with 
Coalition -
immectt2. to 
1 
s l-el8. 
,:Lth :?12:En 
, lIiluted 
the same 
., 1 ill..L 
------.-----_.---------
, 10 Deoember, 1923. 
10 
e ' •• 
view at 
called for 
196 
to protect private enterprise 
the to the 
"in tl~e event any such 
form them-
selves into a group and maintain cl, position 
of critical an open on 
every 
the of 'he 
office, as a 
of ·t~:e elec:tion of , never occurxed. 'b at:..:! 
~Qte 
It; was Cl,t a 
L offioe if inv:i..ted. 
- .. -.---~~---
1 
s 
.. 
199 
tAle offe:c. 
of 
17/":cite 
us. 
i 
.. 
9 
TIIE 1,221 HOUSDlG ACT 
had been the intere::;t in 
s political life. i"! the Cabinet 
his ideas into practice ..e seized ·~h:;:L 
wi th more aomi· 
most 
too in 
exception at the 
tenth of hi;3 talent, t_le 1924 Government 
remembered for more than ito ineffective 
success in the housing field 
few notable achievements .t 1924. 
He off to a 
were :'le startled 
Head:3 of 
1 • 
,.um lecture the work 1 • ..us 
to 
than 
'lave been 
one of the 
to 
ich lVas ta.:en do\;n verbatim:ld afterwards carefiUly 
, Tho Clydesiders, p. 
201 
studied by t:::e Minister and 2 asked. 
This va,s in complete contrast ,rl tIl the :mtics 
whose first words to tie staff at t::1e Colonial Office 
are to have "I've been here to see 
that there' no with the l!::itish 
And in [ S IJ 
ff,:voux had hitherto 
were now' 
to as even on him. iA 
Some of his Cabinet , however, tlK,t 
need some f or some 
proposed that 
committees be 5 
and. Cabinet decided on 23 
on and 6 ~iebb to 
chair which, in addition to Shaw and 
t'1e two :t1inisters ccmcerned, con the 
Cole, ed., Beatrice ~lebb 1 s Dia,ries 
, Green & Co., 1956), voL II, 1924-1932, p.4. 
3Gregory J .H. Thomas: A Life_l,'px UrdU 
.Londom :Lru11er, 1964), p.170. 
113 
Thomas Jones: \~TIi teha11 Diar 
Press, 1969 , Volume If 1916-1925, 
;:;Tebb, IHfhe Ftrst Labour , Political 
vol. )(}L'C11, , p.21. 
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Under-Secretaries for Scotland, the Treasury, and 7 
but it split into two sub-committees, one under 
the other 
"llb-co~')1i ttee met fc:irly s 
on soon ceased to meet and he up his own 
do1lm. to rfork. 'i'he IS 
was to tackle and 
and to t is end to meet 
on were to ask 
what ta..lce to the necessary increa;::::e 
in lalJour on al ternat;.ve such as the 
of ,000 or 200, houses per J·ear. 9 T::lis was 
sub-oonmrl ttee 
,000 
would necessitate the of at'} extra 
, "fJ'he First 
pp. 21-2 . ,ebb does claim 
some impossible schemes for 
that 
per year 
men 
steered 
the 
171 
all 
one of 200 
10 
men. 
it hELd 
"auld, 
scale lol3J.'l 
national t~1e first 
'tha't you do ::1Ot it. 
the ~12 tiona1 
to an 
11 
the 
reoomr"21endea. to t:'::e Cabinet -G'l,-:ct 
12 
tIle dire 
se the 
is to make certai::1 
There were 
any 
c::dverse effect on as 
the amoUlrt of in 
the be tIle 
overseas and lithe Cl.,re for 
in an i:J,crease in our over~lee,,8 trade~! 
to 
of the soheme 
to 
the of 3no't'iden IS fin;;:mci:::cl 
the to cover rent rates for J:10'l.'J" sat 
'!;welve and 
cent 
-te I;:) shsl.re of ~e 
an per 
in rd.th 
time-luli t 
for ;y'ears: if he agreement 
make the 
in no even t [~~Lould he agTee to tIle of 
fo:!? more on the one hand, 
wanted. to 
economy; and this 
nora t::1a Cabinet. 
.P. 
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and held 
t:"ith the .. nd employees the trade 
on 6 one very 
committee, 
the vice .. c11ai:::man 
d:r:avm fron the fifteen employees to 
o~:. the position of 
to the a 
reference to t:j,e means of providin;; an 
.nd H15 'rile Secretary, 
of Labou.rg 
on the left of the movement must 
up of such a committee, 
as tIle VJe:es in a majority. It was, 
hi action to his o.m 
L'l the I:Iou,se on 26 
"The s programme on is not a 
pro:..:ramme a+ all. I .'ish it were. 1116 He llad "",",.,' 
ice to to alleviate t:le problem, 
and the was not for 
1e; 
"Cmd. 2104. i" full title of Repo:r:t. 
l~ 1.)171 II.C. Deb. 58, 1466. 
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he "lad t.: work vli thin the 
tte • I 
and workers together and 
I not go to "teach 
the 
situatiol1 
before 
to speak eli th 
an tte 
of the country I asked 
thew to co-operate '.':i th me £;, way to 
provide the necessary hou.,es to meet the pressing 
''''''-nt''' of· 0"'" 17 b\i<;;;",;,." ~ Vl...L. • 
::::.8 IS repoJ::t on 10 .B.uuc ..... ..L 
it lvas esser.!.tially the of ·the four 
in to vfhich the colill!li ttee had on 
, and Scotland. It 
recommended a for a fifteen year 
programme totalling two Dnd a 
first year 50,000 could be 
built, ·this increase to 225,000 
nd this rate ,.uuld be maintained the end of the 
18 programme~ TIle most be the 
relative Dl 1924 
th811 1913, 
fewer masons, and 110 fewer 8"terez's, 2.nd as 
soon ;:lS like 
there a seriou;: shortage of carpenters 
207 
19 plumbers. The we:,'e oaused 
natuc:e of employment in the building industry, the 
shift of workers into other 
prolonged depression in from about 1905-6 
to 1914, and the loss of labour due to the war, the 
d · t' d -.: t· 20 con 1 10na an ~~8Ta 1on. fifteen 
programme backed by Gove:ft~nlen give 
conf.idence to ·the industries and the 
housing contracts over the possible of 
employers t;he best use could be made :::f the 
labour force \lhile the \1ere 
21 
extra labour would be required, and 
so it was recommended that tIl,,', limit for 
~L})prenticeship be raised from sixi;;ee:a to twenty, thaJ; 
'~he apprenticeship pEriod be reduced from five years to 
, and in exoeptiona~ oiroumstances to three,22 e.nd 
that the ratio of apprentices to craftsmen, ':Jhioh 
normally varied between one in four to one in seven, 
19~., p.l,~. 
2OIbid • , pp. 
21Ibid • , p.ll. 
22n)id. , p.16. 
be to one in three. 23 
all t~1ese 
Iiollse 
be set llP ra.n into trm;tble in the 
's functions 
to arra.l1,ge and co-ordin3te, to obtain 
inf':::)]::;::13 tion, end to oversee 
··::.e of cQ1.').tracts. 24 more than 
showed how seriously :::ommittee 
the 
of' the progress 
He ~nounced that the 
the principle of a 
be for letti~g, not for 
,a rents as the worker - us the man 
th.e house - i (",ble to 25 
was deep in ..... ",:Lons 
l1i th t'1€ local the On 
he eet the local authorities~ 
1'1" 14-15. 
'I 1'.11. 
25 112 H.C. Deb. 5s, 1367-9-
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it was rather ironical ·that it wc-a led by Colonel 
who had been Kirkwood's jailor in .l.'.!U. .... U,iJl)I.JL:I'~.u Castle, und 
Bailie who was one of 
• 
serious demanc.ed be 
limi ted to two thirds of any capi·tal losses incurred 
und.er the scheme, and they pressed for the retention 
of the 
There were, he stressed, only difficul ties :md he 
wanted t~1.em cleared up: til at 'f; e outset 
I could the local authorities with me 
little use in "the 
problem.,,26 He was abou·t to the 
housing 
I do :10t want 
I lllay n ;:yt i 'f; 
I find them i1i":d I want 
a out of our 
o:~' rents. for the 
, pelS. 
that i't who \i~'Ould ."tave to 
Five 60mmittee ·'es tmin8 tar 
h.e eh ·il.'ec1 of tl:e 
he cl::ti:1ed. 
""ad. run 
for eo 
its death ViaS in the 
a 
remarks.cIe some members 
, :~tressed the LLCk 
of confidence in. t::18 the 
of th' he 
,p. • 
Committee and of Parliament~ ..Q.assim , and. p.29. 
mSJ.1 ·.ere.-:ill';ake 
their Il!:cl stressed:;he 
of the 
the 
tha·t be Pl):t into thE:t the 
T:ranted a 
houses ~'ihen 
tl .. e 
o,',ners stE:.rt remark 
session 
srnaller laCE!.l authorities, were l1rorried sbout the 
schoeTae 
~s propo 
from 
asp. pp. V:;.-15_ 
tribute 
thei:: advo ted 
local exceed 
nonce 
ctistrict 
th3.t 
finEtllCic:J . 
. 0 
c!-:l.ve::1 
It vias, he saidf3 fo:: to 
n&.ture of a 
tribunal ~j3CaUSe most prosperous 
local be to i til and progress 
213 
wou.ld be hindered. And he \'Jas "as a matter of 
to 
at 
•• 
, he stated tha'!; the 
not be met: 
&,l'!;erna:l:;ive methods of> 
the 
no 
tion's 
'~.tle su.bsid:i1". uith a review 
end o.f three yeC!,rs. 3 
had ei 'ther ',Jon over, or the 
of, all t::.e to 
the the of 
both the anct the loe,).l 
, mel'lber of the 
he h8,(l of' the 
",'fild me11. from the had. C0110XlC te(l 
more He 1:1.8.c1 
been abre,sive area. ·.hen necessary 
of 8 
more a. to t!10 way had worked: 
Au.thorities,passim. 
it YJas 
cle,,;ided upon 
wexe ;:.01,;;.8eS per yeEhr ,000 pex 
par year from 33 .. 
those set 
, ~~o1'lever , correct for thG otllr deta:i..ls of 
for 
nouses 
dimensions. 
:::;'ents were to based on the re:n:!;s of 
hO;.:jses in the same ;:,11io11 meant 
hat; not; t:.e tenan.t nevI 
he:ould it for "than ,;:Jomeone in 
rents could he raised if ·I.;he 
cover the cost of con8tr\..t~;ti()l1G 
th:i:ee years the programme be 
had 
Governmen t 1 2 
Provisions), Cmd.2151, 1924. 
5 
cost; 
eJJ.G:~:::!10l1S ., 
c1 t~~e 
to declit;.8, 
£314,000. 
b.alf-
of 
, 
:;:,iberC'"ls -~oo were ~~dndered in. 
th~ ~oheme a all 
tbJJt del'eat for the iSGue 
would electio:::c , for which the 
o:f 
35 
l..,.: .. G fol."Il1 Ifdll0r 
.. ' ill, 80,:10 at 
tI1G 36 
1 
before us, 31 
Deb. 56, 1291-2. 
to 
to lJe 
II rent:: & t~::o. "::.I'st of 
'Gies he 
of t.::8 
were 
to be tIle: fact :ize of 
ne,1' Money 
of 
to th2 must: 
per 100 
3 per cent. 
if' like 
s 
of 
these 
th the 
l'H1.m.b2~ of 
-t:lltural' 
t::u~ p::::Elsenoe in them of lin38 :::a.teable 
The 
per 
of lSrlcI s to 
the 
t t!-. reL ts of 
the 
8.£1)e111 
in 
o=: t::e hOLl es to the o:~ it 
.0. • 5s, 
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to a in cons"~ruotion stand.ards 1';0 
keep dovm.. for 
amelldment, whioh 
sides and. 
own 
of 
amendments were 
who 
to defeat 
amendments tabled aocepted no fewer 
t113 . .1'1 sixty-six in the course of • 
,..>V.!.. ", . .::1, ~1 owever p carried two tiXneno:men t~· • 
One 1N8l.6 to reduce the period reviews of pJ:'ug:re 
years to tw'o. other t'iaS to that 
"'the rents 
rents 
of 
sh:')uld 
were let at the 
rre-vw:r 
and amenity" - in 
seme amemlmen t t:1.a t the 
in the Commons. 
these "must 
to on the first one. 
1924 reoeived 
the 
and 
that 
eventtul,lly had 
Assent, 
and ll."1der the which oame into office 
41( 
on tYro 
for 
t~v;;:t local 
.Act 
ities 
::; 
co 
from 
e 
s idee of' 
eo ~(,"(l Ti: t on 
• 
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into 
loans 
do 
lout ic: the 
not been red:wed. in 
the millicHl L~ouses 
:~.ad. been ~7i tIl tIl.is eJ:tra 
It is hOr/ever 
tended to lie 
were able to move vacatel~ tl10 n.ew 
•• <Li.d not 
for for 
1 
• 
of i;~;.2 COll11 
have beel'l 
t f:~::cst it was 
of 
y;c::ck 
••• was 
. 
.. 
cc m.eaSU;l'e 
and Local Government. If.L.G. 
, 
vdth 
of of the 
2. 
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of the Bill, it 
:Jncl 01'1 
the E:Ul; it 
lead. to be be:rore the CE;binet on 
the of Tra/e of 
in common use in the on 
inve::; 
be 
( 
the of Trade 
or condj. tions of' to 
then it had the pow-er 
or 
so 
"CO prohibitor 
of caudi tions 
. OJ: to 
of 
• 
to 
to var;y-
::111d 
t corder. 
be 
1, Subsection 2, 
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deli verto "l;he 
( ] "!;.:;:d{~ and 
l:"~chinery ,lnd "IN 
me:ke for 'I;he 
O~l u;1der "I;he uirection of JG•1S ",,", ' ....... f. ... ;;, 
I eit;:::.or 
It HC.S 
Bill 
the the 
him" lie th0 l:ill on 5 1924· 
It fa.iled "to si.u::fa.ce i or a:,econd 
v a.llcl a,,':'iJ \vel1. : .. s 
of 
told ~lim 2 
in t.:.'i8 fo:-c the 
of works. 53 
4 .July, 1924. 
3 
om 
1 as 
,\,1 !.'. S 
iIl t:1 vo~r 
~, ]C(;:: ·:c ;::;.~e:~:Le i::-.1 :,"2: .. ; ;" ~~~·C~r0:r.~:h:rie:nt -:,rl'i.:Lcl:l 
more conspicuously theJ'l::':'Y1Y 
of t::c lot •• 
hi:::: sol'emes. 
Front 
been the most 
t:1C ori ticism:J. 
him a.s II the or.:::: 
end.ed hiD of ~'.is 
20 October, 
.. 
• 
To ina 
to so \d th 'an almost inexperienced 
even ':J2.rder. The 
s.ud he mad.e some 
notable omissions and some was 
in \.<C'O ....... ! .. u5 Henderson: first he 
the 
that he was finally offered 
the 
for the 
gave 
Allen anel 
ql iffo rd. Allen, p. 
a 
the 
3 and MacDonald 
both 
2Ienderson and 
to ':ave ill his 
so 
he 
have 
It v~as in t!.:e 
. . 
were both avowed 
, who was 
at the , one 
N.C..CV.J.JV"."~"'u.· 9 Cabinet I'm,s 
F::.rst 
• 
that he 
nf'elt 
of'fice. 
s 
no'~ 
of minor 
had for 
, and at this 
;)nd 
223 
only the 
very a Labour Government people 
'if it "ere true t the first 
do be to cut -the 
'I mean, I saic. she, i ~oes he use a 
r II 6 to show 
the new Government 
ereL'10n;y of 
to see 
trained and 
J:"4"1. il-uto bi9gra:pl1~y, 
indignation felt in 
put [Sir .m.C."" r .LU 
the Clerk 
5 
• 
",';'1.d fork 
the Deals of 
the 
thei:c Inri ves 
J'olm Fa ton 
circles: 
paces the 
the Secretary 
Council] like 
1?p. 169 .. 70. 
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011 the the of 
clress for t;he caused 
the ranks of 
• to wear 
Palace in 
bowler hat -
the 
of t~:e other tr;s,di tiOll set 
the Scottish 
of ';711en he 
workers' ye 013, It s a 
ll'lciclel1t 
a·s did see the 
of the the 
and 
was and 
p • 
, Ileatrice "'ebb's Dia,ries, 
it was agreed try to arr.:m.ge 
levees to 
wear a:nd Imee 
, who either had or were this 
be 
s drawn. from ; and that 
wh.o did not 0,"111 should be 
e:;:cused the from functions at \';hich 
it was 11 
Fear t!l:.?'t the 
!fras, however, 
not survive, for administrative act, 
taken )efore he met 
of , and this raised the possibility 
vote of censu.re. issue 
had. been in the air since 1921 1.'then then 
of , and were 
of court for "to levy 
the of the Lond.on County and the 
12 
:Boa.rd". In 1922 .,J. C:;oper, 
~;lerk to the 
23/41 10C 
, :Beatrice ~'lelJb' s Diarie§" vol. II, 9-10. 
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of the Poplar and. of 
the.t could be saved e: ell ::Tear 
ou .. ~door indoor relief to the prescribed scales and 
by to wages i:n. excess of trac'e union rates .13 
Accordingly, Sir Alfred the ittlnister of' 
issued a Special Order the relief' of the 
unemployed Poplar. an Act of' 1923 
prescribed a 1921 il.ct was a 
rate, and the 
obsolete. It was theref'ore as an act; of 
convenience ths. t rescinded the 14 
gave the Cabinet a full of the 
surrounding his decision. aware 
of lithe interest and the anxiety in 
financial circles rrr1ich, in ignorance of the 
had been 
that an 
hope 
not 
on 
him. 
hat 
aroused this cleoision 1f , the Ca,binet decided 
preas statement be in the 
this would 15 press 
6 February, 
11(24) II. It ',1[as, 
as this: see llP· 233-4, 
JwJ.?:J"';.L.'VLI'a..I..\.I. urged lIIinister:::J not to 
annOtUlCements or take action 
controversial matters consulting 
(24) 7. 
This, however, did not 
for 
13 said~ 
I "'fish to se;y in the 
terms, 
can see their 
do not 
I seemed that 
before H 
the HOL1se of 
prepare 
232 
that~ 
the 
1~' in the Co:mmona. ( 
action 
is the least 
act 
o.Z· the House of 
career end 
met in !:k:.cIhnald 1 s room at 
decided that 
When it ne:d met, it before it 
in lu:; defended his action, out that the 
Order never 
23/47 11(24) 
11169 .C. Deb. 
and thai;; his 
II. 
• 
19 
233 
thise, It on -this that 
that, if 
to secure the of -t;he Liberal 
5 0 rose his :::'irst from 
the he 
be his that 
he no to rescind 
his three predecessors had that the 
were ignoring it: was kno~~n to the 
known by the by 
was to the 
extent of , and. whatever 
was mad.e of to enforce the la,w". 22 
only 1:a3 to 
the that 
tl";e litc;;.,.'I...J.U!\.4.1U amount l)()o,::::d of 
Fund was should from 
persons relieved • 
.. 
Deb. .. 
e:Kce8S o:f that 
the 
this 'ITOuld have the 
per and forced to act. 
,000 
to He home 
;;ince 1921 I find that 
occasions 
:::md 
for a, 
of Health 
have been 
• 
had 
continue 
the T)D:;;:l~r 
to 
in l'lhich 
o1.lcsicle the 25 
Tom Councillors were confined. 
What choice he have'? All he had (lone was remove 
I S l§rievance that it was no t 
23 
Boards of "I ha.ve not ;'Jurrendered 
to Poplar,!! be concluded, til do to 
to I have from a of 
23!" 'd !.}l. ., 341. 
, 344· 
26 ~ Ibl.d., 349. 
friend foe alike. 
with deli ve.ry" • ... he has 
end h.e tal{es a. 
in the , 9~ rival to 
.J 1,27 his 
heard. the 
the accessicln fo.rmi a.alJl e tc our 
29 
8. ! S 
Joint or Select 
be set up to the whole 
The ConseJ:"Vatives but were 30 
vol. II, .11. 
c. Deb • , 350. 
• 
In t;.le of scheme 
of secured, Cc::biJ;1,et 
irl a to I,ain ;}rinciples 
reform. 31 his all the 
""uu.""j.J.l.c'o.tions to the Cabinet. lIe h2~d 
':ii th fir,s t, 
and 
a 
a 
to it in 
3301\11 23/48 
case 
cover the 
he 
two 
on 
;,leaded 
d,ep"th. 33 It 
to 
C.P. 173(24) 
C.P. 429 24) 
24) 11. 
seemed 
of 
':[ould fixl.d 
8.11d on 6 
was 
as with 
"a 
.,,.ClI." .... '·.., .. ,a ... ,'" 'uwould 
a€;,'r8ed reluct,mtl~t 
his leader. I feel 
The \'1ere 
have agreed to 
the strained 
1924, is, 
piece 11e ~hacl 
to the other 
he was 
to 
, a1'::.(l, more fell 
WG.:y, and i"~ 
to • 
.rJ1other he to his successor 
TIle ViaS th2. t vihereas 
to ini tia"te Gie!}. eXl Poor 
at all 
:he Malthusian 
in of to the 
it the 
control SOOX1 come to tIle fore. , .. hat finally 
it i:nto the 
"q 
.",,,,,-
IIi!ovement 
eye were tIle and 
, Fsuuily Limi ta;'~ion - tl.c.ndboolc 
and 
, ed. t .'rhe Enolclopaedia of the Labour 
n.d.) vol. I, p.60. 
9 
, Mrs. 
considered it 
" on 0 
10 
.-l~~e,3-.:::'JI~ :::1'1, t 
vol. 1, 
10 1924-
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to extxuct 
had execv;l:;i Ife pmvers to the of 
contre1 f;cd.vice not; introcluce 
38 
to 
h~ve difficul tis s \:;-1 th .:Ie t:c:lect to 
hide behL:(:t the th::::t new be 
need.ed. shislct him 
no 
• wer.e 
of 
,tion 
on this t to 
his ~:is 
classed ,.;, of the 
• Deb. and 
ev 
; l:;~,:cch 
ted in 21, possession 
:::.nd 3.,835 
~:~:):::1. 0:: 8viotiol1s occurred -'n area 
ii:l the: oo::e ::;f 
for 
eviction 
l~ 
.State 
soon 2,8 m:y s~ctiOJ:l 
other 
to the 
o 
, _.1-2 ,See ":0:.80 
C'nd Patrick Do11ant 
I. 
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cQnside::~::,tion of on 
13 
.... _:1 was 
':':1 evict~on 
~·.ave to :.:,1 ter:::~::.l ti ve 
cco::nod tiOl! for t:~e te!18.J:1 t. 
2.nd. 
to st~cte 
fsyo~.rred ;SE;:cond 
later 
t 
tbe Govermnen t to arnencl it: the of 
-
13( 
23/ 16( 8. 
associated~TltJ.l him in tllis 12kl;cter were 
Vlhose il.:l"'lolveulen'!; from the very 
been uuderest:iJrL;,ted .. 
who attacked this carried the 
vias 
or 
ev,Lcd;ions inc:ceased 
in COlDln ttee, t,,:,e Government decided 
main 
• were to reI'use to eV:I, 0 tiOl1 ord0rs 
i.n cases ofaxrears of rent due '1;0 
29/1 30 ] 
de~tc:d 
a id not create 
1 '7 ," 
of . and L00a~ 
:~:revsn tion of Evictio,~ Bill 
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fox: tLe Oimer than eviutioll \~o!;ild create for 
~~le sacoll.d of these 
men 
almost 
attacked 
section of 
another: 
ones 
as 
that rents 
be COILJ:i.de.reJ. viheupoor relief 
to it; clear 
• II, P .. 
.. 
22 
that tille :5i11 wa~ some 
line. 
lie 
a::d the 
UlJon 
eakar 
rC;LUlded on 
be ell 
It wa., to :r:olio.f that 
t when 
Debate, 'co ..;:'ve an assurance 
t;hat the assisi the ~3cottish Parish Councils 
to help thoGe in of eviotion for non-payment of 
rent, refused "~O Kirkwood threw 
oaU'cion to the wind.s and. shouted: 
time has come the 
to prov6u. [ of ] 
evictions ..... 
, -then I m.ll •••• 
if I wn iaprisoned I will a greater 
on thIS' of the 
to be a party, even 
the 
were in office, to seeing the children 
and Vihes. tley, 
and it was to that 
evic.Jdon notices if a Court 
has 
of to the local ?oor ltuthority 
for relief, and "l;he 
oui 
action to 
Authorities ..... 
the 
C. Deb. 
of 
'.11 idea 
-":1 
(:onficle,: C c;.·· .,) 
::Lll~ 
:leLl at 10 
.c\.rli'1 exe d. 
to 
.fact 
+~i 
so 
IS 
tor"ccom.e lztw 
110 carl it 
be t:> <::', serious a 
of fire. 
as 2 v:':' 
t~.Ol1 of E'.S 
eviGGion 
------.~--~--.-
of 
on the "ri 
~-.:l.n(l 
118 
lil;:Cj 
of 
if:! cJ~itioi,sm 
evicteci. 
at V10rst it 
fro:l1 the bill as 
l-,een 
.. II, p. 23 .. 
of ·C .6 ;;lecend. 
of the 
in speeO.!.1, 
till cleepe::: ill the 
is s,;:e 
helc~ Oll 7 
local :':Lutllo~i7;ies uea.n.s 
It; 1:1ras to be ma.cs cleztX in the 
~:~opo in to 
per G€U t ii.:l.crease of 
benefit;s and ·~he a1)01i tiOll of {;aps, i~l an 
of of 
ren t in c:;rancs Il1::ide to t;J:1e 
it had been decided 
was on the in r;)ose 
S:oHden. 
the 
* 
that 
not shirk its He 
th2~t, jibe, 
the 
,31'1(:; consti tQtion2.1 
fo:cmEction of the 
, even 1.s 
to lVeve clid p1:ove 
, the nine mon'l;hs o:C 
into fOCU8 8.11 t:'::.e the 
-1:; l'oLlr experienoe 
Bassett, 
:"ond.on~ ~.hc:,Iil1an, 
is 
l'olitioal 
ill 
the 
.. tenuan, .. 
, p .. 20. 
01'-
.. 
.. • Deb • 
Deb. 
1"'1:';:',-' 
,;::. "" ,:-~ 
, 143:-150 r{. 
• 
irl 
t:.:.0'36 
,:.8 
re 
to t11l9 Greek 
clcmina 'bed 
sent a tl,ei:c views f 
d.iverse as aJ.1.cl 
it. 
with 
much uore acute. 'Johe r;lillion 
diel not unde:c 
least th.e 
yihole did 
fl'he members of the 1.;,...1:'. in ·[;ila of GOIllIJ;.ons 
l1f'vC in t.he circulJ.stallces r::r,:'ch 
the ({ovexruuen -I; was formed fundamental 
Gome the Gove:.:'nJ:!lent a 
booth L"L3ide ou·c;::iCl.e th", 
copy of le-tter 
inI 
:t .. : 
OT.L 
·73 
------------.----~~~---
. , 
28 JU. .. '19, 1924. 
the I.L.P .. waG 
This 
man 
,~{lvance 
as 
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'!;he I.L.P .. 1 tflelf 
a.dvance the creation 
' .. 1110h 
the I.L .. P .. , and lid th the electoral succeSDes of 
iII. 
c:dtioism 
One 
the 
in 
the new 
be seen 
t':ese reflect~:d 
Some felt tn.:t their 
to 
fel til; 1,:1,Q,fl to 
Anel flO, 
leftist 
the I.L.P .. 
were in 
, I"L .. P. 
was the hard core of 
advent of 
e 
the or at least 
trying to deliver them in the face of 
2;6 
and had 
then he hoped 
rise up and 
no consideration of ~~~Q'~.'~~~~ 
Qf 1:l9'I"fl(lDB.l v&"'li ties or ne:rs()nel,l. 
be to divert the great 
from the it had been 
summer of 1924 they 
betrayed their leaders. 
level Ul'lemployment .. were 
I S feeble to tide 
fQr 
from 
had been 
the 
evictions. 
They S8.1.\I' need for constitutional propriety 
people were and homeless, as before, their 
radical spilled over 
like Kirb(ood 1 s over 75 • 
2 1924-
ai'::ove, p. 245. 
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~:llen cri ticisa wa,s voiced in the Commons """O'v.l.'VJl.J''''' .... 'd. 
so records, !!took it a,3 a 
the benches, 
especially as 77 • 
he really go in a letter to 
(\llen I.L.P. criticism: 
\Jere I to say that from momel1:t 
to now I have not had a p,~.::::ticle 
I.L.P. I be 
be an 
For God's sake, let yours,:,l vee on 
leave of programmes to men 1:711.0 are 
face e£ ·th,e cheer 
critical nadom.pen 
fully .1.LI • .J..V.I.:,w,"''-l 
was, 
the summer of 1924, to view the 
of the that in 
told b;im that he from the 
t Bea,trice Webb's Diaries, • 
, .x,onflict Without :M:aJ.ice, p. 
pp. • 
as 
tc a.o 
of 
not 
once the 
reason tha·t "He 
to ease thE! 
seen the 
to 
and gave 
of 
defects 
at one 
of the· 
saw chief a,s being ;'",'A'~""f1iPn I s obsession with 
and 
little to 
speeches 
seemed 
tithe 
the time VlaS 
even if ':1e we:ce 
om views on that 
of 
not know 
Ac:"i:;, he found 
:3 record. And 
:1:11. 
the fu-ture: 
ripe for 
years 
I have you from r.~ heart Bt~~ll 
but - not because I or 
Decline and. Fall of the Labour Party, 
259 
-the com was 
to tllO vie\v that a .u<.1,UV·<i!..I.: uovemmen 
to, run. 
h.ad. be 
to 1s 
or 
not He have 
a • 
over a 
was 
that ·the f[;te the been 
and that the defeated. 
over silly such as the 
obviou.s answer the 
was tired without 
senior 
260 
to 
it was 
in wi th a. viel'? to 
was this that the must 
not be to be tainted vii-th 
in 
from 
up a the 
• 
the of 
-the the 
to , as he feared. this 
, and asked to try 
to to \\rf. th -the case. 
fact a,t this , 
•• the be a 
and that the sooner 
,. 
1 • 
were bette~, as were 
us 
to 
it we.a 
ment, 
have been 
a as well in that the were 
certain -to win.. The 
it seems, fa 
the a~d 
]ecline and Fall of the IAn.boHr Party .. 
ever 
Confliot '\,~ri'~boHt Malice, p. 
in the aame vein, llrocIDfay, 5oc1ali&1I1 over S1xty Years, 
• 222 ... 3· 
on 
to religious 
to 641. 
have 
eta:ted that he 
.Act 
trade, 
tho 
in hiD next 
the 
had he 
r.ents. 
He 
alld by all appeal 
on • 316-7, 
The ~U~!!5. it leas J:II.l::!n",;c.u:tE:iJ~.~ "We have 
office. ·the to be ~ ... --". • 
8 
31 
t.ne and -I:;hose on the 
of 
lived 
·after the Red 
J:J.0. 
felt thL1t 'lI'I"aS not :2 
Th was of moves 
and 
, 
came to when severs! 
the mesmE~rl 
p.179. 
01. lIt • • 
on the ranl~ file .. of 
he the chair a.t dim'1.er 
T.U.C. Council and 
in order te 
3 the :;::UlD.ours and the 
Some of the cn ticism m.oo.erate 
to as 
Dinner in 
to by 
4 1/1r3:3 not to i;;.: .is type 
of criticir.;m, he was convL~ced :cis 
was correct and tlla t SClIne of his critics 
the nature and 
-,-,-------
December, 
to Garrison 
for. moderation 
pOf/er. 
there llifi'1S 2mQther 
it h.ad reached 
to al)out 
UacDonald.6 
rumOUJ~3 of 
di wi thin the Labour ranks th:t th,e leaders 
were that Jii"J.y 
kl:; Walsall on 
that 7 in M~,rch 
break: the 
as a 
that tJ:u:lre was a:ny at 811 
+'<1"'.""""'+"", the 
• 
1925· 
• 
the 
to 'I;'e 
was hut the 
leSS01!' to be 
to 
211d its ower 
to aclv£:.:1ce a Sociali;;;t 
Government of more 
was 
on liThe 
, he srcated 
tha t had been. 
a,rOfle from the faot thS,"i;i clu 
had reoord in 
•. U •• ','. Report, 
1 
, p 
a 
to aooept. 
a deoision. was was not a 
his 
s refieotE;)d tho tiona of 
1924 
• 
6 1924 he 
that the the was 
more and more to drive who were for 
the of 
that he 1Ivas 
not more revolutionary • 
into 
s speeQhee will suffice. at 
a.n I. • in. the 
he made a dramatio deolaration of BOodvrill 
it may be, however 
for me in pres~, 
t!'lt:l!l!m'~nt if uny 
of 
.. ,'" "" c"' ..... Ch I 
overthroW' 
1925 t" in the 
of I tom.orrow 
that 
from 
• •• I 'lras more justified 
270 
were in the cause 
Fu~th€r, every speech contains implicit criticism 
~fA",!,vJ.,!'VU.C~"'v. and. he 
It f however, very doubtful if 
to '\mIlt. 
had serious 
hopes of he that he 
the neeeasary charisma, the which 
• 
the pr~~vailji.ng ideas the 
he felt that many 
YI€J:e wrong and 
was prepared to state the case He 
the orthodoxy' 
a-.a' 'with his ovm. 
the o~: • 
itt the same he instinotively the 
m;.ddle-class of the I.J.JoP. by n ...... "'.uo and 
his ooll~ou.es, he did 
his debt to 
He that tra,de like the 
economYt be subject to 
and, like several ., :he Yl8.S 
to thi-'ll~ 
a series 
in he.broke 
free [ 
IIe W"rote: 
He !Jlumod to 
il"l claiZ:oes - national 
whereas 
no tl:e 
seem.ed to 
of even to t"10 e:;:ctent o~: one 
• 
1925; 
to 
to 
nations 
we 
for 
from. free 
socialism.: 
• •• indi vidu.al 
to the national 
now 
it is 
\vith the 
only ~a9 organisation 
it be 
it came to the 
even 
, if vie are 
of otb.er 
22 
·trade." 
essential 
of 
rof Socialists) believe a 
- minori ty of workers 
a favourable 
of cheap labour in 
undercut :British produoers, and 
22GlasBSw Eastern Stand~d, 
Forward. 28 February, 1925. 
A 
Indian 
rose 
to the Brisish 
down" and 
in 
t;"e str'.icture must be from 
as it is 
not 
be able 
than in be 
the sins of Calina. 
red:;:ce to the level 
not this. 
had. to be out, 
or indust:::1.al to ta.l:;e 
years ago not avail us now, and. 
"3 
c. Glasow Eastern Star:l.dard, 21 
rorwar~-:21 February, 1925. 
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State 
structure must be 
sections 8Jld. from 
O!: industrial 
prOd1.10e 1926. 
• 
and 
which 
were to 
to the task of increasing 
power as the way out of 
nationaL.sation and other relegated to 
aUl1 
be felt state 
control was necess£\Xy end to be L'1 the forefront 
of any of' • as many other 
ow case 
to 
case 
produce his 
25 G~~~~ow Eastern Standard, 1925; 
.r;~a,.)c·".LL , 1925. 
is on • 298-9, 
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Forward instead of in. the ~L~~!£' If he 
for h.is to 
he regarded as a base • 
was eho ,:en as the 
he 
to uJ.! .. a •. u ..... v.u on his icleas. In 
any ease, it d.oubtful if he intended these 
ideas to '~o Socialis!,ll 
Sociali~ in Our Time 
., -
was too great for that to be ·the ease ... 
In fact, Wheatley was no economic thinker. 
haye differed from of 
were entirely in, 
with. those on's left on the left 
were restless about they 
were na:tionalisation oontrols. 
seemingly manner 
of than on 
and t.i.e eou'!;rast between the cool, level-headed 
and the exei table ",,'as tha t appel.U.'ed 
is on pp. 327-37, 
216 
even more than he really was. The weaktuitsses 
in hie and in his grasp of were clearly 
in these articles. scolded 
fo~ that if the steel 
the price steel because 
of the of steel, other as 
so that the whOle population fOll the 
beuE:'fi t of -ehe steel workers. was 
that were that was the 
constUlers \vbo were not prepared to pay 
a .fair is a for steel. 28 
How be reconciled with , . I1~S o.f the 
that consumers 
-:;,ower could at a 
time y,hen , seems to have escaped 
his 8 role vvas not that an economic 
of an artioulator opinion: 
he was a rather a oreative thinker. 
Some were original, but 
were as 
most the 
28GlaSf£W Eastern Standard, 28 
Forward, 28 February, 1925. 
• 
• 
o.f 
eJtample, in 
1925; 
and aotion in ~lis ~:.!:!~:!.!: 
It 1/i1;;l,S no"i:; 
that could. bE' provide 
a • 
'be di visi ve ,ind the 
of 
vr.rote ... 
has been as 
is hidden hancl in 
former •••• and the 30 
])eatrioe 'Jebb s Diaries, . II, 
p. 
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the encl of 1925 they were eiren more restive and made 
another to t1ginger a more 
oppo;;.Ji tion. 
meeting in Jjr:?:cember 1925 Lansbury, 
, and proposed_ tkit s 
should be opposed the use of Parnellite 
All arrangements with 
should the Government should be 
the line "save where the 
for the unemployed", and to do this -I;he Party 
should be for obstruction "in of 
, each ready for and workn • 31 
was adjourned for a week, but t:1e four 
malcon:l;ents resolved to implemen-!; their obstructive 
-tactics no matter what the decided, 8J.1cJ they also 
stated their (18ci:::;ion to stand fo,:? to the 
llLoP. Committee. that 
discontented IT.:F's.: 
d 
We Vlant no ! 
this as a deliber2.te to the 
11 December, 1925. In 
expressed the a~"lls of the 
Lansbury, Scurr and I and others are 
whatever the bench may arrange •••• 
wi th -:;he ";\;e want to 
say !ftake our policy 
up. !1 Wedgw-cad to 
on unemployment or we ;'ill hold you 
, 22 November~ 1925; letter in 
,I Group Iviinutes, 25 november, 1925-
acceptetl 
were 
utilize tl:.e 
of 
279 
in their desir~ fOJ: 
, but 
and 
on which the 
of 
the 
it to 
the 
of 
have no 
to 
it 
lllhich v/ould 
the 
11leasures for 
ret.l1m, 
thE:, problem of unlemI)lo,y:mlen1~". 33 
stand for the ... u .. ""\-'''' 
came 
secure 
and. 
reBul tan t .ll>X·eCll i~l 
1926. 
to 
failed to 
280 
of the front 
distinctly in the ~~'u~'IUa&1 35 
Attempts were to put obstruotion into practice. 
only limited support could be found. the 
only notable moiden t oame in the early hours of 
15 l~pril 1926 the 
M.V'",'''';;; up all whenever 
, a.nd in the to 80 slow in 
the at 5..)0 a.m. thirteen 
an r1 the clerka 
and then sat down on the floor, to pass 
tellEL:s. tight for three-Cluarlera of an hour, 
talking and singing, deS/pi te the of 
!lnot to be such bloody fools ll • 36 lU'tier the 
had been called from his it ,vas tIm t the 
thirteen be suspended. Other Members tried to 
oopy by in the 
ruled that a reasonablc:) time had elapsed 
the thirteen were episode lasted 
(UUHUUU 
.. II, p.al. 
Q:all Eack Yeste.rda;;c: ~Iemoirs l8C7-1231 
l'rederick 1,Iu.11e:t', 1953), p.160 .. 
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an and a 37 were no 
from the Left press, there 'liaS li tUe 
publicity, The 
to the P.L.F. into a 
posi tion ha'o_ less sucoess tJ:an the 1923 
the 
theory unlimi ted was anathema 
to his ann biological approach 
to 
hard core of been 010 sely 
involved 
SUCoess in quietly seizing control cf the l.L.P., a 
process 
of 1925 was completed in April 1926. 
the years of AIIQn's ch&.i.rmanship the 
eminently 
,,.'·~·M.-'" advances were made in 
membership, in 
the I.L.P. had failed to the 
or even to VM -I:;he active the 
31lbid ., • 160-1; New Leader, 23 AjJJ .... .II.' 1926; 
194 .c. Deb. 513, 426-31. 
The I.L.P., 1918-32 f p.IV. 
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IS After the Letter election 
dominated by I.L.Pers,39 
in practice to the 
The I.L.P. GrOtlp mee 
were never attended more than of the possible 
:he '9 report to the 1926 
Conference stated that were invi-hed to attend the 
the I.L.P. 
every week, anC. in the early or t::le session th.e 
V1a:;: 
however, the fell off seriously. 
fact the problem of poor 
as 1925.41 
consisting the members of the 
elected to serve as 
with those members of the 
the ChaiJ}man and 
the 151 M.Ps. 
of the I.L.F. and 27 were 
I.L.P., Report, p.44. 
i1 
_"u.. • 
of tho 
arl1am.en.ta~y I.L.P., 
• L.P. 
1925. 
were members 
and. fin·'lnced. 
to I.L.P • 
7 
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oonsisted 
Ben • Wallhead, J. Scurr, C.P. 
Clifford Brookway.42 
no means solidly left-wing, this COID.'1li ttee 
was the the 
Party. 
It met on a.ftor the 
Treek· s business hcd been announoE;!d in the 
,and immedL:1tely before the meeting of the F .J .... F. 
Exeoutive. 
I.L.F. Parliamentary considers 
for week and 
aotion through its members on the 
Parliamentary Exeoutive or in the 
intention 
corporate anet 
I.L.P. Group, by means of tabling 
amendments, Bills am'" 
opportuni ties for the of the 
Socialist case in Debates. 
lio tiona were on over-
of industry, tubercu.lar milk, disarma.ment, 
and a 'basic \~e, and some were circulated with a 
view to being tabled if any member we::e luoky in the 
ballot for Private ~~,uu~.~ I Billa. P.L.P. Exeoutive 
was asked to prepare bills on electrification, food oontrol, 
ba.n.k:ing, and agrioul ture, ':I'11i18 
42 Report I.L.P. , I.L.P. 
Report, 1925, p.47. 
for • 's Bill, Dr. 
Minimum :Bill t 2nd Campbell Stephfln 1 S l'.iXI<:e~Hn 
43 
• 
while the Committee was the I.L.P. 
itself wa,s in hibernation. In -the weeks before 
the su.mmer recess attendances 31tunped. seven 
attended weekly meeting on 2 
ten attended on 9 
only seven have 
seemed little point in ·~1jI:mCl.J.n.g when matters weIe 
by Parliamentary Committee. 
the I.L .. P. to middle 
class element - Attlee, Q;:.1.d Buxton, for 
transferred candidatures the 
I. .P. to 
eventaally the between the Nspecta.ble, midf'le-
Clyde oame to 
.L.P. 
End July, 1925 • 
• L.P., Report, p. 
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the resignation of ~\llen. October 
still seen 
lieutenants, 
a.s one of .""",,,,,,...,,,u,,,,, ... u.' S prinoipal 
between 
one as well as principle. 
calm intellectual 
negotiate a~d compromise 
was 
and refusal to 
tension between the two had been steadily and 
the events Octoier 1925 were the UY'",-,1"u .. u'u rather 
tJ12 cause of the withdrawal of .Ulen .. 
1925 Labour Party Oonfe1.'enoe was at 
Liverpool, and the conference the l .. L.P. .A .. C. 
met, \':1th 
at York 
resolution that 
by conl'Pellsa 
1925 an l.L.P. 
this 
to 
1924 l.L.F. Conferenoe 
Allen's influenoe, a 
aohieved 
in April 
Allen 
, "considered 
of 
flng:.::an"1; 
defianoe the recorded decision of the Annual Conference 
at York .. 't stated case bluntly: III can't work 
with that of political irresponsibility. Hard 
on the heels this dispute cams the .A.C. refusal 
to to become editor of Sooialist 
Review, a decision '/11ich reinforoed Allen s determination 
to 
was installed as il1. terim the 
I.L.P. the 1926 Conferenoe ,Alen was 
eleoted a majority of 508 over 
nearest rival.49 
were 
and he was where the I .. L.P. wa[J go ing .. 
Ootober he wrote to Allen: "1 em vcry sorry to 
hear the N.A.C. meeting Liverpool. I am 
afraid that some of our people are their 
oonsoienoes. November 
was even more 
to Maxton, 21 Ootober, 1925, quoted 
Gilbert, Plouf<h r,{y Own Fgrrow, pp. 194-5-
.. L.P .. , Report, 
to Allen, 7 1925, 
in Gilbert, PJ .. o,ugh My Ovm Furrow, p.192. 
run on the and 
drama, thinking of effect 
heroism and of wisdom, 
now 
serve." •• the 
offered to the 
is 
I.L.P. one of the 
oan overtake us. 5 
that 
and his friends aJ.'ld the leaders 
the wider. 
of the I.IJoP. late 1925 
1926 only to the 
that the I.L.F. :311ould meet only 
a oommittee the .A.C. 
Sourr, ~md and two 
( were meet 
were acoepted, these 
seven the effective I.L.P. 
to , 3 November, 1925, 
Gilbert I'lou,,,d:'! It:?; O,m Furrow, ppo • 
1.L 
the 
1925; 
Commi ttee and 
the Commons. ParliamentarJr or 
as it, came 
to be oalled,53 was IL'-LIJ"'ru. linked to the N.A.C. and it 
s lnfluenoe VTaS never 
could 
as 
theoreticallJr able 
to -take , Which it later did, v~e 
met to be 
examplef in th::: 
Indust~J or on India; even -these 
were 1::1.1> !,\2I]!lUIi:!Q. 54 
virtual demise of the 
of the Committee or and 
the Committee and 
the of which were now '"''"'''''.1 .. [1,"" the 
7 
and 
WI !I f N 
I "trL1Ce" must be 
woxkers must prepaxe on a na-,v 
aJlc1 
1jm,s no t unsound. 
"saoxifice 
eoonomio 
was to 
- if 
ten million people. 
peace. 57 
to 
that 
56GlasROw EasteDn Standard, 8 
!9rwa;d, 8 August, 1925. 
57GlasgOw EasteDn Standaxd, 
Forwa:t'd, 15 4\Ue".?USt, 1925-
he 
of 
to 
academic, 
a labour ~ 
secure industrial 
1925; 
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of \lorkers 
desert their 
Allied to , the u.nions in the future 
to deoide what they wanted, hOilV to l:Jroperly, 
and what takEn 
be tbe future !:lave 
to be strikes. 
response £rom the the 
The leaders were 
distrusted the 
the left even among 
the left s urgings provoked little response. 
60 g;lasROw Eastern Standard, 
In autumn of 1925 was 
to \vent 
on a the '¥este~ Isles, 
illness took l~ out of polities for much 
of 1926. the exoeption of 
extremists like Cook, disliked and the left 
was espeoially views 
on the I.L.P. its dootrinaire, socialism, 
had al"J.d he did not ~evise them when 
the I.L.P. moved'to the left and to 
revolutiona.ry ................. DllU in increasingly shrill tones.,~61 
were 
when ~le General strike .... ~l'£GJ •• ~ came about the whole 
L1"P. was largely lRl,:uu:eu sUt!ll11Elt(l up the 
attit~de of 1.1 er8. when he wrote: duties of 
the when thei~ 
the 1.1.1>. 
its 
the T"U.C., 
the was never up" The T.11" C" was determined 
6lsu1100k, The Life and Times of Ernest Bevin, 
vo 1. 1, 1). 260. 
, 1926. 

oontribution was oonsiderable. 
proprietors and a £32 
that 
had 
be 
his 
22 
1926. 
Philip Snowden 
221. 
the papers' 
a weeldy !nUll 
and 
viewed 
It was, he 
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strike in history". Reviewing 
out at 
In Ootober 
Strike a artiole in For~~s in 
way. 
Eastern Standard. argued that leaders w!&re only human 
and oannot on the wi tll any 
certainty that the leader ll1 
will develop heart ~ail~~e at the o£ an 
industrial war. If more important he now declared: 
ma'liter calmly... I see a "''''''.'!'''''''''Q.l!. 
70Ibid., 22 1926. 
Strike, constitutionally conducted, ca~ attain object. 
be successful i-b w01..11d require to and 
and backed by unconstitutional aotion.,,11 He was 
prepared to advocate "unconstitutional aotion", but this 
leaders 
"ere raised in. , . 
Al-I:hough many on the left the 
vri tIl the -"',,", '''''''"'-'.: leader-
ship, i-t is impossible to show that the llelrU&l~al 
the I.L • further to the left. like 
who were to the left were clearly 
so before the crisis: the crisis reinforced 
their shift. did the strike lead to any 
upsurge of on,,,,,,r • .,,."!': for the I.L.P. -
because been so 
saw a rapid, but tempo~ry, increase 
in membership from in 1926 to 10,730 in 
October 1926; but twelve months 
fallen to 7,317 and Janua~ 1929 was down to 3, 12 
?lIbid., 30 October, 1926; Glasgow Eastern Standard, 
October"; 1926. 
The lIri tish COmnl.AAist Party: 
Charles Black, 19513), 'Appendix 'At, 
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Dr .. Dowse 
strike was to be 
oorrect in 
the I.t.P" and the 
the I.L.l? 
miners failing to 
into olose contaot 
of the 
be seen in this association, 
has been mor~;~~gG:n 
Bation 
1926 was 
to is 
three in 
I . , and he is 
the 
the is 
and 
nIt may be, II i'iTites Dowse 
h.ave to 
Thirdly, when 
the ctJ:ike a of party aotivity 
~.ts t:;l,nd the L 
the 
muoh 1175 
were the most 
71l e~ Leader, 1926. 
22 
22 
's 
coherent concrete ideas to be prottUCe4 the 
politioal left between the wa~s: tl1ey had to 
be sold to public end to 
were 
group set up Allen and chaired by J.1>.. 
Its members were H.N. 
servant, and Arthur Creeoh a research of 
the 
to the polioy into closer the unions. 
ta.;::k was to frame a Abolition 
of 
llIarch 1926 ,,",hen 
The Living 'JIMe was published, its had been 
describecl as other 
than our old the 
be made to ~~st of itself, if was~ demands were pushed 
could be the 
trutl1. influenoe of predominated, 
proposals his of the 
how were 
see Ibid., pp. 130-2. 
-
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unemployment problem calling for the redistribution 
of wealth and the establishi'll.ent of a _U:,"""" . ..I... m ..... '£..u.l~ 
family supplemented 
was relegated to a 
key industries 
wa,ges ~ Oredi t 
role, reserved for 
which refused to 
be 
The I .:P. .formally the policy by an 
overwhelming majority at its Conference in 
1926. I ts was moved by and 
it as w~sest and most practioal 
polioy w.hioh had ever been nx!eSe!fl to 
Bu t was more ditfio.ul t to it accepted either 
by unions or the 
The T.U.C. objeoted strongly the proposed 
Their objeotions were up family allowanoes. 
Rhys Davies, a .u.u..J~V"'" ::':1 ... _ ., ITho wrote: "Family 
is a ind_ustry 
cannot to a deoent ,Jage to the workmen. It 
is also a contslJsion that trade unionism is lOut. 
All tQ ~'.raw he 
.r... ., Report, 
7~ e1;l1 Leader, 2 
Viere a for 
I 
cannot handle wa,ges 
you 
to the tail of a 
over to 
tc the:: 
like 
the 
between the I SInd the 
no in 
in our tixne mearus: 
wage of the week 
wages for 
his condemnation. IIe 
... [ which ] hand .... 
of 
mini:Jters, 
And h.e 
o.r ~10 
in our time I , fI 
f'ar mere the 
ITe 
}le read the 
was ,:;,.ttack on them \'lillieh 
the I 
- and 
consider s ideas on credit 
in fact embodied L"l 
killed the it to the 
• debate 
the 
action 
the orders to 
to on a show of 
for card vo te on w~:.ich the u.lions i votes 
defe,s'l,tecl t:0" -this 
wrote of sorrow because 
, a,ad 
that he had tllZ: 
set 
am'l a which 
the of 
is "IVI'ong .. 
a ,m 
to the 
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ideas than that of POlitics,,87 
were pieces of: 
he was for S'i;ate control of both 
inoomes. exactly 
the same .r.i t~h its P6 " .... J. ...... ~ .. ,,_ 1~'a£,'6, ~ 
and bulk of ravr especially 
foods'turfs 1 build up rs,serve stocks vthensvsr 
tried to 
it aa 
the the wo:rltE~rs 
the meal'lS of 
be a very illustrated the 
difficulties faces asked 
this ca.."l 
in less than ten it 
a wild ;:.rears be for 
the of industries'? " 
pp. 15-16, 
done now: the to fix 
and. should be lItalcen in 
the fi:r.Gt session of the • 
Yfould to an 
power, vlhio11 a market for 
article: 
th.e 
3.nd 11l3,c1e to look everl more attrac·cive. 
took the to 
s not realising 
sin(~e 
still be be 
h.e -t to more 
in a series Qf tr~ee 
Socialist :;;11e first \ms a 
1926; 
forvard desoription of is Failing", 
on the The "'''''''V.''.u. - "Treat 
- itl I!10re im.portant. 
Given the our own 
if:) fao tor OU]° home and foreillPl 
is how to cope the diffioul ties 
this orea.tea. Th:; 
"to 
in the markets of the vJorl d, 14 
'i:;ransport 
oould be 
or by oompetitors. 
solu'l';ion wa.s 
q'our '"orkshops 
no'c [fork as each 
immediatel7 
was 
market and larger enabling workers to buy 
more and mo:~eu.. The competitiTe fixing wages 
and prices must be both and 
price;" 
in 
simultat.'lcously; and. an in~:rease 
or 
the 
coal .'?.lone, 
be a real inorease, 
" 
idea 
separa,tely'! must be 
in 
a com.petitiTe 
worker to 
with eachindustxy 
- "All 
not, out of 
a '.·.'G'~"'U 
the .IU;J.-U<::',J\: " ~rhis meant th2t Britain 
be -created. a.s ,;'. , which 
be in 
.A.V'-'",'';;;U. upon 8J:ld treated as 
of one t11.e 
! face it~~ 
f, even ·to the extent 
onr~ 
:t.G ~not 
93 
His 
,iork. a state depart-
in 
of ne. tiol'l.a.l tl1,ose 
in theIU 
of 
",.broad to 
of t~:.e • contxol 01-' 
power not 
1927; 
will talce :L ts proper 
is aot O:J.O of 
,ull :J.ec~eSi3a1.'Y an:!, possible 
'N!leXl.,;e ;.:!.f:;.ve removed the barrier of obstructs 
theu beoome it no" ~.,nd the of 
11 nationalize before 
even 
the 
not wO:::2k -
this Vias no 
views 
and he had 
• 
them. ,5ta;[;e con~.xols, 
the same 
way. 
-------------------------
29 
ia 
ta':e too 
power. He 
tLe 
it to 
are d.ead. ,,94 
of 
those of the 
Iie .h6!.d u'2cri tically 
, credi'~ 
these v,ex'e w:ci tten into 
ne'w to he 
, ]]lore papillar 
• 
Elnd 
It:l.ave the 
his 
and he 
in ~ .. 
in 
all, and 
is supreme 
tho left 
CO!'Jferenoe 
votes 
of his (rim 
wrote 
above us 
the 
wao rejeoted some 
I.L.P. 
and 
the the 
And. 
the 
an attack on 
-this new; 
since of disccntent 
had become laOl:e , and the 
of this another 
his to reflect ill a. calm 
an,l S9..ne way the mood left 
at over 
his views on to 
.. 5 Ih:itish ec ... nomy. but every 
shines attack em 
he wrote: 
1927. 
5+.bid., 20 1927. 
to 
.. 
.. 
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in every move, we would 
assured that we had the 
lIthe CitTtl and were 
extremely delioate .w.a. ... u.J.n.ru.:,y 
In other , 
rioh, 
somehovf or 
finonce. 
the 
the 
and was supporters "ere 
I1r ebels sooial 
s ta:Jk wa to flfree the toilers from 
the 
he 
movement as anel hi[:3 fo1lcnvers 
Such oonsensus 
, the of which was 
s coupled 
retired 
to the It was the 
, 12 1921; 
1921-
313 
ii.usten 
Commons: are two parties on the benches 
is represented by 
[]i1ao])ona~d ] 
[-:]heatley] t~. 8 In 
... 
this he was had-
the and was clearly the of the 
left he had not :made real to 
orga.."l15.se a He count on-:119 I 9 • , 
now , but at: a 
time when many I.L nominal 
whose 
to the s ohances of either 
J1~aoDonald or to the 
left on If 
he the likelihood was ~~3t h~ be the 
effeotive what a mere 
·~he 
Party. 
>1.C. Deb .. 
extent to 
• can be seen in tl1.e 
with twenty-five, 
six. I .r ... p., lteport, 1927, p.12. 
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tried to up support 
ho'd moderate 
Socialism 
He was not 
want to 
But the 
to the 
most 
- and the 
responsible and 
maiden 
He able to tru~e a lead in 
Report for its 
views t demon-
explained" 
a revolution" 
_ IIHe 
, one that the 
12 
in 
benQfi t, and h.e ~3:l.astiaed the ]Tational 
of the T. U • c. and the Labou.r for 
the contained some 
April Conference at 
that the 
the 
7 
April, 1921 .. 
1927-
1927. 
" 
At the 
the Conference 
315 
accepted en amendment-!;o iusert at the the 
therefore condemns the aotion the Labour 
for the was cle8.rl,-
secure, the question was an all-out Bummer 
~~~~6'L he could convert waverers" 
the 
there. 
career .. 
William 
1 
1927. 
was one the better 
"ere there. 
-00 revolt, 
in the summer of 1927 disaster 
his chances and politioal 
temporarily 
anuary 1927 a of 
was avoided 
of his 
, to write an the 
of \'llOrk in "lib: • 
• 
1926, 
1 
at level the that the 
as officis,l, the s firm 
more trade union v~gesf 
some more 
of whioh 
eleotion .. 
a young 
on act~ve service the 
to religious bigotry. A leaflet 
~1 the oonstituenoy 
11 and called 
on and 
Catholicism was a a~Il~~r to them all.11 
began, ohiefly tllat Wheatley was 
the 
editor 
the vk~hiQ~ vn~UL~ of Journalists. 
1 
317 
it hear 
in 1925, 
with 
offered a pxove t:ru.th 
of or the Hobjectionable 
was a 
in to 
thti t he mts a 
cl:r:ie 
which 
week later 
a 
!:!, man wi th no of an 
oath". 
on the and 
we ita couxt Jw,ve helcl 
6 • 
to his OWtl 
however 7 
~nd Glasf;oy; S::;),st End A.dvertL;er, 21 on 10 October 
the,t 
11is so11e1 tors -00 pxoceed 
Xil:iller and the 
pu.blisher. 22 the =~::;.' 
13.11(1 each .. 
the case, and it was 
the case came 1n 
The w:h1oh time much 
was made of tJhetl10r or not Patriok ·~,:-:;.esdiley'8 grooery 
had 
to toast the of a 
1n of 
had for a revolu.tion,23 and Andexson 
their defence on the claim that their a:ctio1e was 
20Ibit\..o, 10 
2~aste:l."n Argue and Glae:'ow Eaad; End Advertiser, 
25 September and 2 Ootober, 1925: the letter appeared in 
both issues. 
10 
a to a 
on 
to a person 
and 
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'_~"""'"'''I", ... , and in this 
1;ii10 
i;~.a t -till.a jury 
-GO 
aimed at 
the 
rea.d the reply 
... that, 
, if a 
"timed at, takes up the 
had 
he '\'rent on; a ha:rd-hi tting ha~/e 
the no·t be 
Hwa:3 by ••• 
not 
the up it is 
that -the for over two and t'l, 
on 
issues votes to three ~~we1ve votes to 
nil. 
two of the ~!';4"~!! Robertson 
, 13 1921-
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Aitchison, he had. 
. confi,lent of 
- indeed the only reason he 
waited 
"to evidence [WhiCh was] sufficie..."'ltly accura-te". 26 
the action he was 
thin-skimlcd.. He was too old a that. 
JIe took legal action because he ,vas sure he wl.n and 
the po1i Uca.l1y UQ,lU""':~.LJ""'''; l:.'U.mours. this 
The reward.s 
po1i tioians, the cost of 
ones can be bot in in 
and poliUca1 t;ems. Whether he liked it or not it was, 
as Anderson's counsel npoli ·tice,l controversy ••• 
and '91se. It 1fIa,'2l seethi...1'1g vdth politics. ,,27 
July, on counsel's a.drlce, he asked a new 
tria,l on the ground that the verdict was to 
evid.ence, probably b.ave one. :But in 
November he to let and. vd thdrew 
t . 29 no ~ce .. 
1927· 
1927. 
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the case \'ras poli tioally severe blow, 
turned to the of 
seat. who had his 
troubles and. vilifioation and 
after -tLe war, Wei,S full of sympathy. 
the verdict he wrote to ,iheatley: 
you be very siok 
libel complaint you 
seriously. Time hides up 
and 
the 
One 
proportion. 
followed 
aooepted by 
the bulk fair 
I have seen none of your 
papers so do not kll0ii I'J11.at are 
I t will be -their to keep 
the matter alive and 
polioy 
let me 
either to re-(;ire 
his seat an'Ll make a 00.13-back 
replied realistically: 
I you r;ill go thoroughly into the whole 
131 tUE;!. tiOll before to conclusion, 
for I , there 
taken into 
th.at completes the 
propose to do 
nOlll1, 
your enemies; if 
you may find it to 
any rate to a 
th,e mo",,~emen'l; to be 
a by-election in Shettleston be 
to 13 1921· 
322 
the dice 
u.s. Of cou.rse I de not; Imc!\'J all 
it certainly looks as 
ou.t of your 
I think you TIill 
that 
""ill go 5,,11 
th,,~t t!10 case 
J~l.:rt the y,hole had taken a ,severe 
IIis in office hac1 
1 and a:!; the of 
on 
on 
1924 
that he \,;as ord.erea. to 
broke do.'J.1. 
to 
in 
It was ~~~,.,.t 
35n "d ~., 
, and arter a 
33 was 
decision 
his 
rest he d.ecided 
the I 
the 
to he 
se 'bo 
decided to 
35 
19 July, 1927. 
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had -:11e 
summex of 1927 been completely 
in the limelig;ht his poli-Gical 
a half-
36 
the I .:L.? at 
even the 
37 
was to 
himself House of Comr:lOns, once in 
July on the lattax 
in a soene that for an hour a half, but 
significan:tly '.Iheatley did not his 38 
It was the the I .. L.P .. leadexship 
that had severed his 
36~b·.:! ~., 
Standard, 22 
no 
~I ovem.ber T'le::;;:e -tillers moxe 
I.L.? 1927. 
Deb. 
association w1. th the I .:G .. P. aft'3l: , to 
iXl 
o£ 
concerned the I.L.P .. 
pU:.J~ose, a.nd. ••• 
its is neithe:r: nor 
he !i;l,ll the 
I. .P·s be 
content nOl.'l ,to m.erge in -t;lle life ll 
aJld =,~axton did not 
out Snow(len a;t tIle Scottish 
I.L.P. 1928. 
the role of 
the 1.1 
and 
th:01 tit was ••• 
Vit3W • 
.. 
9 
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I f the I.L.P. settles to 
Im2'ty, there is for it.1! 
who are enlis ted -to teach ana. 
in t~"t-~acks u.pon it, a;'lJ in 
s lines, 
of -Ghe 
42 
• 
made at some 
every on t;~ie bet'\veen ·the wars -
with o f ]y~:e,xton. 
to th,,~m was, as Maxton 
not accept 
to 
a firIIJ. basis 
11a(l 
many LL .. P €Irs gave their 
as that 
room for the 
The I.L.P. was 
28 
October, 1928. 
the ',ind the small but 
the I 
itself from t~le 
were 
to compare, wi th them •. l)ut the I .. L.P. 
had difficulties in this programme .. 
~he problem of distinctiveness bec~ae an obsession 
, in June 1928 
Jowett that I.L.P. 
like the 
which were it out as distinct 
wanted to stress the 
in order "to malce 
the I.L.P. and the and in 
that t:r~e I.T ..,.P. must be a 
45 its .. 
this 'ivas not ;:;ome with 
Ilaxton some Vl'i t!l Some l)elieved 
others did. llJt; mt'lny were 
o thera ,vera 
.L.P. 
6 
327 
from it. !'md this 
conf\w:ton so as did the Cook -
of 1928 (-).1'1d the Cook - ;.Iaxton 
extremely ourious. It is not ee:l"?t.sdn whose ide9~ 
were or wh!..~,t their real purpose was. 
f S Ol."igin to~tl1e attitudes 
to - Tru!ner 
Cook from the T.v.C~ General 
to 
.rr.c.; it was a meetil'lg at the 
trace.s 
and 
to the mo"\re to 
, at'1d to the 
link with the 
of 
to Cook's possible expUlsion tihc:,t the io.ea of 
the ~lIa11ifesto and. be oorrect, 
bL1t the.:r.e Ll,.:r.e othe.:r. possible idea 
l1<lVe been to "t.:r.y to movement to th.13 
1 eft ana. hal tits 
th~: G-lasgow Herald which 
for 
t::e 
of 
Faton 
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whioh was -I;hen .the 
to·atir up the 
episode 
new left 
thsct 
$ to 
has 
up 
to 
that he was 
at the House 
the l\!anifesto 
grew of "l;he l::Leeting. It seems olear 
',irote it v.r--as and 
pp. 10'7-14_ 
.171. 
222-3-
fa.]! dem.ied 
on of 
:r :;':) keep the party 011 road 
5r::: 
where Xeb; T:.Ir?rctie set itS' feet'! 1 :J ",,]Jlae 
and. 
the 56 n~he sen timen t beh' these 
statements is and 
Tom Johnston~ who all £e1t 
:lP the mOVQ111811 t, 57 
have 
[get 
that 
cards m~tself to 
-the and Cook 
1928. 
, James l\!Ja."ton~ ::::or~rai·t 
ll1 Fbrward, 7 July, 1920. 
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the possible s::.)eed, 
seams to the 
.A.C. on 30 that 
waa to provide a 
"register of people believed in the projeot, 
o! people in support be, 
adds even more to it. 
to the 
confusion I .P. 
vote8 to five did -the reject 
s resolution virtually the 
did it 
·1'. t a resolu.-I:;ion the 
II spirit of the and urging 
I .I,.P. and mellll)E~ra to in this 
to secure a Socia1i?!t • 
At the same "time the .A.C. decid.ed. to on 
""'U1J""".15J.4 for the incorpora"tion in 'I;he Labour 
59I •L•P • JiI.A.C. ¥nute.s, 
60Ibid ., , 1928. 
of unofficial conferences a·s 
~ith I.L.P. and 
1928. 
for 
the 
, 1928. 
interference 
6 
pp. 36-7, 
the memory 
331 
the Sco I.LoP. was 1esa 
the i-t refused to take any official 
in the it w1.th the 
"spirit arid of th" ]!anifesi;o .. md called for 
Sooialism in Our Tim~ proposals, 
can best 
Forking the I.L.P. and 
annou:l1ced 
support for tl'le at an 
that 
Socialism in Our Time, thai; was 
and Cook produced a of proposals, 
Ol.:lr Cass for a ;30oialist Revival, ol.:ltlining point 
view as to 
what oUJ: 
bore 
ill Our Time. 
over 
61 Forward. 
1928; :Je" Leader, 
is wrong the 
• 
little 
called for of all 
at nationaliz~tion 
of' the the 
9 July, 
61 
332 
eo.damned 
)f the 'GO the and mu.st 
be progr~~e, but as an 
a 
and for this reason had gone, 
behim:1 the back the LL.P. to to 
was he, like may be 
to use as a 
some new fact tllat a,] the 
he tried to ensure "that the 
were :no way 
that lie was not. 
be reconciled open B,ttooks on 
in Ou:);:: Case for a Socialist Reviv.!l, or wi tIl 
hi Gtatement to the .A.C. about Could 
it be that he was convinoed the fu tili ty of 
the,h)le af.fair'1' 
that, even semblanoe 
of an and 
s 
36-7, 
333 
no evident [ and COOk] have taken 
the first fO::cm:l,tion a new TI"'''''+V in 
in to, 
I be ~'ure if there lllaS 
to that 
doomed to .. in 
the HaJ.l 
Hall. 
rather and 
for 
rather tired, at the over-
s er:roj~memCie, charaoterising it as 
• he 
for the 
23 • 
See a130~ 
" 
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vC~U~U!! believes that fel-e 
11'13,8 and la,tar that 
who hs.d 1,7ri tten a to pay the expense of 
the ~"--i"-~.'''''''' •• tore it in pieces a:.1d it to 
the fou:r winds. decided to force the 
Lab'Jur l>3ao.erl3 "to ta.lte notice of tbe , and 
two 
as 
B. move sumaoned before the 
Party. 
the meeting on the evening of 
lasted tl'lree hours and there was 
strai?,ht talkll69 from. 
Clynes is to have II 
severe of censure was at one , 
Deoline and. F2:.11 of the Laoogr Part;c, 
p.112. ~Iheatley did, however, playa part in financing 
• 1 
, Decli!le and. Fall of -the LaboBr Party, 
p.113. 
, The Clydesiders, 
335 
but was in a mild 
that the for 
and people tlnd. 
hoped that future cUly critioism ox difference 
w1.11 be fo rward in a 
which vli11 the as a to move 
a spirit of unity caufio.enoe, to the 
ment of II The mood of the was very 
and but rema.ined 
• 
wen-t on, no 
some cases 
faoe oj" 
as the 
continued und,er i-I:;s own stean 
,lireoted the moat 
20 • 
aoted 
July, , ::'1Jld 
1929, in the 
of letters e~d documents also contains the 
C
f
ampaig:1 balance sheets and shOt'" th2.t it W2.S fin2.'1c;.cllly 
_airly successful. 
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occurred as as 1928 
the of Commoas 
" ........ u."" .... his 'If'I''!'1'l'\ln,i\ 
for 
the the age 
main tem,'once 
at of 
if.!. 
the 
of 
I 11,;>.d 
then 
tIle face o£ 
to sink. the 
of sweated 
incom.es of OVf;r 
sat 
not 
2(.)30 
"C'd. th 
power an(~ 
in the 
I "n:m1d 
208. ill 
the rents 
an 
of 
from. 
the 
tax 
could. 
the 
were I 
to 
over 
the 
337 
This was 
to get the way. 
I t certainly no positive influence on thE 
for a new 
as an 
to 
Manifesto and 
the 
potential 
and 
failed. the Obser'\l"er 
various f:Jecti;)ns I.L.P. 
between the 
seen at the 
make the 
C. Deb. 
• 
generally votes 
Party and the I 
thE: 
P2J::'ty 
to 
to use 
338 
to make the .L.P .. subservient 
to the the 
to the rlG: .. ps. he 
t.o soon1.'e -the 
an uncomprom-
be bound to 
and he 
even at thr:;; 
.mean that 
forin. the of the country, and in 
the by 
be In this sense 
it was fortun.9.. te the'l; hiE.! Labour and 
be 
75 and so 
and. •• out any 
on the of 
I .F , 
pp. 
I .. POt 
unrest 
339 
and 
I.L.P •. so , 
1928 a minor crisis up. 
had 
was not the end to 
Criti.cism of the I"L.P. leadership had been on the 
the the 
the 
July~ 
which the I.L.P .. 
spirit of 
""i!l"·n"l","~.:r and mean; 
in?'; the movement is 
of the hea.·t 
tl"e -:;'~lsk of keeping the 
-I:;heir l:1a...."lds 
vel:Y last 
And he eUdeti. '1;i th th.e 
one of 
and that the lot.P. 
more s the oensure one 
-----------------~ 
21 1928. 
like 
more 
it, the 
pass on 
340 
one on the left ma tcb. t;le 
the 
same lines. In July George to assist 
tho 
from the Ii.A.C. and the Lt.P. 
of In 
of I 
" 
poor condition of 
decliD.€I in 
that it was due not 
to the the 
lTor1r.ers, the P"U!'ty, but 
also to the that t!J.o I.L.P. as a sep:~rate 
to the 
v.ras 
some I .P. 
• o 2,11 e;.1. on the ini tiati ve :;WOrJ.g others, 
D:r. A1:fred ;'::;8.1 te:l • the attention of 
to • Papers. 
of 
1 p.J8. 
341 
the .A.C. to 
nd Sta,mford. 
whioh had 
some "hioh 
to 
of 
Maxton's it be 1:;est 
be held as soon :],S 
of minutes 
members 
l;Ildch show Ilow many 
and 
in the form of 
the seconcl 
.~ at a time 
;;vere fate of the I.Is •. : .... 
tinse 
in years. 
fiery on the 
He \'\fanted. -f.:;he I.L.P. to con. 
of the 
of 
be tIle 
tIle '!rider of the 
.:L.P. •. A .• C. , 
• .p. 
bu·t 
election and 
moverJent ahead of its 
Sooialist 
~nd 12 
342 
then edited 
o:f a 
be better 
he :felt that 
to if he 1'elt 
for mOl:e team in of Com::I~one and 
"I:;hat the I "L.P .. 
own actiol'2;'h He maintained 'that the was not 
a 
of and its task vras to 
in -1;0 
[ Sic J II He 
views a re1'erred 
to h.is he had not 
the 1.L , to 
. the 0 
to 
the spirit 
of I from 
[ the] - y J.. oj..! 0-'::_ that the I.L.l::. is to 
theL [ aboul] P [ ] f~ 
figure of 
attack on 
I .:2. in 
in 
vr:ts for 
343 
supported and on 
th,t they llad 
but it was old, 
~~.~~~ .• G, one-time leader of the I.L.P., 
with a for and 
tha t the I .L.P" 
the 
the I':econd 
called fm: 
~iheaUey rose to 
the 
with an 
way 
t>at 
the way 
end he 
on 
that if one 'Vvere about 
":I1d preceded the 
need, he 
ill the , this point 
:11 Oi,l out s views di.ffered 
from t!:oze of I1t::my I.L.2. " ,""nd,. :furthermore, 
of the party 
, 6 
and seemea. to lack team tried 
to 
i11 
was liked, even 
ended: the 
had been 
an u:!;ter1.y 
fat.al 
He 
of the 
~t'9'.xton -
vlXote to 
the 
t?::a t ·there 
upon you. If yot;, 
risky, :.r0v, to 
·:;:,re tIlEd; you are on the !~ .A.C. rihatever 
I 1:;111.n.l,( t.n~:.t 
elected 
, 12 JJ@.cernbf'1', 1928. 
should be. 
, Coufliot.!i thout :r~a1ice, 
p.103. 
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the (Cinel 
romlled home votes to 
and 
Despite opposition the 1.1.P., 
wi. th th.eu few 010 sa 
controlled the 
'The on of 
al'l.other time 
and 'l:;21a still 
f fifty- ::>ne,. 
yea.rs had seen 
I.1.P,. the 
The 
the I.L.P. 
to become a 
were 
five 
the 
leadership 
the .tJCblklUIJU; 
, saw for tbe 
on of 
6lxr;enses which 
in 
vi and i!lrhile in Hirst, 
the 
c • 
their ,ana mad,a it tha t he 
~~re defe~ted. this 
is 
'c:2t. went out 
to stress thEct Liitbour not 
fr.:>m tbEl eJ. e it had 
1';. 8., 
V01::e 1.L • 
.257. 
:m 1 - per week fOJ~ an man 
a 
too, 2111 
, and vd "CJ.1in a 
to 
the 
of 
10 at the 
House 0.::':' COIlI:::ons tried 
to solve the 
-!;h8 olG. administered 
believe'o. in 
stat,ed 
.1-
v as 
the 
to 
and t~:e 
c. ") 
me::lt.:" :.> 
yO'Ll 
us. 
me liSLe :rou done 
to 
348 
for £;1, hold. a.tta.ck 011 
, '(':rote :3novrden: 
-;irote to 
po 
no elate. 
349 
But his for unity was-brushed aside. 
divisive on his ovm 
terms. He believed only "courageous" measures 
help the classes,/Jhile "a policy 
ultimately discredit 
and of millions 
would be 
If' the 
vlill have no ,:rarmex' 
men. If, however, 
degenerates a ~~~ct&U 
can. count on ':\!heatley, 
friends dutifUlly their 
vu ..... t:."" UP9for the credit of the 
~10vement. 
electors." 
w!1ile the Glasgow Eastern Standard \ms threatening, 
Forward, ,vhich had since 1924 steadily towards 
and was calling 
for "a square deal!! for the lilt 
will have sufficient enemies to trip it 
up, mld to pull the feet from it, any of its 
97Glasgow Eastern Standard, 15 June, 1929. 
Kirkwood, as usual, was more forthright: at the 
he bluntly that the 
Government 'liaS prepared 
[ the Clydesiders' ] business 
did. If ~., 29 June, 1929. 
350 
friend.s ancl to so 
the months of the 
the Clydeside~s •. from 
the the 
to take courageous actions or to come to grips 
the economic and Kirlt1.vood 
the P.L.P. Constlltative Committee 
which \'faS to be link the the 
rank and file, and Maxton went out of way to express 
101 his 
In at the I.L.P. su.:mm.e~ 
"'''''';;1.>''''':U him. up. In the 
8 June, • 
H.C. Deb. 
s Speech". 
continued 
of I.;ornmons he said: 
force as 
sit it ? 
with correct 
, 1929. 
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at 
others ca."'ll1ot maleCe 
to ease the 
man can do t a.:.ld -!.;he sooner ,lite 
that the better •••• 
raG than , unless he 
I 't care I risk 
will do can 
its 
disciplil1ary action 
the met with from them~ 
and. the be 
the idea 
James 
the votes of Parmoor and 
only he expec'l:; all 
to cease, he see 
to 108 \lias • 
came 
over BODe.field! s :Bill. 
on 
2 • 
353 
were discussed ill a modere,te sensible 
of I.L.P. • on 11 ~nd 21 October. 
outb~st came from Stephen, 
ilyrho did not to be the decisions of the 
Parliamentary but Conference 
The set up a nine-men sub-com:mi ttee which 
prepared the I.L.P. Minimum Demands, a document submitted 
to a further I.L .. P .. Parliamentary Group meeting on 
28 October;! it d.emanded t.~e ''»lanesburgh'' figures, 
the Uon the obnoxious Gal'luinely Seeldng 
in the Bill, and provision that disallowance 
of bene'fit to be deferred un'til insured man 
had 103t a 110 " The 
recorded and it was 
a:!.; "L • 
day, with the provision that if 
there a I.L.P. 
111 be held. A 
21 
in I .L .. P. 7 Report, 
23 October, 
1 
" 
reaffil'!W.ed the 
of this 
80 the 
354 
112 
as news 
oirculated, 
recorded ice of the 
deci(leo. a.mendmellts not the P.I.I.P. 
00n::n.::.1 tstive be • 
told 1.1.1'. "muet retail'l liberty to 
dom'} on 
evening the I.L.P. Group met. 
at an 1.L.1'. 
in ~rears ... and v~tes to 14, vdth 
13 , the S'l1inVl6l1 f s 
to 
anct 
the 
to the 
all 
.. 
011 the Second 
submitted 
1ia:xton was 
any event; he intended 
I .L.P .. :l .. P .. -to 
amen<bnent, 
it in 
7 and S 
, 1929 • 
• P.. .A.C. ~jm'Stes, 7 December, 1929. 
son had I.L.P. 
Hwe ••• C.esixe to make that recent prmlounce .. 
ments to, or c:d M.oal of f the 
do not our views. 
was: really for 
the. I.L C1 1\4a"S{;·to:rl or the . , 
I.L.:_~. .LL .. k"S. w110 'lJ!j'8re the I.L.? .. 
who 11~1.d, -~hei:e fircJt -co the 
of the I .L •• P .. t but if the of tho: 
demo-
to problem 
the ' 6A. .. had decided 
upon tleW 116 the 
to lind'l; the !eL.P. 
to .L.P. nominees ~1d to other 
I.L.P. their of 
I.L.P. the of 
.. 
" o. . 
the 
refer:r.in.g 
On 
I 
did not 
on the 
fa,f{ 
1 
the 
Oonference 
to I.L.P. 
all 
356 
117 
.. But 
instead. 
• to 
rejected 
resolutions 
118 
..:.""'.An .... not 'GO the 
were 
and. to 'be invited to 
• discove:ref!. 
of 142. 
these .. 
of the Unemploy--
was 
the closuJ~e 
had. to speak. 
2nd from a 
demonstrated their 
in 
In the 
when Bond field 
to 
p. 
8 June, 
• 
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during the ,t.Wnter instead of waiting till the follo~ng 
summer,_ 
~here ~re at least 
divisions 
-bh.e Bill 
I 
fo: some amen.dmen 
and others. success was 
to secure amendment of the 
, and here 
union 
.. 
723-803. 
the 
, 2007. 
1995-20113 
, 2218-43 
; 233 H. • 
, 2599-722; 
.. (4), 
.. 73) t 
, 411-5 
H.C. Deb. 
issue was 
own 
time 
4 
2015. 
1 
358 
the Parliamentary ['"t the end 
s 
of 1930 s:;?oke 
on 
1 'J\.re we to go to the 
e 
his 
for the it :1.8 
,,127 But within the 
See 
• :Deb. 5s, 309 ... 12, 
237 .'i.O. Deb. 1243-6, 
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